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Abstract 
 

Color Management System (CMS) aims to realize coherent reproduction through a cross-

media chain. It is a joint-domain issue which involves color science, vision science and 

image processing. Nowadays, pleasant reproduction of CMS draws increasing concern as 

well. Most of the state-of-the-art solutions are based on the International Color 

Consortium (ICC) standard Version 4 whose recommendations on rendering intents are 

mainly based on color science and unaware of image contents. This leads to ambiguity of 

rendering intents selection and insufficient detail retaining in real practice. Targeting 

these insufficiencies, the concept of Image Quality Assessment (IQA) is introduced into 

CMS by the proposed Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) operation to enable 

more reasonable rendering intents selection based on image content analysis. More 

importantly, several natural color image enhancement algorithms are developed and 

integrated into the existing CMS solutions with consideration of device characteristics 

which dramatically improves the global pleasantness and detail retaining of the image 

reproduction. 

 

Résumé  

Le système de gestion de couleur vise à réaliser la reproduction cohérente de contenus 

visuels à travers une chaîne de reproduction avec des médias différents. C'est un domaine 

de recherche pluridisciplinaire qui implique les sciences de la couleur, de la vision et les 

techniques de traitement d'image. Actuellement, le modèle de reproduction CMS apparait 

comme la solution la plus acceptée. La plupart des solutions sont basées sur le 

Consortium International de Couleurs (ICC) version 4 dont les recommandations sur les 

modes de rendu sont principalement basées sur la science des couleurs et n’intègre pas 

d’analyse fine du contenu de l'image. Cela conduit inévitablement à une ambigüité au 

niveau de la sélection des modes de rendu et la faiblesse  quant à la préservation des 

détails dans l’image. Pour répondre à ces insuffisances, le concept d’évaluation de la 

qualité d'image (IQA) est introduit dans le CMS. L’idée est alors de réduire le gamut en 

analysant l’image localement. Cela permet ainsi de faire le meilleur choix des modes de 

rendu. Une contribution importante dans ce travail consiste à introduire quelques 

algorithmes d’amélioration de l’apparence visuelle de l'image  en s’appuyant sur  les 

solutions de CMS existantes  tout en tenant compte des caractéristiques de l'appareil. 

Cette stratégie permet d’améliorer considérablement le rendu global tout en préservant 

les détails de l'image. 
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Chapter 1 

Overview 

If you can’t explain it simply,  

you don’t understand it well enough. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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1.1 A real life example  

During summer of 2009, my wife and I were visiting Greek and took a lot of photos one 

of which is shown below. A nice British guy helped us for this photo and pressed the 

shutter against the sunshine without using embedded camera flash. Our faces are under 

exposed due to insufficient exposure.  

 
Fig.1.1: Example photo with wrong exposure 

If I printed it out directly with my 60-dollar printer, I will obtain some result shown in 

figure 1.2 which is a complete failure and far away from my expectation. I can barely 

recognize our faces. This is due to the physical limit of the printer whose capability of 

color reproduction is usually insufficient for many displayable colors. They can be seen 

on screen, but not printable on paper. (Generation of this result will be discussed in 

chapter 6.) 

To save this precise moment, some image enhancement techniques are applied (to be 

discussed in detail in chapter 5 and 8) before sending it to printer, and with exactly the 

SAME printer, another copy can be obtained as shown in figure 1.3. As can be seen from 

this reproduction, image details have been retained, and more color information is 

preserved as well. In some regions such as the belt of my bag and small hills in the 

background, better contrast than its original version is achieved. Since pleasantness is the 

major concern for this application, slightly changing the visual coherence does not 

damage my satisfaction to this reproduction. This example may actually happen to many 

ordinary users nowadays.  

How to achieve a pleasant reproduction while reducing details and color information loss 

is a widely demanded issue. It is also one of the major concerns of this thesis. Knowledge 
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from different disciplines is involved especially color science, vision science and image 

processing techniques. It falls in the category of Color Management System (CMS) 

whose major concerns are to reproduce the original image either consistently or 

pleasantly. It seems to be somewhat controversial to have both of the two goals 

simultaneously, and indeed the choice of reproduction purpose depends on the desired 

effects in real practice. Both consistency and pleasantness of reproduction will be 

discussed in detail in this study.  

 
Fig.1.2: Soft-proof of the photo using printer (ICC profile: RSWOP) 

 
Fig.1.3: Soft-proof of the enhanced printable version with the SAME printer 
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1.2 Several color reproduction problems in real world 

In order to give a more intuitive picture of Color Management System and its 

applications, let’s start the discussion by observing the following events in real world:  

Event 1: I edited my photos and published on Facebook. It looks perfect on my screen, 

but my friend left a comment that the color looks very weird on his screen;  

          

Fig.1.4: Inconsistent reproduction due to different calibration of the same type of devices 

Event 2: I got a masterpiece during a photographic visit to Saint-Bruno forest of Quebec, 

and I decided to hang it on the wall by printing it out with my 60-dollar printer, only 

finding that the maple leaves are so pale in color, and much less charming than what I 

saw; 

                  

Fig.1.5: Inconsistent reproduction due to physical mismatch of different devices and 

different interpretations of the same color stimuli 

Event 3: During a working meeting, I made a PPT file to show that my algorithm 

outperforms than algorithm XYZ, but the improvements are barely visible when 

observing the projection on the wall, so I had to invite everyone walking to my laptop to 

prove that it does have differences;  

                            

Fig.1.6: Inconsistent reproduction due to different observation conditions (and different 

devices) 
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In the first event, the color image is shown on both display A (my screen) and display B 

(the one of my friend). They are not calibrated to the same standard, and the mismatch of 

calibration leads to variations of color appearance of my photo.  

In the second event, the photo is reproduced by printer whose capability of color 

reproduction is quite different from the one of the screen. Some displayable colors cannot 

be reproduced due to physical limit of the printer device, ink purity and paper whiteness. 

This causes a problem of gamut mismatch (to be discussed in chapter 6, 7 and 8). Beside, 

the color space used for printer is usually subtractive (such as CMYK) instead of additive 

(such as conventional RGB color space). Unavoidably, there are color appearance 

variations introduced by different interpretations of the same color stimuli using different 

color spaces.  

In the third event, of course, similar problem of gamut mismatch exists as in event 2. 

Beside, the color image projected was using surface light of the wall (or the curtain) by 

reflection of the incident light from the projector, whereas, it is the emitting light source 

to be used when it is displayed on the screen. The mismatch of the display nature makes 

the sensation of color stimuli naturally different. In addition, the observation conditions 

vary dramatically as well. In a projection scenario, the room lights are typically dimmed 

which leads to a white balance quite different from normal observation condition when 

we are watching the laptop. Chromatic adaptation comes into effect to realize color 

constancy property of Human Vision System (to be discussed in chapter 4) which leads to 

color appearance variation due to the imperfection of adaptation.  

Incoherent calibrations, physical gamut mismatch, observing condition variations, and 

inconformity of interpretations between different color spaces, all of these contribute to 

color distortions during reproduction and these are the major tasks that a Color 

Management System (CMS) should handle with.  

For the error introduced by physical mismatch of device gamut, the utmost solution is of 

course to invent machines that can embrace all possible color points so that all colors are 

reproducible. However, this is only a solution in wonderland. When the river rises, the 

boat floats high. Color image may be described by more attributes for better precision or 

other features whenever possible, and there will be always a competition of device gamut 

and reproduction need. Such as a 3.5 inch floppy disk was largely sufficient for document 

file once upon a time, but nowadays, even 1TB hard disk remains insufficient for storing 

digital cinema metadata. The competition never ends and there is always need for 

compensating the gamut mismatch for a real world CMS.  

For the inconformity and ambiguity of color sensation interpretations caused by different 

device-dependent color spaces, some device-independent color spaces which describe 

uniformly the perception of Human Vision System to color stimuli are needed (to be 
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discussed in detail in chapter 3). The state-of-the-art CMS is usually based on ICC profile 

(to be discussed in chapter 6) which uses device-independent color space called Profile 

Connection Space (PCS) to remove the ambiguity when converting color attributes 

between different color spaces such as from RGB to CMYK.  

For the error introduced by observing conditions, there are some Color Appearance 

Models (CAM) to compensate color appearance such as in CIECAM02 or iCAM. 

Chromatic Adaptation will be made by accounting for observation condition parameters 

including white point reference and adaptation degree. It enables precise predictions of 

color appearance for simple color stimuli under well-calibrated environment. 

The standardisation of working process is also of crucial importance, especially for the 

case of event No.1. Incoherent calibrations are very common problem in real world CMS. 

Besides the hardware settings, software-related calibration also matters. Taking 

Operating System of computer as an example, there are inter-system and intra-system 

errors. An inter-system error example can be found when viewing an image under MS-

Windows whose CMS is ICW and under Mac whose CMS is ColorSync. They interpret 

color perceptions not exactly in the same way in color spaces and rendering intents. An 

intra-system example could be found when a color image has been edited in Photoshop 

and ready to print, but both Photoshop and printer driver load their profiles during 

processing so that the color image suffers twice color conversion which introduces 

unnecessarily color distortions.  

It can be seen that various errors happen in real practise varying from wrong human 

being interaction, physical mismatch of devices and other arbitrary settings of observing 

conditions. All these errors need to be analysed and removed if possible during color 

image reproduction. It is mandatory to carefully calibrate devices, properly setup 

software and apply appropriate gamut mapping techniques for a successful color 

reproduction. The research of PCS and CAM are relatively mature in currently applied 

CMS, and the proposed work will focus mainly on the error of gamut mismatch which is 

also the essential module of CMS. 

 

1.3 Scope of this work 

In the complete conceptual stage of color reproduction in Color Management System 

presented by Jan Morovic in his book “Color gamut mapping” in 2008, there are many 

modules introduced as shown in figure 1.7. Many aspects of color science and vision 

science have been included such as Color Appearance Model (CAM) and image 

enhancement module. The essential concern of this work is focusing on the color image 
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enhancement techniques and its application on gamut mapping for better image detail 

retaining performance.  

 

 Fig.1.7: Conceptual stages of color reproduction  

In chapter 5, some new algorithms are designed to realize natural enhancement of color 

image by increasing luminance and chrominance contrast without introducing visible 

artifacts. Its applications for better image detail retaining in gamut mapping will be 

proposed in chapter 8.  

Concerning the consistent reproduction issue, this work also proposes some solutions in 

chapter 7 for coherent reproduction to alleviate the ambiguity in rendering intent 

selection during gamut mapping by image content analysis. Basically, the preferred 

reproduction by integrating image enhancement techniques is supposed to be the major 

contribution of this work to the state-of-the-art Color Management System and the first 

figures in this opening chapter (figure 1.1 to 1.3) are such an example of detail retaining 

during gamut mapping.  

 

1.4 Brief introduction of CMS solutions and its 

limitations  

Please be kindly noted that the detailed discussion of this issue will be carried out in 

chapter 2. Only brief introduction is made for a complete overview of this chapter. It is 

Major concern 

of this work 

 

Major concern 

of this work 
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generally stated that a Color Management System (CMS) aims to realize coherent 

reproduction through a cross-media chain. It is a multidisciplinary issue which involves 

knowledge and techniques from many areas, especially from color science, vision science 

and image processing and analysis. Nowadays, theory and practise of CMS have been 

greatly developed compared with last century. Most of the state-of-the-art CMS is based 

on the International Color Consortium (ICC) standard Version 4 which was released in 

2004 and proved as an International Standard ISO 15076-1 in 2005. CMS has become 

universally accepted and applied in both color industry and imaging domain.  

Albeit with the development of color science and image processing, the interaction 

between them is not yet sufficient in CMS domain due to the fact that most color 

laboratories focus more on physics and chemistry aspects by collecting empirical data 

from simple and isolated color stimulus tests (such as certain ink, paper and illumination 

standards) rather than a regional and content-based analysis. On the other hand, image 

processing and analysis groups usually apply mathematical models for theoretical 

analysis rather than empirical experiences of color perceptions. Although some Human 

Vision System (HVS) properties have been roughly quantified, yet there are still large 

gaps be bridge between color science and image processing in CMS domain.  

In ICC V4 or ISO 15076-1, some recommendations have been made for cross-media 

reproduction such as color appearance model, chromatic adaptation, gamut mapping and 

rendering intents. Gamut mapping, being regarded as the essential module for cross-

media reproduction, has four rendering intents to realize color reproduction, namely 

Perceptual Rendering Intent, Media-relative Rendering Intent, ICC-absolute Colorimetric 

Rendering Intents and Saturation Rendering Intent. Some algorithms can be used to 

realize these rendering intents but most of them are mainly based on color distribution, 

which is pixel-wise approach and unaware of image regions and contents. They setup 

tone mapping tables between color points without considering the contents of color 

regions or their relative importance in global perception. Such “blind” mapping principles 

lead to sometime unnecessary gamut compression whose consequence includes loss of 

important image information and hue constancy. Besides, there is often an ambiguity of 

selecting either Perceptual Rendering Intent or Relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent for 

a pictorial image since the former preserves better contrast information which is 

considered to be essential to perception whereas the latter tends to keep more color 

fidelity during reproduction which is also decisive for color constancy.  

Therefore, content-aware image processing and analysis is in need for optimizing the 

reproduction by choosing more reasonable rendering intents according to image contents 

which is not yet included in the state-of-the-art solution as to be discussed in next chapter. 

The standard remains open for perceptual rendering techniques since there is no universal 

solution for pleasant rendering which is highly subjective. Therefore, many enhancement 

algorithms can be candidates for detail retaining and enhancement during the 
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reproduction without strict constraints of color constancy. However, remember that some 

enhancement still remains irreproducible. Until the date of this manuscript, few methods 

have given convincing improvements and satisfactory performance in terms of 

enhancement and perceptual quality as will be discussed in chapter 8.   

 

1.5 Objectives and contributions of this work  

The proposed work aims to introduce quality assessment concept into current framework 

of Color Management System (to be discussed in detail in chapter 7) and make image 

enhancement during the cross-media color image reproduction (to be discussed in chapter 

5 and 8). The designed perceptual quality-oriented image content analysis helps to select 

rendering intents for pictorial images and the developed enhancement algorithm 

preserves more image details and color information during reproduction.  

In order to improve the pleasantness of image rendering, details should be retained and 

contrast enhancement is usually preferred. Although constrained by the gamut boundary 

of destination device, the developed enhancement algorithm enables the reproduced 

version preserving most of image details and frequently the reproduced version shows 

more pleasant appearance even than its original copy in terms of lightness correction and 

contrast enhancement. Caution has been taken during image enhancement so that the 

enhanced regions remain reproducible within the destination device gamut boundary.  

The concept of image quality assessment is introduced into Color Management System 

by image gamut analysis. It is carried out in multiple domains analysis (spatial, color and 

perception) whose objective is to reduce image effective gamut boundaries before gamut 

mapping. This operation removes perceptually less important regions from the out-of-

gamut (OOG) color distribution so that it contains only the essential contents during 

gamut mapping. This is inspired by the perceptual approach of Image Quality 

Assessment (IQA) which accounts only visually important information during image 

quality ranking. The reduction of image gamut boundary enables less gamut compression 

in mapping, and consequently more consistent image contents can be reproduced. Thanks 

to distinguishing the relative importance of the different color regions, more reasonable 

rendering intent can be chosen according to image contents when using ICC-based gamut 

mapping, therefore, better coherent reproduction can be achieved in term of global 

perception.  

These proposals lead to several publications in journal and conferences as listed in the 

end of this chapter.  
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1.6 Thesis outline 

The structure of this thesis is arranged into 3 parts as following:  

Part I: introduction and analysis of the state-of-the-art Color Management System.  

• Chapter 1: Overview (current chapter). It explains the major concern of the 

proposed work and overall structure of this document.  

 

• Chapter 2: State-of-the-art Color Management System and its limitations. It 

introduces elementary knowledge of CMS and most of the state-of-the-art 

solutions. Limitations are analysed after introduction which points out the major 

tasks of the proposed work. They are also expected to be one of the major 

contributions of this thesis. 

 Part II: elementary domains related to color management: color science, vision science 

and image processing. 

• Chapter 3: Color science in image processing and CMS. Important issues on color 

science and their applications are introduced including color matching, color 

appearance and color constancy.  

 

• Chapter 4: Vision science in image processing and CMS. Many Human Vision 

System aspects will be covered especially the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF), 

visual saliency, and adaptation properties. Special focus will be put on the 

integration of these HVS properties into image processing and CMS applications.  

 

• Chapter 5: Natural enhancement of color image. This chapter is one of the major 

concerns of this work. General introduction is made on image enhancement 

techniques, and some new algorithms are designed for natural enhancement of 

color image. Originalities can be found in these proposals in terms of contrast 

enhancement, naturalness preservation and artefacts control. These algorithms are 

integrated in CMS solution improvement in part III: chapter 8. 

Part III: integration of color science, vision science and image processing techniques into 

the CMS.  

• Chapter 6: ICC profile manipulation under MATLAB environment. This chapter 

serves as a reference guide for implementations of several important ICC 

manipulations such as generation of soft-proof, OOG region extraction, and 

gamut visualization, etc. These operations are applied throughout the following 

chapters.  
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• Chapter 7: Multi-domain image gamut boundary reduction for coherent 

reproduction in gamut mapping. A new concept of gamut reduction is introduced 

to reduce information loss during gamut mapping. It is a perceptual quality-driven 

approach which alleviates the ambiguity of rendering intents selection in ICC 

standard and enables more consistent reproduction in terms of global perception.  

 

• Chapter 8: Improving ICC-based color reproduction by image enhancement 

techniques. The algorithms developed in chapter 5 for natural enhancement of 

color image are applied in gamut mapping issue. Caution has been made during 

this integration so that the enhanced regions remain reproducible and frequently 

the reproduced version shows better contrast and details than its original copy.  

 

• Chapter 9: HVS-based perceptual image quality assessment. Quality assessment 

related works are summarized in this chapter serving as an objective verification 

step of the color image reproduction. Several IQA metrics are developed for color 

image difference detection and quality ranking.   

 

1.7 Publications during this work 

Journal Paper  

Shaohua Chen, Azeddine Beghdadi (2010) “Natural Enhancement of Color Image”, 

EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing, Article ID 175203, 19 pages, vol. 

2010 

Conference Paper  

Shaohua Chen, Azeddine Beghdadi, Mohamed Cheriet (2010) “Degraded Color 

Document Image Enhancement Based on NRCIR”, 2nd EUVIP European Workshop on 

Visual Information Processing, Paris, France, Jul. 5-7, 2010 

Shaohua Chen, Azeddine Beghdadi, Aladine Chetouani (2010) “A New Color Image 

Quality Index”, 4th International Workshop on Video Processing and Quality Metrics for 

Consumer Electronics - VPQM 2010. Scottsdale, Arizona, U.S.A.. Jan. 13-15, 2010 

Aladine Chetouani, Azeddine Beghdadi, Shaohua Chen, Ghiles. Mostafaoui (2010) “A 

Novel Free Reference Image Quality Metric Using Neural Approach”, 4th International 

Workshop on Video Processing and Quality Metrics for Consumer Electronics - VPQM 

2010. Scottsdale, Arizona, U.S.A.. Jan. 13-15, 2010 
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Shaohua Chen, Azeddine Beghdadi (2009) “Natural Rendering of Color Image Based on 

Retinex”, IEEE-ICIP 2009, November 7-11, 2009, Cairo, Egypt 

Shaohua Chen, Azeddine Beghdadi, Aladine Chetouani (2008) “Color Image Quality 

Assessment Using Spatial Extension to CIE DE2000”, Proc. of the IEEE-ICCE 2008, Las 

Vegas 12-14 January 2008 
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State-of-the-art  

Color Management System 

and its Limitations 

Blind respect for authority  

is the greatest enemy of truth. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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2.1 Color Management System introduction  

There are many common questions concerning Color Management System, such as:  

• What is a Color Management System?  

• Why CMS is so important?  

• How to realize such a system at current stage?  

• What are the common components inside this system?  

• What are its limitations? And whether it is possible to overcome these limitations?  

• Whether image enhancement is helpful for CMS and how to apply it?  

• … …  

This chapter serves as an overview of these issues to roughly picture the CMS workflow, 

followed by some analysis and proposals to improve current frameworks of CMS for a 

better reproduction of color image.  

Along with the explosion of online resources, it is not hard to find scores of different 

definitions on Color Management System varying from academic modeling to simply 

industrialized solutions. Generally speaking, the CMS can be regarded as an abstract 

framework ensuring consistent color reproduction through a cross-media chain. Since this 

work is not targeted to the CMS design and framework upgrading, no profound and 

rigorous definition, if they exist, will be given. Instead, the motivation and functionalities 

of a CMS will be discussed from which one can have an intuitive idea on what a CMS is.  

Due to physical limits, each device has different capacity of reproducing colors. Such as 

in the example of photo printing at the beginning of the chapter 1, an average family 

printer is not capable to reproduce all the color points which can be displayed on the 

screen. Many factors during this printing process are responsible for this insufficiency 

including printer’s constructions and driver software, inks colors and qualities, and even 

the whiteness of papers. Certainly, some most advanced wide-gamut printers are usually 

capable to reproduce most of the colors, but apparently it is not affordable for everyday 

users.  

Similar problems exist for other cross-media scenarios. The captured image looks 

different from the scene due to inappropriate camera calibration, and the registered image 

changes its appearance again when displayed on screen due to physical mismatch 

between cameras and display device. When printing it out, the paper-based version alters 

once again its appearance. To make the situation worse, the printed version may be 

digitalized which alters its appearance due to different sensibilities to visible and invisible 

light bands of scanner. And finally, the projection of the scanned photo using projector 

against the wall modifies its appearance further more due to different constructions of 

projector, whiteness of the curtain for projection as well as the observing conditions 
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including your room light equipments and even the observation angles. This list can 

easily go on pages.  

As a consequence, the cross-media color reproduction has become a crucial issue 

nowadays, and it is safe to say that its importance increases along with more and more 

frequent data exchanges through cross-media reproductions and richness of future 

development of different varieties of media. This color information loss and distortion 

will come into being whenever there is an exchange between different media, or even 

different devices within the same type of media. At present time, this is only the infancy 

of such a chaos, and it certainly grows into an unavoidable issue along with the 

development of data representation media and commonness of the usages of various 

media for everyday user. It is not certain to solve completely this problem due to physical 

mismatch and the complexity of human vision system perception to images, but it is safe 

to say that the solution does not rely on the “super-devices” that can reproduce all 

possible colors or on the tolerance of everyday users.  

A Color Management System is such a system designed to control the color conversions 

through a cross-media reproduction chain to realize either consistent appearance or 

sometime preferred (pleasant) one. Without Color Management System, color becomes 

non-manageable, and color changes and distortions will become unavoidable and 

unpredictable. It is a multidisciplinary issue which involves knowledge and techniques 

from many areas especially from color science, vision science and image processing and 

analysis.  

 

2.2 Major functionalities of a Color Management 

System  

Bruce Fraser has given a very brief explanation of color management system’s role which 

is to convey color meanings, and to convey color meanings by adjusting color numbers 

[1]. Actually, there are two major roles of color management system including preserving 

the color appearance through a cross-media color reproduction system, and, in some 

cases, renders image with a pleasant appearance such as in commercial photo printing 

service. In Jon Morovic’s CMS model, there is also an image enhancement module to 

realize a pleasant reproduction. Therefore, both a coherent reproduction and preferred 

reproduction are under the concern of a color management system.  

The philosophy of coherent reproduction aims to realize a consistent copy with respect to 

its original although sometime there does have some room to improve the visual 

appearance of the original image. Whereas, the preferred reproduction tends to render 

image with more pleasant appearance in terms of global lightness, chrominance 
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saturation or local contrast although the resulted copy doesn’t follow the constraints of 

visual coherence. Conventionally, the narrow sense of the Color Management System 

refers only to the first concern which is consistent reproduction. However, nowadays it 

seems to be more acceptable to embrace the second concern for improving the image 

appearance for a preferred reproduction. It is not only suggested in academic modeling 

such as the one of Jon Morovic, but also implemented as concrete solutions for color 

correction and detail retaining along with CMS. An enhanced version during 

reproduction becomes a beneficial functionality in addition to classic faithful 

reproduction which enables user with more choices for printing, projecting or other 

visualizing purpose. The first example in chapter 1 is such an example that benefits from 

the enhancement functionality of Color Management System to realize a pleasant copy 

which is beyond the capability of conventional coherent reproduction approaches. 

2.2.1 Coherent Reproduction of Color Management System  

Visual coherence in color reproduction is of crucial importance in industrial and 

commercial scenario. Suppose a customer’s frustration after receiving a pink jacket after 

buying it online which was shown as a red one. The color appearance is so vulnerable 

that it alters along with the lighting condition, observing conditions, device calibrations 

and so on and so forth. How to control the color reproduction process to realize a 

coherent appearance is hugely complex and complicated in real practice so that many 

knowledge and experience from color science, vision science, image processing, and 

even physics and chemistry are mandatory without any of which the coherence can be 

hardly achieved. Chapter 7 of this thesis will propose some solutions on consistent 

reproduction approach for CMS.   

2.2.2 Preferred Reproduction of Color Management System  

Apart from the applications aiming to consistently and faithfully reproduce the original 

image, there are still many other scenarios that absolute visual consistence is not exigent. 

Coherence of reproduction gives its way to preferred reproductions when pleasantness is 

the major final concern. However, a pleasant rendering cannot be handled with the 

current Color Management System solutions without an enhancement step. 

At the first sight, it seems that many enhancement techniques can be candidates. 

However, two major issues need to be considered during this image enhancement, 

namely, the naturalness and the reproducibility of the enhancement. For the first concern 

of the naturalness, general enhancement techniques suffer from the risk of over-

enhancement which leads to introduction of new artifact (such as halo effect) or 

amplification of existing artifacts (such as blocking effect of compression). For the 

second issue of reproducibility which is also crucial because inappropriate enhancement 

action often results in useless effort due to the fact that the enhanced regions still remain 
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irreproducible because of lack of consideration of the reproduction device capabilities. 

Therefore, enhancement is supposed to improve natural appearance including global 

impression on white balance and comfortable sharpness of contour, meanwhile, the 

destination device properties must be taken into consideration during processing to avoid 

irreproducible enhancement which contributes nothing but useless calculation load for 

Color Management System workflow. Chapter 5 of this thesis will solve the first concern 

of naturalness of enhancement, and the reproducibility concern will be studied in chapter 

8 during integration of these enhancement techniques into current framework of CMS.  

 

2.3 State of the art of CMS 

2.3.1 General discussions and tutorials  

There are several very comprehensive handbooks on CMS introductions and 

implementations especially the aforementioned book by Bruce Fraser [1]. It contains very 

clear explanations on the concept and components of a Color Management System 

together with many practical solutions on creating and implementing device profiles. 

Some real industrial solutions examples are also provided. 

Another recent publication in 2010 by P.Green and M.Kriss [2] focuses more on the ICC-

based CMS solutions. The International Color Consortium (ICC) standard V4 is 

introduced in details with comparison to its previous version ICC V2. Some practical 

issues concerning the ICC profiles are covered such as measurement and characterizing 

of devices for profile constructions as well as the evaluation of profile. It is a very 

comprehensive guideline for state-of-the-art CMS solutions and a must read for anyone 

who wants to understand and implementing ICC profile in CMS. However, as all other 

general CMS publications, only colorimetric is concerned and no image content analysis 

in CMS is sufficiently discussed which is exactly the major concern of this thesis. It is 

also beneficial to standardize the terminology using this book such as the term of re-

targeting and re-purposing reproduction in CMS. The former is proofing-related, the 

latter is preferred reproduction related. By this means, the proposal of chapter 7 for 

coherent reproduction can be categorized as a re-targeting operation, and that the 

proposal of chapter 8 for pleasant reproduction is a re-purposing process. Keeping 

updated and synchronized with standard terminology helps to unify the chaos of too 

many varied versions among the internet resources.  

Some other general literatures are also beneficial to understand the CMS concept and 

workflow. In the book of J.P.Homann [3] color science and CMS are introduced with 

many practical principles and strategies of ICC-based CMS in printing issue.  
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Besides these publications centering on ICC-based CMS, there are some other classical 

books on general color reproduction. One of these books is authored by Hunt in 2004 [4]. 

It contains a comprehensive introduction of color reproduction which is mostly focused 

on color science. Except fundamental knowledge on color science and color reproduction, 

many specified domain color reproductions have been discussed, including color 

photography, color television, color printing, and digital imaging. However, few 

discussions on CMS framework are given in this book.  

Two PhD thesis on this issue are published in 2002 by M.Klaman [5] and N.Katoh [6]. In 

[5], the color rendering, color prediction and color control are characterized for 

assessment of visual difference between the printed image and its original version. 

Influences of many parameters to printing quality have been discussed including inking 

level, paper whiteness and absorptions have been analyzed. The proposed research was 

mainly carried out in a physical and chemical approach. In [6], the major focus is to print 

out the displayed images. Primitive introductions on ICC system and CMS concept are 

presented and gamut mapping algorithms are introduced as well. Limited by the CMS 

development of the moment, no deepened descriptions on CMS is made. Some related 

publications to this thesis can be found in [7].  

Compared with these academic publications, many intuitive and clear tutorials are 

published. They explains the CMS concept more simple and direct therefore also useful 

for real practice. A very interesting tutorial for starting CMS can be found on website of 

Rochester Institute of Technology [8]. It contains many useful information concerning 

real world CMS. Topics cover basic terminology in CMS (such as color temperature and 

device independent color spaces) and basic operations such as calibration of displays, 

printers and scanner. There are also some CMS examples in Adobe Photoshop. Another 

Interesting tutorial by M.Stokes from Microsoft [9] explains many basic concepts and 

knowledge in CMS related domains such as color science and HVS properties. It contains 

some primitive workflow of CMS as well.  

Some industrial solutions and user guides joined this discussion. In [10], the user guide of 

LCD monitor contains some basic simplified interpretation of CMS, and some very 

instructive schemas on display color calibration which explain the mechanism of 

interaction between graphics card and colorimeter. It gives useful supplementing 

materials on the understanding of real world CMS solutions. Another interesting 

industrial tutorial from Digital Light & Color [11] gives some simplified discussions on 

CMS terminology, device calibration, and practical tips in real practice concerning 

profiles and PCS. Several industrialized solutions have also been mentioned, such as ICM 

of windows and many vendors’ information and their CMS products such as 

GretagMacbeth, X-Rite, etc. Besides English resources, there are some other language 

resources that can be also instructive such as [12], a French document from Kodak gives 

some basic terminologies and CMS concepts.  
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Some publications in late 1990s are very inspiring for the development of CMS 

framework although it has been evolved so dramatically. These publications contributed 

to the infancy of CMS and some propositions on the today’s CMS are still instructive. 

J.S.Kim et al. proposed some prototypes of CMS in 1998 [13] which describe the early 

stage of ICC-based CMS workflow. Today’s international standard resembles a lot to this 

proposition. It proposes to use CIECAM as PCS, too.  

Although CMS is usually regarded as an engineering issue, yet there are some 

mathematical approaches for CMS modeling. In 1998, M.J.Vrhel et al. set up 

mathematical formulations of calibrating color images and recording devices including 

monitors, scanners and printers [14]. Gamut mapping problems are also formulated 

mathematically.  

Last but not least, the most important and authorized information concerning CMS 

nowadays is from the official website of ICC standard [15]. All the terminology and 

standardization of implementation should be regarded to this official website.  

2.3.2 Specified subjects of CMS  

Printing industry is one of the major users of CMS. Many publications are centered on 

the printing quality control and consistency of reproduction. In 2009, L.Guan et al. 

proposed an optimal reproduction approach based on Least Squares Support Vector 

Machines (LS-SVM) [16]. The LS-SVM calculates the desired CMYK values from the 

Lab color attributes of the input RGB colors points. It is actually an adaptive mapping 

curve calculation. By this approach, each reproduction is supposed to be optimal solution 

for each input color set. Gamut mapping issue is implicitly solved by data approximation. 

However, it increases the complexity of color conversion which is not made by pre-

defined mapping curve or formulas but calculated by LS-SVM approach for different 

input.  

M.R.Gupta et al. proposed an adaptive local linear regression approach for printer Color 

Management [17]. It adapts the number of neighbors used for estimation to the local 

geometry of data. It defines the enclosing neighborhood which is effective to estimate the 

lookup tables of CMS proved by error metrics. There is another multi-resolutional 

version of this work [18]. These approaches are pure mathematical solutions and not 

perception related. However, since usually it is human being as the end-observer, it seems 

more logic to account more properties of HVS.  

There are some other mathematical approaches such Legendre Neural Network [19] and 

ant colony algorithm [20]. In [19], Legendre wavelets neural network is constructed to 

improve the accuracy of color transformation. Color measurement device used is 

Colortron. The measurement data serves as training set for neural network so that the 
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trained neural network leads to less color aberration during color transformation. This 

solution is supposed to be printer-dependent. Actually ICC profile should have done this 

job as well, and it is better recognized and structured. In [20], Ant colony algorithm is 

used in refining accuracy of color conversion during printing process. Some 

modifications have been made to improve the ant colony algorithm and the simplicity and 

accuracy are therefore enhanced.  

N.Zhang et al. proposed a variety of work flows concerning printing color management 

in 2006 [21]. Five primitive activities have been modeled including color image 

capturing, profile verification, color rendering, color proofing, and color output/ripping. 

A new verification step is included in the proposed new flowchart of printing color 

management to verify the accuracy of the currently applied printer ICC profile. This is 

claimed to better secure the performance of the profile in characterizing printers’ runtime 

status. 

Except printing issue, display color management is another major concern in real practice. 

In 2009, O.S.Kwon et al. made some study on plasma displays under ambient lighting 

[22]. It aims to coherently reproduce color on Plasma display with consideration of the 

viewing conditions. The environmental condition is obtained by a sensor, and the 

Chromatic Adaptation matrix is modified for better performance. The proposal proves 

better coherence of color appearance in comparison with CIECAM02 which is a very 

exciting conclusion.  

T.H.Ha et al. proposed another approach for color transformation between two displays 

in 2009 [23]. This model is called NLXWP which refers to a non-linear transformation 

with white point correction. Gamut mapping was used during the color matching, and 

gamut clipping approach was chosen. White point of the destination display is corrected 

with respect to the reference display, and color transformation thus defined is carried out 

in aim of achieving as close as possible Lab values. This paper enables optimal color 

transmission to achieve coherent color appearance through different display, but the 

gamut mapping approach is too rusty, and could be improved. Besides, color mapping 

between same types of devices is usually less critical as a CMS problem compared with 

reproduction cross different types of media.  

Some comparison of display color conversions based on standard ICC Color 

Management have been made by B.Xu et al. in 2009 [24]. Four different approaches of 

color reproduction through different display devices are evaluated including: Contrast 

matrix model, multinomial fitting, 3D LUT, and neural network. Study shows that neural 

network has better accuracy in reproduction, and 3D LUT can also be used. 

Besides these common subjects, there are still other approaches of color reproduction 

using image spectral information [25]. The goal is to spectrally match the scene captured 
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and its hardcopy. Conventional CMS is based on colorimetric, whereas the accuracy is 

insufficient in real practice especially when some critical color matching applications are 

in need such as catalog sales and art-books. Spectral imaging is proposed by Multi-

channel Visible Spectrum Imaging (MVSI) which is supposed to bring out better color 

reproduction accuracy. An end-to-end spectral reproduction from scene to hardcopy 

comprises a spectral image acquisition system and a spectral-based printing system. The 

spectral reflectance image is processed by the spectral-based color separation minimizing 

the metamerism in order to yield color separations that are finally printed. Obviously this 

approach needs profound color science knowledge and equipments such as in Munsell 

Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) which is one of the leading laboratories in color 

science.  

In addition to the concerns on printing industry and display color management, there is 

also some discussion on Profile Connection Space (PCS) such as how to apply CIECAM 

into CMS [26]. CIECAM97s is recommended in this paper to realize 3C of CMS: 

Calibration, Characterization and Conversion.  

2.3.3 Industrial solutions and products  

In industrial domain, the requirements for CMS are usually very specific for certain 

applications. A Color Management System for textile industry is proposed in 2008 [27]. 

HSV is selected as color space for costume. According to this work, Bayesian network 

classifier can be learnt from data using score-based search techniques. The Bayesian 

network can be then used for costume color classification. However, the color 

management term in this work is rather ubiquitous meaning, not really related to the 

aforementioned definition of CMS.  

Some international companies on color domain also published some papers and tutorials 

on CMS. Most of them are members of ICC. J.C.King from Adobe Systems Incorporated 

wrote a document explaining basic concept of CMS and Adobe Photoshop CMS mode 

[28].  X-Rite also published some guidance file for CMS [29]. Except Basic common 

knowledge on CMS problem and solutions, it introduces also X-Rite practical solution 

called “The PULSE ColorElite System” to realize the calibration and profiling with a set 

of software.  

Other computer companies such Microsoft and Apple have their publications on CMS 

issue. For instance, the CMS solution of Mac OS is ColorSync. In [30], a complete 

introduction of CMS workflow under Mac OS environment is introduced. From input 

device profile to display calibration until output device profile, every single step has been 

explained except Rendering Intent selection.  
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From this state-of-the-art report, one can find that Color Management System issue is 

quite young but drawing increasingly concern in both academic and industrial domain. 

As discussed in section 2.1, it is safe to say that along with the richness of data 

representation media and commonness of the usages of various media by everyday user, 

CMS will continue to be a hot topic in all image reproduction related domains.  

 

2.4 Four components of ICC-based Color Management 

System  

Coherent and preferred reproductions are major functionalities of CMS. International 

Color Consortium (ICC) profile is well accepted standard for Color Management System 

implementation, and it groups CMS into four components including: Profile Connecting 

Space (PCS), ICC profile, Color Management Module (CMM), and Rendering Intent (RI). 

2.4.1 Profile Connecting Space (PCS) 

2.4.1.1 Why do we need PCS?  

The usage of PCS reduces the complexity of exchanging network between different 

media by reducing necessary color conversion numbers as shown in figure 2.1. If there is 

N source devices, and M destination devices, necessary color transforms are M×N since 

each color conversion is dependent on both devices. When a new device is introduced, it 

needs to add one color conversion for each existing devices which is too heavy to handle 

and too rigid to be adaptable. With PCS, device-independent colors are used so that for 

all devices, no matter it is source or destination, only one color transform is needed from 

its device-dependent color attributes to device-independent color attributes. It doesn’t 

have to setup all color conversions to other devices. Therefore for M source devices and 

N destination devices, only M+N color conversions are needed which largely reduces the 

complexity of reproduction system and flexibility of implementation [28].  
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Fig.2.1: Using PCS to reduce necessary color conversion [28] 

2.4.1.2 Color numbers vs. color appearance  

The perception of color cannot be generated without any of the following three players: 

light, object and observer. In the darkness, no color sensation can be obtained, and of 

course the object emitting or reflecting the photos is also essential to generate color 

stimulus. Human beings show their capabilities of distinguishing hundreds of thousands 

of colors, and the cone cells in the retina are proved to be sensitive to three primary 

colors. But color sensation must be different to some kind of shrimp whose primary color 

sensors are up to 21! Therefore, whenever color sensation is mentioned, all of the three 

parameters including light, object and observers have to be presented and clarified.  

In digital world, the attributes of color are registered as color numbers. But color numbers 

are not equivalent to color sensations. Without supplementary information, no conclusion 

of the sensation that a color number represents can be made. For a LCD screen, the RGB 

values of the color are used to represent the intensity of luminosity in red, green and blue 

channel, whereas CMY(K) values for printer indicate the mixture of cyan, magenta and 

yellow ink (and sometime with black ink as well). Since these color numbers are device-

dependent, they are restrained by color interpretations of the devices in reproduction. 

Therefore, the same color stimulus maybe interpreted into different color numbers for 

different devices whose interpretation rely on the color conversion method used by the 

device and their capability of reproducibility. As a result, the interpretation of the color 

numbers may vary along with different devices used. 

Therefore, it is more appropriate to use color appearance values instead of color numbers 

as an intermediate interpreter to clarify the sensation of the color stimulus so that the 

ambiguity of color reproduction can be removed when being applied to different devices. 
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For instance, one color in RGB color space corresponds to the intensities used by one 

specific screen. By converting the RGB color numbers to color appearance values such as 

in CIElab color space, which is used to describe the sensation of colors to human beings 

instead of its device-related values, the consistent color reproduction through different 

devices can be more guaranteed since they can generate their own color numbers based 

on the same understanding of the color numbers of original signal.  

Although it is still normal to have different color reproductions due to physical difference 

of each device, yet the error caused by wrong understanding of the original color signal 

will be largely reduced. The reproduction distortion now stems from the precision of the 

color conversion and the capacity of the device reproducibility instead of the ambiguity 

of understanding the color numbers.  

2.4.1.3 Choice of color space for PCS  

The color space CIELab, recommended by CIE on 1976, has become the most popular 

device-independent color space in many applications. It will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 3 of color science. The advantage of CIElab presents some advantages compared 

with conventional device-dependent color spaces such as RGB or CMY(K) that it is more 

perceptually uniform, that is, the color difference in CIELab color space is proportional 

to their values which is not the case in RGB or CMY(K) color spaces. If we double the 

color distance in RGB color space, we don’t feel the colors are twice different. However, 

it is usually the case in CIELab whose color distances correspond better to our perception 

on how different the colors are (except some deformity in blue regions which is to be 

discussed in chapter 3). That is why CIELab and later CIE recommendations of Color 

Appearance Models such as CIECAM97s and CIECAM02 can be used as perceptually 

uniform color spaces. Albeit with some insufficiency of hue constancy in the blue color 

regions, CIELab remains the most applied color space to describe color appearance 

thanks to its relative simple structure and adequate performance in most applications. 

Therefore, in most device characterization files such as ICC profile, CIELab is used as a 

Profile Connection Space (PCS) between source and destination device-dependent color 

spaces.   

2.4.2 ICC Profile 

At the moment of writing this manuscript, the most up-to-date ICC standard version is 

V4 (ICC.1:2004-10 (Version 4.2.0.0)). The difference between ICC V4 and V2 has been 

made clear in [2] and [28]. With the PCS discussed in previous section, the device-

dependent color numbers become device-independent color attributes in CIELab color 

space which correspond the sensation of color signal to human observer. However, in 

order to realize such a color conversion, some other parameters are needed and specially 

the observing conditions.  
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It is our everyday experience to have a reddish sky during sunset while bluish one at noon. 

Inside a room lit by tungsten light bubble, the light is cooler than candle light, but warmer 

than fluorescent lights. All these lighting conditions change along with different locations 

and even for the same locations usually change along with time. The color temperature 

variations lead to alternation of color appearance. The red apple looks in pale red in dark 

room and more vivid under the sun. Therefore, the observing condition is of critical 

importance for color perception. Even the PCS discussed in previous section usually has 

to specify a default observing conditions (such as D65 illumination standard) if not 

specified.  

The exact color sensation cannot be precisely determined without all these observing 

conditions information, and providing them for PCS doing the color conversion job is 

part of the functionalities of a device profile. The ICC profile is capable of describing this 

observing condition together with many other important features such as the media  black 

/ white points which are the minimum and maximum neutral intensities that a device can 

generate, and several sets of lookup tables for color conversion from device-dependent 

color space to PCS, and vice versa.  

Let’s consider a LCD screen as inputting device, and a printer as outputting device. We 

can assign an ICC profile for the screen such as sRGB.icm which is a standard profile for 

display, and assign another ICC profile for the printer such as RSWOP.icm which is also 

a default choice in Microsoft Windows system. Under Matlab environment, one can have 

some information on the profile as below after reading in the profile: 

>> input_profile =  

Header:    [1x1 struct] 

TagTable:   {17x3 cell} 

Copyright:   'Copyright (c) 1999 Hewlett-Packard Company' 

Description:   [1x1 struct] 

MediaWhitePoint:  [0.9505 1 1.0891] 

MediaBlackPoint:  [0 0 0] 

DeviceMfgDesc:  [1x1 struct] 

DeviceModelDesc: [1x1 struct] 

ViewingCondDesc: [1x1 struct] 

ViewingConditions: [1x1 struct] 

Luminance:  [76.0365 80 87.1246] 

Measurement:  [1x1 struct] 

Technology:   'Cathode Ray Tube Display' 

MatTRC:   [1x1 struct] 

PrivateTags:   {} 

Filename:   'sRGB.icm' 

 

>> output_profile =  

Header:   [1x1 struct] 

TagTable:   {16x3 cell} 

Description:   [1x1 struct] 
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CalibrationDate:   [6x1 double] 

Copyright:   'Copyright (c) 2000 Microsoft Corporation’                       

MediaWhitePoint:  [0.8617 0.8933 0.7431] 

MediaBlackPoint:  [0.0449 0.0429 0.0243] 

AToB0:    [1x1 struct] 

AToB2:    [1x1 struct] 

AToB1:    [1x1 struct] 

BToA0:    [1x1 struct] 

BToA1:    [1x1 struct] 

BToA2:    [1x1 struct] 

Gamut:    [1x1 struct] 

Technology:   'Offset Lithography' 

DeviceMfgDesc:   [1x1 struct] 

DeviceModelDesc:  [1x1 struct] 

ViewingCondDesc:  [1x1 struct] 

PrivateTags:   {} 

Filename:   'RSWOP.icm' 

As can be seen from the list, much information can be extracted from the profile 

including viewing conditions, media black / white points and lookup tables for color 

conversion shown as AToBx or BToAx, where AToB refers to color conversion from 

device-dependent color spaces (such as RGB or CMY) to device-independent (Lab) color 

space, and BToA refers to the inverse conversion.  

Further information can be expanded by accessing to each cells and structures such as the 

header description.  

>> output_profile.Header 

 

Size:    218103 

CMMType:   'ACMS' 

Version:   '2.0.0' 

DeviceClass:   'output' 

ColorSpace:   'CMYK' 

ConnectionSpace:  'Lab' 

CreationDate:   '08-Dec-2000 03:34:18' 

Signature:   'acsp' 

PrimaryPlatform:   'Microsoft' 

Flags:    2 

IsEmbedded:   0 

IsIndependent:   0 

DeviceManufacturer:  'agfa' 

DeviceModel:   'none' 

Attributes:   0 

IsTransparency:   0 

IsMatte:    0 

IsNegative:   0 

IsBlackandWhite:  0 

RenderingIntent:   'perceptual' 

Illuminant:   [0.9640 1 0.8244] 

Creator:    'agfa' 

The viewing condition can be extracted as well:  
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>> input_profile.ViewingCondDesc 

 

String:    'Reference Viewing Condition in IEC61966-2.1' 

Optional:   [1x78 uint8] 

 

>> input_profile.ViewingCondDesc.String 

 

Reference Viewing Condition in IEC61966-2.1 

 

>> output_profile.ViewingCondDesc 

 

String:    [1x104 char] 

Optional:   [1x78 uint8] 

 

>> output_profile.ViewingCondDesc.String 

 

CMYK: Swop Standard Ink: Negative Reproduction: Dot gain at 50%: 21%: Neutral curve 

correction 

 

A typical lookup table in this example is shown below.  

>> output_profile.AToB0 

 

MFT:    2 

PreShaper:   [] 

PostMatrix:   [] 

PostShaper:   [] 

PreMatrix:   [3x4 double] 

InputTables:   {[256x1 uint16] [256x1 uint16] [256x1 uint16] [256x1 uint16]} 

CLUT:    [5-D uint16] 

OutputTables:   {[2x1 uint16]  [2x1 uint16]  [2x1 uint16]} 

 

With the information provided in this lookup table, the inputting color attributes can be 

converted into the destination device color numbers using the designated mapping 

strategy. Note that the number followed AToB or BToA refers to the different strategies 

(Rendering Intents) to be discussed below.  

2.4.3 Rendering Intent  

Rendering Intents are the strategies during the conversion of colors whose major concern 

is how to handle with the color points which is not reproducible due to the physical limit 

of the destination device.  

2.4.3.1 Basic terminology  

There are several important terms that need to be explained before discussing these 

mapping strategies. They are: gamut, gamut boundary, gamut mapping, OOG and IG 

points.  
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Strictly speaking, a gamut is the ensemble of the colors that can be reproduced by a 

certain device under a certain observing conditions, and even the observers’ information 

should be considered as well. But loosely speaking, we can understand a gamut as a 

volume in color space that contains all reproducible color points of screen or printers, or 

other devices. Visually, it is like a cloud of dots with each of which corresponds to one 

color that can be generated by devices.  

With this understanding of gamut, we can also define the gamut of an image by all the 

color points presented in it. Figure 2.2 shows an example of an image gamut versus a 

printer gamut in color space CIELab. The details of CIELab will be explained in chapter 

3, and we can regard it for the moment as a 3D space with each of the axis representing 

one color attributes. Image gamut is represented by its color distributions (shown as filled 

circle points). The gamut enclosed by empty circles is the gamut of printer. The surface 

of the gamut is called gamut boundary because beyond which the printer is incapable to 

generate color points due to its physical limit.  

 

 

Fig.2.2 A gamut visualization example. Filled circles dots are image gamut, and empty 

circles are printer gamut boundary. 

As can been from the distribution of image gamut, there are some color points belonging 

to image (which are displayable on screen) that are not reproducible by this printer due to 

the fact that they are already beyond the printer’s gamut boundary as shown by arrow in 

the figure. These color points are called Out-Of-Gamut (OOG) points. On the contrary to 

OOG, the Inside Gamut points are called IG points which are reproducible by this printer. 

These terms will be frequently used throughout this document. 

Figure 2.3 shows the corresponding image of this gamut on the left, and the image on the 

right extracts the OOG point from the original image. These color regions will suffer 

color distortion of either loss of saturation or shift of hue angles, and visible color 

difference will come into being. The coherence of color reproduction is consequently 

destroyed.   
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Fig.2.3 (Left) Original image corresponding image gamut in figure 2.2 (Right) Extracted 

OOG points of original image with respect to printer gamut boundary 

Gamut mapping is actually the action of mapping the OOG points to IG so that the 

mapped image contains only reproducible colors. Preview of this mapped version will 

have a consistent appearance to what will be obtained during printing. Such a preview in 

form of simulation of the reproduction appearance is usually called soft-proof. Soft-

proofing is of great importance and interest since it enables user to preview the result 

before reproduction, many costs of time and material can be saved compared with real 

physical printing for verification whose result maybe unpredictable and often costly. In 

this work, soft-proof is frequently used to simulate the reproduction after printing process.  

Bearing all these concepts in mind, we can call back the rendering intents which are 

actually the strategies to handle with the OOG points during the gamut mapping process. 

The result of gamut mapping will achieve a fully reproducible IG color set. According to 

different strategies used, the rendering intents can also be grouped into four categories.  

2.4.3.2 Four Rendering Intents recommended by ICC  

Image that you would like to pack a huge Teddy bear into a small bag which is only half 

size of the toy, basically, there are two approaches: compressing it or clipping it. 

Compressing the teddy bear into the bag keeps the toy completeness and it resembles still 

a Teddy bear although with a tortured face (�). However, if you would like to keep its 

face unchanged, you have to clip off what is left outside since the bag is smaller. Each 

solution serves certain condition regarding purpose, such as the clipping approach can 

solve your problem of packing but not going to get your children pleased. Analogically, 

the OOG point of image gamut can be mapped to IG ones either by clipping or 

compression.  

2.4.3.2.1 Perceptual Rendering Intent  
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According to research of HVS, it is believed that human beings are more interested in the 

relationship between pixels instead of their absolute intensities (to be discussed in detail 

in chapter 4 of vision science: section of Retinex theory.) This is what a perceptual 

rendering intent is based on. The essential operation of it is actually a gamut-compression. 

By this means, the global appearance and some local image contrast details can be 

preserved although some parts of IG points have changed their color appearance due to 

gamut compression which should have been reproduced without modification. It 

preserves the visual relationship among the colors as they are perceived by the human eye. 

In other words, all colors are proportionally scaled to fit the output gamut. All or most 

colors in the original are changed but the relationship between them does not change. 

This method is recommended when working with realistic images such as photographs, 

including scans and images from stock photography CDs [21].  

In ICC Standard V4, Perceptual Reference Medium Gamut (PRMG) is recommended for 

Perceptual Rendering Intent (PRI) whose purpose is to unify the perceptual rendering 

intent results. PRMG is intended to represent a high-quality photographic print medium 

to represent the maximum gamut of real surface colors. PRMG ensures that all colors that 

have been rendered to PCS are consistently defined. Strictly speaking, the PRI is no 

longer a gamut compression approach but a hybrid version with gamut clipping and 

compressing. However, it does not sound to be a good idea for creative gamut mapping 

approaches which need to access all the raw data of color image gamut due to the fact 

that PRI in ICC is not tuneable to users. Creative solutions to improve CMS performance 

must access the raw data, instead of a PRMG pre-clipped version of image data. 

With PRMG, before sending image to output device, all images intended to be 

reproduced by PRI have to be mapped by colorimetric approach using PRMG so that all 

colors in PCS can be consistently defined to avoid non-reproducible and non-meaningful 

color distributions from iterative image enhancement. This enables the PRI to be applied 

directly by colorimetric rendering instead of a perceptual rending operation using the 

output device profile. Detailed specification can be found in ISO 12640-3 [31].  

2.4.3.2.2 Media-Relative Rendering Intent  

The colorimetric based approach follows philosophy of gamut clipping which maximize 

the similarity of the IG color points while sacrificing the OOG regions by mapping them 

to the colors between whom the color differences are smallest. This approach enables 

good preservation of IG color points which is beneficial when OOG domains are smaller 

or less important in perception.  

Media-Relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent (MRCRI), used to be called Relative 

Colorimetric Rendering Intent in previous versions, maintains the colors appearance of 

IG points. Only OOG colors are changed to the closest colors on the gamut boundary. 
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MRCRI takes the destination media white points as reference. This is due to the Color 

Constancy property of the HVS (to be discussed in chapter 4) that human beings tend to 

perceive color appearance relative to the media white point information. It is a capability 

of HVS to draw correct perception of color appearance according to surrounding 

conditions. When using this method, some closely related colors in the input color space 

could be mapped to a single color in the output color space. This leads to loss of 

chromatic contrast of the image reproduction.  

2.4.3.2.3 ICC-Absolute Colorimetric Rendering Intent  

ICC-Absolute Colorimetric Rendering Intent (IACRI), used to be called Absolute 

Colorimetric Rendering Intent in previous versions, is similar to Media-Relative 

Colorimetric Rendering Intent except that it does not make adjustments according to the 

white point. It intentionally reproduces color appearance with respect to original input 

media which is usually different from the output media white reference. This method is 

valuable for representing “signature colors” that are highly identified with a commercial 

product [21]. 

2.4.3.2.4 Saturation Rendering Intent  

This rendering intent scales all colors to the strongest saturation possible. The relative 

saturation is maintained from one color space to another. The Saturation Rendering Intent 

focuses on the vividness of the color representation while not restrained to coherence of 

color appearance. This will be helpful in printing or projecting some pie charts for 

statistics demonstration where the saturated appearance is more interesting than the 

absolute hue angle it adopts. Therefore, it is optimal for artwork and graphs in 

presentations. In many cases, this style option can be used for mixed pages that contain 

both presentation graphics and photographs [21].  

ICC standard V4 recommends these four rendering intents but unfortunately there is no 

image content analysis before gamut mapping. Therefore, there is often some ambiguity 

selection between the rendering intents when some OOG points are presented. Chapter 7 

of this work will propose some solution for better rendering intent selection under this 

case.  

2.4.4 Color Management Module (CMM)  

CMM is believed to be the abbreviation of Color Management Module or Color 

Matching Method or Color Manipulation Method, etc. We follow the preference of Color 

Management Module (CMM) as in Real World Color Management by Bruce Fraser. [1]  

If the PCS has used CIELab to transform color from device-dependent to device-

independent, and this conversion takes into consideration of the observing condition and 
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gamut profile described in ICC profile, it seems that the gamut mapping chain has been 

finished. However, since as we mentioned before that CIELab is not perfectly 

perceptually uniform, many vendors have proposed their “secret sauce” in mapping the 

color points from device-dependent color points to device-independent ones. This is 

shown usually by commercial claims that certain solutions of CMS can prove better color 

reproduction performance compared with other competing ones.  

The CMM can be viewed as the engine to realize the color conversion. CMM will 

generate interpolation for the color points that are not included in the lookup table, and 

make some modification in real practice to fix some insufficiency of CIELab hue 

constancy problems. However, according to Bruce [1] (page 87), this improvement seems 

to be too incremental to be evident.  

 

2.5 Proposition of this work 

2.5.1 Limitations of the State-of-the-art solutions 

The development in physics and chemistry as well as vision science and physiology 

contributed to the progress of color vision science. More and more applications integrate 

the color vision knowledge especially in color image processing. However, the original 

concern of color management is basically within color science solely. Albeit with the 

development in both color science and image processing, their incorporation is not yet 

sufficient in a Color Management System. As stated in chapter 1 (section 1.4), nowadays 

most color laboratories focus more on physics and chemistry rather than a regional and 

content-based image level analysis. On the other hand, image processing and analysis 

groups usually apply mathematical models for theoretical analysis rather than empirical 

experiences of color perceptions. There are still large gaps to be bridged between them.  

The recommendations of ICC V4 on rendering intents are also based on color distribution 

which is pixel-wise based and unaware of image regions and contents. Besides, there is 

often an ambiguity of selecting either Perceptual Rendering Intent or Relative 

Colorimetric Rendering Intent for a pictorial image. Therefore, content-aware image 

processing and analysis is in need for optimizing the reproduction by choosing more 

reasonable rendering intents according to image content which is not yet included in the 

state-of-the-art international standard. Beside, with integration of image enhancement 

techniques, much more image details and chromatic information can be retained after 

reproduction.  

2.5.2 Overview of the proposal  
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Targeting the insufficiency of the state-of-the-art solutions of gamut mapping in detail 

retaining and ambiguity of rendering intent selection between Perceptual Rendering and 

Media-Relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent, some image content analysis and 

enhancement techniques are developed. Detail retaining and coherence of reproduction 

during gamut mapping are improved by these methods which are to be discussed in detail 

in chapter 6, 7 and 8. The proposed work introduces quality assessment concept into 

current framework of Color Management System and make image enhancement during 

the cross-media color image reproduction. The developed enhancement algorithm 

preserves more image details after reproduction, and perceptual quality-oriented image 

content analysis helps to select rendering intents for pictorial images.  

The concept of image quality assessment is introduced into Color Management System in 

this work by image gamut analysis which is carried out in multiple domains (spatial, 

color and perception) whose objective is to reduce effective image gamut boundaries 

before gamut mapping. This operation removes perceptually less important regions from 

the OOG color distribution so that it contains only the essential contents during gamut 

mapping. This is inspired by the perceptual approach of Image Quality Assessment (IQA) 

which accounts only visually important information during image quality ranking. The 

reduction of image gamut boundary enables less gamut compression in mapping, and 

consequently more consistent image contents can be reproduced. Thanks to 

distinguishing the relative importance of the different color regions, more reasonable 

rendering intent can be chosen according to image contents when using ICC-based gamut 

mapping, therefore, better coherent reproduction can be achieved in term of global 

perception.  

In order to improve the pleasantness of image rendering, details should be retained and 

contrast enhancement is usually preferred. Although constrained by the gamut boundary 

of destination device, the developed enhancement algorithm enables the reproduced 

version preserving most of image details and frequently the reproduced version shows 

even more pleasant appearance than its original copy in terms of lightness correction and 

contrast enhancement. Caution has been taken during image enhancement so that the 

enhanced regions remain reproducible within the destination device gamut boundary 

2.5.3 Multi-domain analysis to reduce image gamut boundary 

for coherent reproduction  

First of all, the Effective Gamut Boundary (EGB) is introduced with respect to classical 

gamut boundary of image or device. The EGB refers to the gamut boundary that contains 

the perceptually essential contents of image without considering spatially dispersed color 

dots, over-saturated noise-like points, and non-salient regions of image. A multi-domain 
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Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) is carried out to obtain the EGB before gamut 

mapping.  

As a matter of fact, most state-of-the-art mapping approaches use all color points 

distribution without distinguishing their visual importance which may be considered 

inappropriate because not all color points are viewed equal. For the out-of-gamut color 

points, a spatial domain analysis examines the geometrically dispersed color points which 

do not group into visually important clusters. It is well known that HVS spatial vision 

tends to make fusions of small dots into regions to form perception of objects, based on 

which the half-toning printing technology is realized. This means that these isolated color 

points could possibly be replaced by inside-gamut points without damaging perceptual 

image quality due to their geometrical disparity. However, the image gamut boundary 

indeed shrinks due to the reduction of OOG points, and by consequence less gamut 

compression (such as SGCK for perceptual rendering) is imposed which leads to less 

impact to image appearance because of fewer points to be mapped.  

Following the same concept, image gamut reduction is also carried out in color domain. 

Some colors points are extremely saturated but very rare in presence. Nevertheless, they 

belong to the most influencing group in color distribution based on which the image 

gamut boundary is defined! However, these few extremely saturated points may be 

resulted from artefact such as salt and pepper noise or camera CCD acquisition noise, or 

even if they are actually belonging to image content but too few to be remarkable. By 

replacing them using IG points does not affect the global perceived image appearance, 

whereas such an image gamut reduction does reduce considerably gamut boundary. The 

removal of these extreme points usually has decisive impact to compression-based gamut 

mapping algorithm.  

Last but not least, different regions have different visual importance to human being. 

HVS is usually keener to dramatic lightness and chroma variations compared to gradually 

changing area. Therefore, among the OOG color areas, the salient parts need more 

cautious preservation due to their perceptual sensitivity to distortion, whereas the non-

salient part could be possibly replaced by IG colors without drawing too much attention. 

As aforementioned discussion, this OOG color removal also enables an image gamut 

boundary reduction which leads to less perceptual distortion during gamut mapping when 

a perceptual rendering intent is adopted.  

After multi-domain Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR), most visually less 

important color points have been replaced by their closest IG color points without 

damaging too much the perceptual appearance. These reduced color points include 

geometrically isolated colors, few extremely saturated colors, and the color points from 

non-salient area. After IGBR, three different strategies of gamut mapping can be applied. 

If the reduced image gamut boundary fortunately falls into output device gamut, a direct 
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gamut mapping without clipping or compress can be possible. The second option is to 

apply a Relative Colorimetric rendering intent to better preserve hue constancy if the 

remaining OOG points are not in considerable number. Otherwise, a Perceptual 

Rendering Intent is to be used to keep contrast information if the OOG points remain 

considerable. More reasonable rendering intent selection can be made, and better 

coherence of image content reproduction can be hence achieved.   

2.5.4 Image detail retaining and enhancement during gamut 

mapping by gamut boundary-aware image enhancement  

A coherent reproduction takes the original image as target to minimize the perceptual 

dissimilarity. However, it is not strictly achievable due to the physical mismatch of 

devices and observing conditions including not only the screen and printer, but also room 

light, paper and ink, and even observing angle and observer eyesight differences. 

Frequently, a preferred (pleasant) reproduction is in need which does not have a unique 

target to render into, therefore various enhancement techniques can be candidates some 

of which improve global appearance and some deal with local contrast. However, not all 

enhancements are reproducible. It causes merely redundant work for gamut clipping or 

compressing if obtained enhancement are still located in OOG region.  

The proposed work extracts the device features from the ICC profile of devices which 

characterizes the device gamut boundary. It gives clues of the media black/white point, 

and the potential OOG points by soft proofing. An image enhancement algorithm is then 

developed using a bio-inspired approach (to be discussed in detail in chapter 5) whose 

major advantage is to considerably enhance the local image contrast without introducing 

artefacts. By tuning the enhancement parameters according to the features extracted from 

the device profile, a reproducible enhancement can be obtained. A moderately enhanced 

version can be achieved by using the soft proof of original image with more image detail 

retained, or a completely enhanced version can be obtained by using the enhanced 

version of the original image to further realize a lightness correction for wrong exposed 

images. The enhancement of image details come from local contrast stretching and 

texture boosting and frequently the reproduced version seems even more pleasant than its 

original copy after reproduction. 

2.5.5 Summary of proposal  

The proposed work introduces perceptual image quality concept into gamut mapping of 

Color Management System by a multi-domain image gamut analysis. The ambiguity of 

rendering intent selection can be alleviated by content-aware image gamut analysis 

whose intention is to calculate Effective Gamut Boundary (EBD) and reduces 

consequently the image gamut before mapping. Less impact can be caused thanks to 
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fewer color points to be mapped. By this means, gamut mapping accounts not only color 

distribution which is pixel-wise treatment but also image contents and perception which 

are mid-level features and high-level understanding. It enables CMS a more reasonable 

selection of rendering intents and yields more coherent reproduction consequently. 

Although at current stage the multi-domain image gamut analysis carries only moderate 

improvement to color constancy, yet it is believed that it opens another domain in region-

based gamut mapping where more fruitful consecutive works can be anticipated. 

In case of a preferred (pleasant) reproduction, the developed image enhancement 

algorithm equips gamut mapping with better capability of detail retaining and texture 

enhancement. The bio-inspired enhancement algorithm and its related works, published 

in conference ICIP2009 and journal EURASIP2010, are capable of considerably 

improving color image appearance in terms of both global appearance and local contrast 

information. The adaptation of these algorithms to device gamut by tuning enhancement 

parameters relative to device features (extracted from ICC profiles) provides a very 

promising solution for pleasant rendering in gamut mapping. The design and adaptation 

of bio-inspired image enhancement algorithm are expected to contribute to the state-of-

the-art of Color Management System.  

 

2.6 CMS wonderland  

In the wonderland of Color Management System, all colors can be reproduced 

consistently, and all users view the reproduced version feeling exactly the same as the 

original color sensation.  

For example, I took a picture of a blooming flower in the garden. The camera was well 

calibrated and white balance is calculated automatically using the observing condition. 

The camera registered the flower with an embedded header file (ICC-type) explaining 

what was the situation during the shot.  

When the image is read in by the CPU of my desktop computer, the information of the 

screen and GPU will be loaded. The screen was also well calibrated to a certain standard, 

and the calibration information including luminance, contrast, and color temperature are 

inputted for color appearance calculation. The sensor embedded on screen collects the 

observing conditions around the screen including the light ambience of the office, and 

also the observer’s watching distance. All these parameters are critical to calculate 

chromatic adaptations and perception of color appearance.  

When all information necessary for making a color appearance prediction is collected, the 

desired color attributes will be generated. Due to the physical mismatch between the 

camera and screen, a gamut mapping is necessary. During the gamut mapping from 
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camera to screen, image content-based analysis is applied. All the Out-Of-Gamut color 

points will be analyzed to distinguish their perceptual importance. If they are less visible 

or less important in perception, they will be replaced with reproducible colors without 

introducing visible dissimilarities. Beside, some image illusions might be useful for 

creating artificial perception to compensate the physical mismatch such as the 

simultaneous contrast in luminance and chrominance. Now the picture of flower has been 

shown on the screen with consideration of the camera settings, screen settings, and 

observing conditions. Image content-based gamut mapping has been applied for 

compensation of color perception.  

In order to print it out, the printer should be calibrated as well. With the embedded 

scanning properties, the printer first scans the example of white paper on which the 

flower is to be printed on. Then the embedded sensor of printer collects the observing 

condition. Then with the information of paper whiteness, and the observing conditions, 

the printer initiates the calculation of desired color attributes using the original color 

appearance on screen. The gamut mapping between the screen and printer will be realized 

by the operating system and print driver file in which contains the lookup-tables of color 

conversion from screen to printer. Since the paper whiteness and viewing conditions are 

known, the printed photos give similar color appearance as shown on screen. Of course, 

the gamut mapping techniques in this step is also on image content analysis which 

enables to keep essential image contents and drop off less significant components in case 

of need.  

Actually, even in wonderland of Color Management System, we don’t make assumption 

that all devices are capable to generate anything. We cannot count on the wide gamut of 

destination device to embrace all source colors since the image representation also 

evolves with techniques and maybe requires even larger gamut to reproduce the colors 

inside. The end of such a competition is not foreseeable in near future, therefore, a gamut 

mapping and data analysis and rejection are unavoidable.  

If the displayed photo is to be projected in cinema room, then the projector is first 

calibrated as all other devices, and the information of the viewing conditions in cinema is 

collected by dispersed sensors of the hall. The white reference, luminosity and viewing 

conditions all play roles in computation of desired color attributes. The whiteness of the 

curtain for projection is also examined. Based on all these parameters, and the gamut 

mapping for color conversions, the resulted image will be projected with modified color 

appearance according to cinema condition. The lightness and chroma will resemble a 

great deal of the original appearance. Similar operation goes for scanners or other devices.  

In wonderland of Color Management System, every device has a file to characterize their 

performance, and every condition of application has a profile for environment description. 

Whenever a color reproduction is required, both input and output devices and their 
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observing conditions will contribute to the color appearance calculation, and gamut 

mapping is always based on image level analysis using HVS spatial vision (and 

spatiotemporal vision properties if digital video is under concern). The final color 

appearance is resulted by accounting the source condition, destination condition, 

observing condition, device capability of reproduction and the human vision perception 

saliencies.  

Hence, images can be transported through cross-media chain and they adapt 

automatically their color appearance according to the detection of environmental 

conditions while maintaining their perceptual consistency. Certainly, numerous 

parameters are involved in this process, and it is a long journey to arrive such a CMS 

wonderland which necessitates both development of techniques and standardizations of 

workflow, but it comes.  
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 Chapter 3 

Color Science  

in Image Processing  

and Color Management System 

 The only source of knowledge is experience. 

   -- Albert Einstein 
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3.1 Evolution of color science 

It has been a long standing debate on whether color is a physical attribute of objects or 

just some reflection of human minds. From scientific point of view, no color can be 

generated without any of the following three players: light, object and observer. We can 

say that this apple is red because our brain treats the light reflected by the apple’s surface 

corresponds to our knowledge of red object. Certainly the name is nothing but a tag, and 

it can be named at free will. But the name set is handed on over generation due to 

historical usage.  

The evolution of color science can be roughly separated into three stages: color matching, 

color appearance and color constancy. Color matching aims to measure color stimulus 

and quantify color differences. In 1931, the CIE recommended normalized color space 

CIEXYZ that is widely used even since. Color appearance research aims to quantify 

human vision perceptions to color stimulus.  

In 1976, the CIE recommend CIELab as color appearance model, which is more well-

known as a color space than color model. The perception of color stimulus becomes 

measurable. Therefore, colors can be represented not only by its physical attributes, but 

also by the general perception of an ordinary human viewer. This is very instructive for 

color reproduction through different hardware to maintain similar sensation to observers. 

This is also why the Profile Connect Spaces (PCS) of ICC-based Color Management 

System (CMS) whose role is to reproduce color perceptions consistently still adopts 

CIELab. Along with the development of modern science in related domains including 

physics and physiology, many other sophisticated color appearance models have been 

developed such as CIECAM97s, CIECAM02 and iCAM. These color appearance models 

reflect our perception of color stimulus with better precision, and work more robustly 

under various observing conditions.   

Physical color difference can be, to some extent, compensated by the observing condition 

and observers’ previous life experience based on which the observers can usually 

correctly judge on the color appearance. This advantage of Human Vision System is 

called color constancy in color domain although the knowledge involved is far beyond 

color science such as vision science, physiology and psychology. Albeit with the 

difference of physical color attributes and difference in the perceived appearance, human 

observer can still judge the color correctly with the help of the observing condition (such 

as this room is dark, and apple is red although the redness is weak) or under the hint of 

previous life experience (such as no horse is blue so the blue color on the horse should be 

some reflection of some blue light source). However, if only a limited region is examined, 

the color appearance on this small area, which is also call aperture color, is usually 

perceived as its physical stimulus since it cannot benefit from the observing environment 
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condition or life experience. Such as the example of the “blue” horse above, the aperture 

color on a small region of the horseback will be actually perceived as blue color patch 

since the observer has no consciousness of the object being observed is part of the 

horseback. Furthermore, if the physical attributes of colors are too different, or the color 

appearance varies dramatically, color constancy perception fails nevertheless. 

However, color constancy in color reproduction domain is usually focused on coherent 

reproduction of color appearance, in other words, to obtain the same color appearance of 

color image or object under another illumination conditions. This is also one of the major 

concerns of a Color Management System. To realize this coherent reproduction, many 

color science modules will be involved especially illumination-aware Color Appearance 

Model (CAM) and some other human vision properties such as chromatic adaptation.  

All these three subjects: color matching, color appearance and color constancy will be 

discussed in detail in this chapter. This discussion, together with the vision science 

knowledge in chapter 4, is the basis of this work based on which perceptual aspect of 

images are naturally enhanced and coherent or pleasant images could be reproduced. Due 

to the abundance of the knowledge on these subjects, each of them can easily expanded to 

one thesis, hence in the following discussions, only related subjects to the concerned 

work will be discussed and no extensive copying of color space or CAM formulas will be 

made in this manuscript since nowadays people can easily have access to these 

information by one single click of mouse on Internet.  

 

3.2 State-of-the-art of color science  

3.2.1 Research work on color space and color matching  

Most of the research work and recommendations on color spaces are provided by CIE 

committee (technical division No.1) [32] based on isolated color stimuli test. A list of 

most widely used CIE color spaces could include RGB, XYZ, HSV (and its varieties), 

CMYK, CIELAB. The reference to these color spaces can be easily found in most 

websites concerning color science, different forums from academic to industrial solutions, 

or simply online Wikipedia. However, some other color spaces may work reversely better 

for complex stimuli but less performing for simple ones such as RLAB. In [33], 

psychophysical results are reviewed to improve the performance of RLAB.  

Targeting the insufficiency of the hue constancy problem of CIELAB color space, 

F.Ebner et al. proposed IPT color space in 1998 [34]. IPT is a simple and uniform color 

space and it is proved to have equal or better performance than CIELAB and 
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CIECAM97s in terms of hue uniformity. Many recent works on color appearance and 

gamut mapping apply IPT in color conversion.  

In 2002, S.Y.Zhu et al. studied the uniformity of color spaces [35]. They carried out some 

test using CRT on three categories of color differences: small, large and Munsell data. 

Research suggests three types of models to cope with the color difference data. It is 

shown that no universal color difference formulas are available, and for different scales 

of color differences, different calculation formulas may be appropriate.  

Color matching research is the early stage of the color science although it evolves along 

with the development of color appearance research. Most of the color matching issues are 

based on color difference calculation. It depends heavily on the color space selection. As 

suggested in aforementioned [35] that no universal color difference formulas are 

available, in [36], some research on large color difference judgment is also carried out. In 

this study, dataset with average difference of 12 CIELab ∆E values are used. CIELab 

color difference formulas are modified and named GLAB which is claimed to give best 

prediction of the color differences of the dataset used.  

In 2002, another study on CIE Delta94 (color difference calculation formula 

recommended by CIE [32]) is evaluated for non-reference conditions [37]. It is shown 

that CIE94 has good predictions on color difference under reference conditions, but less 

performing under non-reference ones. 

As stated in the opening section of this chapter, color perception depends also on 

observer. Some research focus on a certain group of viewer has been carried out in Spain 

[38]. It is shown in this study that CIEDE2000 is marginally better than CMC (2:1) in 

correlation of visual color difference judgement which was proved otherwise in previous 

study for textile samples.    

3.2.2 Research work on Color Appearance Model (CAM)  

Research on Color Appearance Model has experienced a blossom in the last two decades 

along with the flourish development in color science, physiology and digitalization of 

image processing. A very comprehensive literature on this issue is authored by 

M.D.Fairchild in 2005 [39]. In this book, a complete review on the fundamental aspects 

of color science and color appearance models is made. Several important versions of 

color appearance models have been thoroughly introduced including the Nayatani et al. 

model, Hunt model, RLAB model, CIECAM97s and CIECAM02 models. It is a must 

read to understand from A to Z on CAM developments.  

Compared to conventional color spaces, a Color Appearance Model takes into 

consideration of more surrounding parameters instead of the color stimuli solely. In 1995, 

some research work on the background influence on the color perception has been done 
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[40]. In 2002, another study has been conducted by N.Moroney on the background 

influence on the perception of lightness [41]. The test setting was based on a CRT in a 

dark surrounding condition. It is shown that the uniform background and perceptions of 

lightness results in exponential properties for black and white background, whereas the 

relationship falls into sigmoidal shape for intermediate gray for crispening effect (i.e., the 

perceived luminance or chrominance contrast is maximized when the stimulus are close 

to surroundings). Crispening effect is also introduced in [42]. The results of this research 

provide a more complete model of lightness perception.  

In 1998, the advent of CIECAM97s gave impetus to the CAM research and applications 

[43]. This work was carried out by CIE TC1-34. Formulations of simple version of the 

CIECAM97s were summarized. However, too many free parameters of CIECAM97s 

model have blocked the implementation in real practice. Some user guidelines were made 

for clarifications and understandings of this model [44]. Details are provided for clearer 

input parameters measurements and applications such as how to set luminance of the 

adapting field, the surroundings, and white points, etc. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that 

sophisticated models of CAM pay its cost on complexity and usability.  

In 2001, M.D.Fairchild proposed some revisions to CIECAM97s [45]. This document 

targets to some revisions that have been proved by good performance but restricted by 

implementation complexity. These suggestions are based on TC8-01 recommendations 

and some enhancement to CIECAM97s. In 2002, all these developments on color 

appearance research lead to the most up-to-date CAM model of CIE committee: the 

CIECAM02 [46]. This is a very much authorized report by leading researchers in color 

science domain. The new version of color appearance model CIECAM02 is based on 

CIECAM97s, but includes many revisions and some simplifications. Several important 

revisions were included such as linear chromatic adaptation transform. Only forward 

equations for the CIECAM02 are annotated in this paper.  

In 2003, some field trials of the CIECAM02 Color Appearance Model were carried out 

by N.Moroney and H.Zeng [47]. In this report, OSA Uniform Color Scales and the 

Natural Color System were used, and CIECAM02 was also tested as viewing-condition 

independent color space in printing system. Actually, the OSA-Uniform Color Scales 

(UCS) is a color space or chromaticity diagram first published in 1974 and developed by 

the Optical Society of America’s Committee (OSA). Presently, the 1976 edition is 

adopted to be compatible with CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. NCS is abbreviation of 

Natural Color System which is a proprietary perceptual color model published by the 

Scandinavian Color Institute of Stockholm, Sweden. Conclusion of the study shows that 

CIECAM02 is capable to provide all the functionality of CIECAM97s while 

incorporating several key revisions. Hue constancy has been improved and some 

statistically significant performance in gamut mapping and color reproduction.  
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Along with the increasing concern on CIECAM02, some attempts of integrating it into 

Color Management System have been made by I.Tastl et al. [48]. The corporation of 

CIECAM02 and ICC-based CMS needs some modifications to solve the problem that a 

subset of ICC PCS Lab encoding values could be transformed into invalid CIECAM02 

values. The proposed solution is to pre-clip the PCS values. It is also stated in Color 

Gamut Mapping of J.Morovic as “in practice, the solution to this property of CIECAM02 

is to pre-clip inputs to the CIECAM02 model to values that will give valid outputs.” [1] 

(Chapter 6, page 119).  

The aforementioned Color Appearance Models are mainly based on color science without 

special consideration of Human Vision System (HVS) spatial vision. In 2002, 

M.D.Fairchild and G.M.Johnson proposed iCAM framework [49]. More detailed 

introduction can be found in [50]. This is a revolutionary image color appearance model. 

For color appearance, the CIECAM02 has reached its maturity, however, for image 

appearance which involves more complex scene require extension of color appearance 

model. Image difference metrics are also extended into color appearance domain. iCAM 

is such a model to provide color appearance prediction, color difference calculation and 

image quality assessment. In iCAM, local background estimation is introduced by a low-

pass version of the original image. This operation takes into account the HVS behavior in 

spatial vision. Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) of HVS such as in S-CIELAB model 

has been integrated. iCAM is also capable to be applied for image appearance rendering 

especially for HDR imaging as claimed in the paper. IPT is used as color space in this 

study which is supposed to bring more hue constancy in color appearance.  

Besides these mainstream proposals, some abridged versions have been brought out as 

well during this evolution. Y. Nayatani et al. proposed in 1999 a color appearance model 

which consists of modified CIE 1994 chromatic-adaptation transform and CIELAB 

formulas [51]. But most applied models in real practice stay with CIECAM series and 

iCAM models.  

3.2.3 Research work on color constancy  

Compared with the maturity of color matching issue and Color Appearance Models, 

research on color constancy is just unfolding. Publications are steadily increased in the 

last two decades. In 1998, B.Funt et al. questioned the color constancy in machine vision 

for color-based object recognition [52].  

K. Barnard published some works in 2002 on comparing several computational color 

constancy algorithms [53] [54]. In [53], some tests on these algorithms are reported using 

synthesized data whose advantage is a-priori knowledge on the ground truth and 

precisions of investigations. Several well known color constancy algorithms have been 

tested in this study including gray world assumption, Retinex theory, gamut-mapping 
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methods, color correction methods, etc. The purpose of this study seeks to find 

algorithms which can exploit reasonable assumptions of the reflectance and illumination 

whereas not overly sensitive at the mean time to common failures of these assumptions. 

Results of the study are used in part 2 of this paper [54]. Conclusions of part 1 emphasize 

that the application of input data statistics are most effective at estimating the 

chromaticity of the scene illuminant (in controversy to Gray World Assumption). In [54], 

it is shown that the statistics of input data are most effective to synthesized data. However, 

no comparable performance has been realized on real images. The study shows that 3D 

gamut mapping gave relatively the best performance. However, it concludes with unclear 

results on whether exploiting image chromaticity statistics is capable of offsetting the 

performance drop, and pixel intensity exploiting seems to be more advantageous. It 

proposes some integration of using 3D gamut mapping with image statistics to improve 

computational color constancy performance. Unfortunately, the online resources of all the 

image data and implementation of codes seem to be no longer accessible at the moment 

of the writing of this manuscript.  

Various approaches have been tried out on color constancy especially mathematical and 

artificial neuron networks. In 1999, B.Funt used bootstrapping algorithm in [55]. 

Bootstrapping approach usually means a simple process which activates a more 

complicated one in computing. This study shows bootstrapping application in color 

constancy issue. By training the neuron network with grey-world assumption, which 

makes assumption that the average color of scene remains gray and any departure from it 

stems from colored illumination, the trained neural network is capable to carry out better 

than the grey-world assumption used. That is, the grey-world assumption is used just to 

initiate the training, and the network is capable to “learn” to make a better estimate of 

uncalibrated data. P.V.Gehler et al. applied Bayesian approach on color constancy in 

2008 [56]. This study compares the computational color constancy algorithms with grey-

world algorithm and Bayesian formulation of image. It constructed a database of 568 

various images as test bed (Color Checker dataset), and concludes that the grey-world 

algorithm is insufficient in color constancy, whereas the Bayesian illuminant estimation 

can be significantly improved given more accurate prior information of the dataset. It is 

also claimed that the proposal has better performance over the manufacturer’s built-in 

correction algorithm.  

However, some other proposed solutions advocate simple approaches rather than 

complex ones as aforementioned methods. G.D.Finlayson et al. suggested a simple 

diagonal transform to realize color constancy [57]. In this study, a theoretical analysis of 

several color constancy algorithms have been presented, including von Kries adaptation, 

Land-McCann Retinex, Maloney-Wandell algorithm, Funt-Drew lightness algorithm, and 

Forsyth’s MWEXT and CRULE algorithms. References to these algorithms can be found 
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in this paper. It shows that a nine-parameter matrix is more complex than necessary 

during chromatic adaptation, and a diagonal matrix is the simplest and effective way.  

Retinex theory is first invented by Land in 1960s. It has been widely used in color 

constancy issue for decades. W.H.Xiong et al. applied Retinex and SVR for multiple-

illuminant scenes in 2006 [58]. Actually, most color constancy algorithms are applied to 

single illuminant images, however, in the case of multiple-illuminant, not a single global 

illuminant correction algorithm can achieve both regional and global satisfactory color 

constancy results. It could be noticed that Retinex is a pixel-wise color constancy method. 

However, global balance is usually poorly kept such as the introduction of halo effect. 

SVR is abbreviation of Support Vector Regression which is believed to have good overall 

color balance for single-illuminant scenes. This paper abridged two approaches for a 

color constancy to recover both overall and local color balance. McCann99 algorithm 

used in this paper has been implemented in MATLAB in [59] to unify various versions of 

algorithm interpretation. However, McCann99 algorithm depends heavily on the iteration 

number of Retinex. Therefore, F. Ciurea et al. suggested some tuning options of this 

algorithm in 2004 [60]. This study establishes some methods to automatically determine 

the free values of [59] so that it can be implemented automatically. J.McCann also 

applied Retinex in color gamut calculation in 2000 [61]. It is believed in this study that 

color is a spatial calculation in humans, and although the cumulative difference is greater 

between the original and the reproduced version by Retinex in comparison with other 

approach, yet the global image appearance looks better. In spatial gamut mapping issue, 

Retinex has been always an active approach to preserve global perception in image 

reproduction.  

It can be seen that the state-of-the-art of color science involves actually research works 

from many related domains including vision science, physiology and image processing. 

Following the evolutionary track of color science, the discussion of color matching, color 

appearance and color constancy will be expanded in the following sections.  

 

3.3 Color matching 

Color matching measures color differences, but depending on the basis of measurement, 

colors can be matched based on their physical stimuli values or their perceptual 

appearance. The result of matching depends heavily on the color space adopted.  

3.3.1 Color space 

Color space is designed to mathematically represent color stimuli in forms of several 

numerical attributes. The well-known RGB color space is such an example that represent 
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color stimulus by its three components in red, green and blue channel. Under different 

color spaces, the same color stimulus will be represented differently with a set of 

numbers. Without clearly defining the color space used, this set of color number does not 

have any real meaning of color. Being charged with different color spaces, the same set 

of color values give different sense to color appearances. Therefore, it is meaningless to 

talk about the real colors without specifying the meaning of these color numbers which 

are defined by their color spaces.  

Many different color spaces have been proposed in the literature. Some of them are 

recommended by international committees for general use in industrial scenario such as 

CIELab, some others are originally designed for some concrete application such as IPT in 

gamut mapping. They can be categorized in many ways such as in luminance and 

chrominance separation or on color channel basis, and they also can be grouped into 

perceptually uniform color space or otherwise. In this discussion, they will be categorized 

differently into 3 groups: physics-based, conversion-based and perception based color 

spaces.  

3.3.1.1 Physics-based color space 

The physics-based color space is based on physical attributes of the color stimuli and it is 

the prototype of all other color spaces. In color science, there is a phenomenon called 

metamerism which describes the fact that the same color stimulus can be achieved by 

using different spectrum combinations. It is of crucial importance in real practice since no 

spectrum of original image can been strictly regenerated. Therefore, some combination of 

spectrum can be used to represent all possible color stimuli. In a three-dimensional 

representation, three spectrum components can be selected to represent different colors 

using linear combination of them.  

On the other hand, it is well studied that human retina has two different types of retinal 

cells for light response: the bar cell and cone cell. The bar cell is in large numbers, and 

thousands of them is combined together for sending accumulated response to brain 

through retinal ganglion cell. Therefore, for bar cells, this accumulation of stimuli 

reduces the independent influence of stimulus spectrum, thus only energy information is 

captured after data condensation from bar cell to ganglion cell. Therefore, bar cells are 

responsible for luminance perception and dark vision because they are considerable in 

numbers and the accumulation of stimuli makes weak stimulus of dark object stronger 

enough to be seen. Meanwhile, the cone cells are relatively few in numbers, and several 

cone cells are connected to ganglion cell for transmitting response to brain. Since the 

condensation of data is not so severe, independent spectrum information of the color 

stimulus can be conveyed to brain, thus color stimulus spectrum component information 

can be preserved. That is also why cone cells are in charge of color perception and bright 

vision because they are few in quantity and insufficient to accumulate enough energy of 
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color spectrum under dark conditions. That can explain why human vision system cannot 

perceive colors but only contours in dark night. An interesting fact is that the cone cells 

give peak response for color stimulus whose spectrum wavelength are around 

420,530,560nm which correspond roughly to the red green and blue wavelength. It 

signifies that in human vision it exists 3 types of cone cell in retina, each of which is most 

sensible to red green and blue stimulus. Trichromatic color vision proves more logical 

sense of using RGB as a color space.  

Since color metamerism indicates that the same color reproduction is possible with 

different spectrum combination, RGB components could be a natural combination for this 

representation which correspond also human vision system biological constructions. RGB 

color space is the most widely used color image representation for general purpose 

imaging.  

3.3.1.2 Conversion-based color space 

Depending on applications, many other color spaces can be derived from RGB color 

space. Given three components of red, green, blue and a dark room, one can produce all 

color stimuli by linearly combining them. This is an additive way of color reproduction 

which is to apply color components to black background to “add up” spectrum for a color 

appearance. However, in conventional projector industry, the screen is lighted using lump 

which is white light source. If RGB color space is in use, then to obtain red component, 

one should filter out green and blue components which account to 2/3 of the total energy, 

so is to green and blue components. Therefore, this solution is not optimized from energy 

point of view. Therefore, some subtractive color space is designed using the opponent 

colors of primary RGB to make the energy of color reproduction more economical. 

Although nowadays digital projectors have changed to additive RGB color space, there 

are still many other conditions where subtractive color space is applied. In printing 

industry, it is usually performed by spreading ink dots over white paper. So the whiteness 

of paper can be used and all colors are subtracted from white color. This is the widely-

applied Cyan Magenta Yellow (CMY) color space. There is also CMYK color space 

where K refers to black ink which is used to avoid black color by mixing CMY. Due to 

physical constraint of ink purity, the mixed CMY can never achieve fully saturated black 

tone, and not economic either from cost point of view since black ink is usually less 

costly than colored ones. Some advanced professional printers apply 6 inks or more to 

expand the capacity of color reproduction of the printer. So their color space will be more 

than 3 or 4 dimensions.  

There are also some other color spaces based on some mathematical transform for the 

purpose of adaptation to certain applications. For example, in video coding the color 

space of YCbCr is derived from some calculation of RGB color space to enables better 

compression rate in chrominance components. Another well-applied CIE color space is 
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XYZ which is a normalized version of RGB so that the color becomes device-

independent. Several derivations of XYZ such as Yxy and so on can also be found in 

literature.  

3.3.1.3 Perception-based color space 

The color stimulus signals are captured by eyes and transmitted to brain for further 

processing. If brain color vision area is damaged, no correct color perception can be 

obtained. According to modern biology research results, Human Vision System, which 

includes both eyes and brain, tends to perceive colors in more indirect way than in RGB 

space. The difference between red and green channel is perceived instead of perception of 

each channel independently. The same effect goes for difference between blue channel 

and the combination of red and green (which is in yellow region). The luminance 

perception comes from the combination of all three channels. Therefore, an opponent 

color space is designed to characterize this phenomenon. CIELab is the most widely used 

opponent color space where “L” describes the perception of luminance, “a” channel 

describes the relative relationship between red and green, and “b” channel is used for 

blue minus yellow component of color stimulus.  

Based on the perception instead of physical attributes of color, opponent color spaces 

usually outperform conventional color space in describing color appearance. Various 

versions have been proposed in literature and industrial applications, such as CIELUV, 

IPT and some Color Appearance Model including CIECAM97s and CIECAM02. Many 

of them represent colors in three channels: one luminance channel, two chrominance 

channel such as in CIELab, or one luminance channel, one chrominance channel and one 

hue component channel such as in CIELCh. HSV is another perception based color space. 

The advantage of it is its intuitive design, but the application of it is restricted due to its 

limited hue inconstancy prediction in perception.  

3.3.2 Color difference 

The simplest and most intuitive way to calculate the color difference is to make 

subtraction of two colors’ numbers. However, this is not always the best way. It depends 

on many factors including perceptual uniformity of color space and Human Vision 

System (HVS) sensibility to color difference.  

3.3.2.1 Color difference calculation in perceptually uniform color space 

As one of the most popular perceptually uniform color space, CIELab can be used to 

calculate the perceived color difference between two color stimuli in three channels. 

However, CIELab is not perfectly uniform in perception. It suffers from deformity in 
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blue regions that the color difference calculated by CIELab does not actually correspond 

to the perception uniformly.  

Many more sophisticated color difference measures have been proposed in academic and 

industrial groups. Some of them are designed and applied to special domain such as CMC 

for textile industry, and some others are widely accepted for general color difference 

applications such as the CIE recommendations of CIE Delta 94 and CIE DeltaE2000. 

Compared with the CIE DeltaE94 and previous color difference calculation, the CIE 

DeltaE2000 gives the most accurate color difference calculation, and with extra 

consideration of the inter-channel correlations between each color channels, the CIE 

DeltaE2000 amends to some extent the hue constancy problems of CIELab in blue color 

regions. Therefore, the obtained color difference reveals better hue constancy perception.  

3.3.2.2 CIE DE2000 formula set 

Nowadays, the CIE DeltaE 2000 is widely used in many areas for color difference 

judgment. Some spatial or spatial-temporal extensions to DeltaE 2000 are also designed 

for color image quality assessment as will be discussed in Chapter 9 for image quality 

metrics. To obtain the final color differences, the following long list of formulas are 

needed as described in [62]. This paper will be revisited in chapter 9 of Image Quality 

Assessment.  

We use a* and b* to stand for the a and b channels of CIELab color space, and c and h 

represents the chroma and hue component respectively. Firstly, the axis of a* needs to be 

corrected for a better perception of low chroma colors, and this is accomplished by a 

modified Gaussian curve using the following formulas:  
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And now a* becomes a’.  
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Secondly, the new a’ components will be used for L, C, and H rectangular difference 

calculation.  
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Be noted that 360 degrees were added for negative hue values. Using these new 

luminance, chroma and hue values, one can calculate color difference using formulas 

below:  
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Caution must be also taken when calculating difference of hue. When absolute difference 

between two hue angles is larger than 180 degree, it would be necessary to add 360 

degree to the smaller one, as shown above. Then the arithmetic mean of first and second 

color will also be calculated for further difference calculation: 
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Now weighting functions need to be calculated before final color difference calculation to 

adjust for the perception of lightness, chroma, and hue in CIELAB space. 
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where T is the hue angle dependency function which expresses the fact that the hue 

depends on both hue angle and chroma:  
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At last, to compensate the drawbacks of CIELab in blue region which is highly nonlinear 

in regards to hue angle and chroma interaction, a rotation function in introduced as below: 

( )θ∆−= 2sinCT RR         (19) 

where RC is given by:  
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and ∆θ is the hue angle dependency function:  
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Finally, the color difference is computed as follows (22):  
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where KL, KC, and KH are parametric weights fit to existing data sets, and are set to 1 by 

default.  

It is always fascinating on observing these 22 formulas and those magic numbers to bring 

out coherent predictions of our perception on color difference. It took years of efforts of 

CIE committee to collect the test data and make approximations of them using 

mathematical formulas from more than four hundred pages of test report. However, not 

all color difference is visible due to the HVS acuity limit. If the difference between two 

color patterns is too small, human eyes cannot discern them clearly and they can be 

regarded as identical in color appearance. Therefore, the calculated values must be 

thresholded before obtaining the visible color difference.  

3.3.2.3 HVS color tolerance 

The color tolerance of HVS is believed to be a group of three-dimensional ellipse whose 

long and short axis depend on the color points’ luminance, chrominance and hue angle. 

Figure 3.1 shows the color tolerance map. For each color point, no visible color 

difference can be discerned within the area of the ellipse which means two color points 

will be regarded as perceptually identical. The dimension of the ellipse can be justified by 

different threshold of DeltaE value. This operation is of crucial two folded importance:  

• First, not all color differences are visible, therefore if the end viewer of the image 

is human beings, the threshold of visibility should be used to remove the invisible 

color differences from the data for more correlated information with HVS 

perception;  

• Second, by using threshold of DeltaE value, it is possible to extract color 

differences which are visible, and different severity of color dissimilarity can be 

clustered by varying DeltaE thresholds. 

By this means, only visible color differences can be extracted according to their 

dissimilarity. A maladroit quality index is usually resulted if no distinguishing is made 

between visible and invisible color difference because blind accumulation of color 

difference usually leads to exaggeration of color distortion. 
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Fig.3.1: Simplified HVS color tolerance (CMC Tolerancing System) 

Therefore, the effective color difference calculation should be carried out in perceptually 

uniform color space using sophisticated color difference formulas provided by CIE 

DeltaE2000, and then threshold the visibility using HVS color tolerance. The color 

difference thus obtained corresponds better to our perception. Compared with simple 

Euclidian distance in perceptually non-uniform color space or without visibility threshold, 

the proposed approach reveals better the perceptual aspect of human color vision. 

Actually, this strategy is applied in several sections of this work including:  

• Display devices calibration for Color Management System which is to be 

discussed in later section of the current chapter ;  
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• In chapter 7: it is applied for computing the visible Out-of-Gamut (OOG) points 

during gamut mapping. Compared with simple image difference between the 

original image and the soft-proof, the OOG regions obtained this way correspond 

better to our perception;  

• In chapter 9: it will be applied to extract visible color difference from distortion 

map from which the derived quality index corresponds better to the reality by 

reducing the statistical influence of invisible distortions. 

3.3.2.4 Visibility thresholding of color difference  

It has been made clear above that Human Vision System (HVS) manifests some extent of 

tolerance on color difference, and consequently not all color variations can lead to 

perceptually visible differences. But what is this threshold of visibility?  

Figure 3.2 to 3.4 show some color patterns with various color differences [63]. When 

color patterns are dramatically different as in the figure 3.2 (DeltaE2000 value equals to 

8), one can easily discern the difference between them. However, when this difference is 

sufficiently small as shown in figure 3.3 (DeltaE2000 value equals to 1), the color 

difference is not so evident. One can hardly perceive the existence of the blocking effect 

inside each color patch. However, the color does be different which is indicated by the 

non-null DeltaE values. As a matter of fact, for DeltaE value larger than 2, many 

observers will discern the color differences, and some algorithms take DeltaE equals to 3 

as a limit of visibility of color differences just to ensure that the distortion can be 

discerned by the most of observers (shown in figure 3.4). 



 

Fig.3.2: Color Patterns with CIE DeltaE2000 = 8.

Fig.3.3: Color Patterns with CIE DeltaE2000 = 1.
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Fig.3.2: Color Patterns with CIE DeltaE2000 = 8. 

Fig.3.3: Color Patterns with CIE DeltaE2000 = 1. 

 

 



 

Fig.3.4: Color Pattern with CIE DeltaE2000 = 3.

3.3.3 Application of color matching in verification of display 

devices calibrations

For industry of color reproduction, whether all the devices in the 

well calibrated to identical standard is critical to guarantee visual coherence. Many types 

of colorimeters or photometers are designed to realize the calibration. However, whether 

the result of calibration is sufficient for end user

subjective tests for verification, sometimes we need objective judgment on calibration 

qualities.  

Figure 3.5 shows a flowchart of verification proposal on screen calibration. As discussed 

before, a DeltaE value equals

differences. Therefore, we can measure the lookup tables (LUT) differences between two 

ICC profiles of the calibrated screens. If more than 10% of two LUTs colors 

difference larger than 3 in 
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Fig.3.4: Color Pattern with CIE DeltaE2000 = 3. 

 

3.3.3 Application of color matching in verification of display 

devices calibrations 

For industry of color reproduction, whether all the devices in the reproduction chain are 

well calibrated to identical standard is critical to guarantee visual coherence. Many types 

of colorimeters or photometers are designed to realize the calibration. However, whether 

the result of calibration is sufficient for end users needs careful verification.  Except 

for verification, sometimes we need objective judgment on calibration 

Figure 3.5 shows a flowchart of verification proposal on screen calibration. As discussed 

before, a DeltaE value equals to 3 signifies most observers will discern the color 

differences. Therefore, we can measure the lookup tables (LUT) differences between two 

ICC profiles of the calibrated screens. If more than 10% of two LUTs colors 

than 3 in DeltaE value, the screen needs to be re-calibrated. 

 

3.3.3 Application of color matching in verification of display 

reproduction chain are 

well calibrated to identical standard is critical to guarantee visual coherence. Many types 

of colorimeters or photometers are designed to realize the calibration. However, whether 

s needs careful verification.  Except 

for verification, sometimes we need objective judgment on calibration 

Figure 3.5 shows a flowchart of verification proposal on screen calibration. As discussed 

to 3 signifies most observers will discern the color 

differences. Therefore, we can measure the lookup tables (LUT) differences between two 

ICC profiles of the calibrated screens. If more than 10% of two LUTs colors have color 

calibrated.  
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Fig.3.5: Verification example on screen calibration 

A typical LUT in ICC profile (calibrated using EyeOne Display) is shown below.  

CREATED "11/28/2007" # Time: 17:05 

INSTRUMENTATION "eye-one display" 

MEASUREMENT_SOURCE "Illumination=Unknown ObserverAngle=Unknown WhiteBase=Abs

 Filter=Unknown" 

KEYWORD "SampleID" 

KEYWORD "SAMPLE_NAME" 

NUMBER_OF_FIELDS 8 

BEGIN_DATA_FORMAT 

SampleID SAMPLE_NAME XYZ_X XYZ_Y XYZ_Z LAB_L LAB_A LAB_B 

END_DATA_FORMAT 

NUMBER_OF_SETS 42 

BEGIN_DATA 

1 A1 0.13 0.12 0.07 1.11 0.27 0.60 

2 A2 3.52 1.71 17.87 13.89 37.08 -68.59 

3 A3 15.45 7.16 80.02 32.17 63.97 -114.93 

… …  

 

41 G5 20.78 11.62 1.16 40.61 55.77 49.32 

42 G6 29.18 16.27 1.60 47.33 62.72 55.44 

END_DATA 

text____Version = "ProfilingLib 5.0.6 1.75.16.2 Mar 6 2006" 

Yes 

A B 

Redo 

Calibration 

ICC LUT ICC LUT CIE DeltaE 2000 

Vector of 

DeltaE 

values 

Failure of 

calibration  

Num (DeltaE>3) 

less than 10%? 

Success of 

calibration  
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ProfilerType = 3 

GopMode = false 

ProfileSize = 0 

UseLinearization = 1 

Perceptual = 1 

Options = { 

 Copyright = "Copyright by LOGO GmbH, Steinfurt" 

 BlackCompensation = "0" 

 .MntrTargetGamma = "2.2" 

 .MntrTargetTemperature = "6500" 

 .MntrTargetLuminance = "100" 

 .MntrMinLuminance = "0.1" 

 .MntrLuminance = "89" 

 .MntrTemperatur = "6500" 

 .MntrAmbientTemperature = "4000" 

 .MntAbientLuminance = "323" 

 MonitorGammaModel = "1" 

} 

Both the ICC profiles of display A and B will be read in. The color differences using CIE 

DeltaE2000 are calculated using their CIELAB values in the LUTs. 

 

3.4 Color appearance  

3.4.1 Complexity of color appearance  

Color appearance is the perception of color stimulus in Human Vision System. Heavily 

depending on illumination and observing conditions, the appearance of color is very 

vulnerable. A simple example is the red apple looks pale when the room light is turned 

off. In order to precisely describe the color appearance, many parameters should be 

carefully calibrated including lighting conditions, distance and angle of observations and 

even object’s physical properties such as smooth or mug surface, self-luminous or 

reflecting etc. Any change of these factors will lead to alternation of color appearance.  

Many color appearance phenomena have been researched by color scientist for decades. 

A long list of different effects can be found in literature such as:  

• Steven Effect 

• Hunt Effect 

• Bezold-Brücke Effect 

• Simultaneous contrast 

• Crispening Effect 

• Color Constancy 

• Memory Color 

• Chromatic adaptation 
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• Neon-effect 

• Saccades effect 

• … … 

The list is prolonging along with the development of color science and vision science. As 

vulnerable as it is, color appearance is still the core issue not only in classical color 

science but also in other related domains such as image processing and Color 

Management System (CMS). As discussed in chapter 1 and 2, CMS aims to predict and 

preserve the color appearance through a cross-media reproduction. Previous section of 

color difference calculation is also based on the color appearance dissimilarity instead of 

numerical difference of color numbers in conventional perceptually non-uniform color 

space. In CIE recommendations, the most widely-applied color space CIELab can also be 

regarded as a Color Appearance Model despite of its insufficiency of hue constancy in 

blue regions. Several sophisticated (and complicated as well) color appearance models 

have been recommended including CIECAM97s and CIECAM02.  

One evident improvement of CIECAM97s compared with its previous works is its 

consideration of the observing conditions. Not only physical parameters such as the 

illumination level but also some human vision properties such as chromatic adaptation 

degrees are taken into account. Many publications concerning CIECAM97s have been 

previously discussed in the state-of-the-art report.  

3.4.2 Chromatic adaptation  

HVS tends to adapt to illumination condition for color perception. Therefore, during 

color reproduction, if the original condition of the color pattern is different from the 

destination observing condition, the color numbers should be adjusted so that the color 

appearance of it can adapt to the destination environment to give a coherent appearance. 

This is also the essential goal of Color Management System. That’s why chromatic 

adaptation matrix is applied in the core of ICC profile for coherent reproduction.  

The simplest chromatic adaptation is a 3x3 matrix for color number conversion. By 

convolution with the original color attribute, the newly obtained color numbers give the 

same appearance under new environment. Naturally, the construction of the chromatic 

adaptation matrix is related to the source and destination illumination condition. In order 

to simplify the condition modeling and make the conversion feasible, it is usually 

assumed that the illumination condition can be represented by the whole point reference. 

Therefore, the chromatic adaptation matrix is calculated in finding the coefficients that 

enables identical color appearance under all standards.  

Chromatic adaptation makes compensation of the color appearance during changes of 

illumination condition by altering the color attributes values. The chromatic adaptation 
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matrix is the kernel operation in Color Appearance Model, and the well-known Bradford 

matrix is also adopted in ICC standard V4. Thanks to chromatic adaptation consideration, 

the ICC profile is capable to generate similar color appearance according to the 

destination illumination conditions provided by the destination device profile.  

3.4.3 Identical reproduction by solving calibration mismatch 

problem  

3.4.3.1 Illumination vs. calibration 

Before discussing about identical reproduction of color appearance, there is one thing that 

needs to be clarified, that is, the white reference of the scene and the white reference of 

the device. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show two different cases. In figure 3.6, two display devices 

are calibrated to the same standard CIE D65, but they are situated under different 

surrounding conditions. Display A is illuminated by light source of CIE illumination 

standard A (2856K), whereas display B is under CIE illumination standard D65 (6504K). 

Figure 3.7 shows another case where the two displays are located under the same 

illumination but calibrated differently.    

 

Fig.3.6: Different illumination conditions but same device calibration standard 
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Fig.3.7: Same illumination condition but different device calibration standards 

Under the first case of figure 3.6, when coherent color appearance is needed during color 

reproduction, a chromatic adaptation step is sufficient. Under the help of HVS color 

constancy property, the perception of color appearance can be compensated by collecting 

information of the surrounding white reference. However, for the case of figure 3.7, since 

the hint of white reference of the surroundings remains the same to both display A and B 

(CIE illumination standard A in this case), then some additional processing of the image 

to be displayed is needed to make it appear similar on both displays. Actually, in real 

practice, sometimes due to user interference, not all display devices are calibrated to the 

same standard. But if consistent color appearance is exigent for end viewers, it would be 

necessary to make compensation of color appearance. For example, some online clothes 

shopping website wants its new arrivals look the same in color to all distant buyers, or 

several post-effect artists sharing their works on digital cinema metadata need to secure 

consistent appearance of each shared copy. In other words, if we assume that the office 

lighting condition remains constant to all end users, the color image needs to be displayed 

with identical color appearance albeit with different calibrations of display devices.  

3.4.3.2 Identical color appearance reproduction by reversing 

CIECAM97s 

This section is devoted to a conceptual framework developed to generate identical color 

appearance when illumination condition remains the same but device calibration standard 

varies such as in the case of figure 3.7. Now we would like to show the image from 

display A (whose calibration standard is D65) to display B (whose calibration standard is 

D50). Naturally, the image will change its look due to different calibration standards 
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between these two devices. But with the following operations, the color appearance 

shown on both displays could be made identical. Of course, gamut mismatch should be 

taken into consideration since different devices can never have identical gamut. But we 

leave this issue to chapter 7 and 8. At present stage, we focus only on calibration 

mismatch problem.  

Generally, a CAM is composed of 3 steps: forward processing, device-independent color 

attributes calculation and inverse processing for final color appearance prediction. The 

forward processing makes chromatic adaptation by accounting for the source condition of 

the calibration standard, and the resulted color attributes are device-independent 

perception of color objects.  Similarly, the inverse flow of CAM generates the color 

attributes using device-independent color appearance values and by taking into account 

the destination calibration standard. By this means, the color appearance on the 

destination device can be predicted.  

In this work, an intermediate image is calculated to replace the original input in order to 

compensate color appearance at the destination device. By using this intermediate image 

as input, the obtained color appearance at the destination device will show identical color 

appearance even with the calibration mismatch of devices. Figure 3.8 shows the 

workflow of the proposal. Note that this example deliberately changed calibration 

standard of display B from D50 to CIE illumination standard A in order to make the 

demonstration clearer on all normally calibrated screens.  

As can be seen in figure 3.8(a), if the original image X is directly shown on display B, we 

obviously obtain a different color appearance since these two devices are calibrated 

differently. The obtained image appearance is noted as X�. Therefore, the question results 

in finding an intermediate image Y as input so that the obtained color appearance 

becomes identical to X (figure 3.8(b)). In other words, the desired output is actually the 

color appearance of the original image, so the original image is placed at the end of a 

normal CAM workflow, and we trace back the needed input image Y. Therefore, instead 

of starting from the forwarding workflow, the inverse workflow becomes the starting 

point for obtaining this desired input image Y as shown in figure 3.8(c).   
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Fig.3.8 (a): Result without processing (directly show image X on display B) 

 
Fig.3.8 (b): Generation of identical color appearance using an intermediate image as input 

 
Fig.3.8 (c): Obtaining image Y by reversing CIECAM workflow 

Thanks to the reversibility of CIECAM97s, once obtained the intermediate image Y, we 

replace original image with Y as input, then image Y will result in identical color 

appearance as image X at display B side during normal process (as described in figure 

3.8(b)). In brief, by assuming the original image as the final output and reversing 

CIECAM97s forward and inverse workflow, the desired input image (Y) can be obtained 

which can generate identical color appearance as original image X at the destination side.  

This operation solves color appearance variation problem caused by calibration mismatch. 

In practice, the calibration information can be extracted from the device ICC profile. 
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With integration of the gamut mapping algorithms developed in chapter 7 and 8, both 

calibration mismatch and gamut mismatch problems can be solved. Gamut mapping 

operation can be performed at first, and then the obtained mapped image passes the 

aforementioned process (figure 3.8) to solve calibration mismatch problems between 

different display devices. 

 

3.4 Color constancy  

3.4.1 Relationship between Color Appearance Model, 

chromatic adaption and color constancy 

Color Appearance Model aims to predict, not to produce, the color appearance under 

different illumination conditions. A CAM usually applies chromatic adaptation during 

this prediction which is usually characterized by a 3×3 matrix for color attributes 

conversion. The color appearance (sensation) will be actually changed after chromatic 

adaptation, but the judgment on color stimulus (perception) remains unchanged thanks to 

the color constancy capability of Human Vision System (HVS).   

Color constancy is a very useful property of the HVS. Human observers usually benefit 

from the white object in the scene to draw clues on the illumination conditions. The 

reproduced color appearance under the help of the white reference information of the 

scene can be judged correctly by human observers. It is worth noticing that after 

chromatic adaptation calculation, the obtained color attributes have been changed in 

values compared with their original ones. However, after compensation for the new 

illumination condition, human beings are capable of relating the new color appearance 

with respect to local white reference, therefore correct judgment of the color appearance 

of the object can be concluded.  

For example, a red apple looks saturated under the mid-noon sunshine, when take it into 

room lighted by a tungsten bubble, the light reflected from the apple surface to human 

eyes are physically changed. The redness is reduced due to illumination alternation. 

However, the person holding the apple can collect illumination information from 

somewhat white object inside the room to get some clues of the illumination status, and 

compensate without difficulty the color appearance of the apple. Therefore he can safely 

draw a conclusion that the apple remains the same and it does not change its skin color 

even if the reddishness does be changed due to the room light condition. The sensation of 

the color has been changed due to physical changes of observing condition, but the 

perception remains the same thanks to human being capability of chromatic adaptation. 

This advantage of the Human Vision System is known as color constancy, that is, to 
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perceive consistently the color appearance even if the sensation of color has been 

changed due to illumination conditions.  

3.4.2 Retinex theory for color constancy  

3.4.2.1 Introduction of Retinex Theory   

Retinex theory is a well-known approach to modelize color constancy of Human Vision 

System. The output of Retinex theory usually describes the intrinsic component of image 

which remains unchanged even if the illumination condition is changed. The word 

Retinex comes from a combination of retina and cortex. The pioneering works performed 

by Land in 1960s believes that the perception of color images is made up of not only 

human eyes as image capture unit but also human brains where image content is 

processed to form perception.  

Retinex theory believes that image can be decomposed into two components: the one 

related to the intrinsic structural information and the one related to external illumination 

condition. The illuminant component is vulnerable and varies along with the observing 

conditions, whereas the intrinsic component is defined by the image structural content 

and remains resistant during external illumination alternation. By extracting the intrinsic 

components from the image, it is possible to obtain the essential information of the image 

structure which corresponds to our perception of the image content.  

Thanks to this intuitive design, Retinex theory suits for a color constancy application in 

many ways. As stated before, color constancy algorithms should be capable of describing 

the consistent perception of Human Vision System to image content albeit with the 

alternation of illumination conditions. Retinex approach can realize color constancy by 

representing image with its intrinsic component while removing the influence of the 

illuminant part.  

Since the illuminant component comes from external light condition, it changes globally 

the image lightness condition. By estimating the background lightness information we 

can stimulate the influence of the illumination. This is done in practice by measuring the 

fusion of background lightness which is performed on a low-pass blurred version of the 

original image. It is revealed in HVS vision research that human observers are more 

sensible to relative relationship between the central stimulus and its local background 

instead of the absolute stimulus values. Such as the same gray intensity will give brighter 

impression when its background is darker and is perceived to be darker when the 

background is much brighter than it. The intrinsic component reveals the structural 

information of the image, which focus more relative relationship than absolute values of 

each pixel. In real practice, the relative relationship can be extracted by measuring the 

contrast of the central pixel and its local background which can be obtained by above 
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mentioned illuminant component estimation. Of course the obtained intrinsic component 

needs some normalization process to have normal image appearance. However, this 

component reveals the structural information of the image and is irrelevant to the 

illumination condition due to the fact that illumination condition influencing all pixels 

has been removed by the contrast operation which is division between the central 

intensity and the background. The influence of illumination is cancelled in this division, 

and what remains are the intrinsic components of image.  

3.4.2.2 Retinex theory in image processing  

Many applications of Retinex Theory can be found in various scenarios of image 

processing, notably image color cast and haze removal, image details extraction and 

enhancement. These applications will be discussed in chapter 5 on image enhancement. 

Several algorithms have been developed during this work based on multi-scale Retinex 

(MSR). They are capable to remove the color cast from image, and reduce haze influence. 

Several modifications are made to MSR and the obtained result dramatically improved 

the image appearance in both global lightness correction and local detail extraction. 

Conventionally, Retinex processing is based on the contrast by the ratio between the 

central pixel and its local background estimation. However, such a division operation 

usually leads to over-enhancement of image. Halo effect frequently occurs which is 

known as dark regions (which were bright before processing) around contour. The 

algorithms developed in this work solved this problem by compressing the dynamic range 

of the local background. Another distortion that maybe introduced by Retinex theory is 

hue shift due to channel-independent processing. Although sometimes this processing is 

necessary to remove the color cast to obtain a neutral color appearance such as under the 

canonical illumination condition, yet it alters the global color temperature of natural 

scene which may be set up deliberately (such as the burning flame of clouds during 

sunset is meant to be maintained in warm colors throughout processing). Such hue shift is 

usually unwanted in art photography. In this work, the color hue shift is reduced by 

balanced enhancement between luminance and chrominance, and the image appearance is 

naturally enhanced consequently. These algorithms are discussed in details in chapter 5.  
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 Chapter 4 

Vision Science 

in Image Processing 

and Color Management System 

Science is the attempt to make the chaotic diversity  

of our sense experience correspond 

 to a logically uniform system 

 of thought. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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4.1 Overview  

It is not logical to design image processing system dedicated to human observers without 

considering Human Vision System properties. Numerous examples of unconscious 

application of HVS properties can be found in our daily lives. When we are browsing the 

posters printed against walls in the subway, our visual system automatically makes fusion 

of the small colored dots (generated by half-toning printing system) to form a 

“continuous” image. It is the spatial vision property of spatial blurring that takes place 

without forced intension. Other simple common sense such as human eyes cannot capture 

the image of shooting a bullet out of a pistol due to limited eye movement and 

spatiotemporal sensitivity constraints. If the spatial and spatiotemporal properties of 

Human Vision System are not taken into account, no perceptually consistent research in 

color appearance, image rendering and quality assessment can be obtained.  

However, vision science involves many related researches such as color science, biology, 

physiology, psychology and so on. For example in color science, if the visual difference 

between two color stimuli is too tiny, they cannot be discerned as different patterns. This 

color tolerance property is related to the Chromatic Contrast Sensitivity Function (CCSF) 

of spatial vision of HVS. Other phenomena such as law of continuity and closure in 

Gestalt psychology also plays important role in color perception and color objects 

recognition. Due to the vast domain of vision science and limitation of pages, only major 

vision properties applied in this work are to be discussed. These are HVS properties on 

spatial vision sensitivity including: spatial frequency selectivity modeled by the Contrast 

Sensitivity Function (CSF) and orientation selectivity modeled by Cortex Transform, 

spatiotemporal Contrast Sensitivity Function (ST-CSF) and saliency map of perception.  

 

4.2 State-of-the-art of vision science 

4.2.1 General discussions on human vision properties 

There is no doubt that Internet has enabled easy sharing of information, and vision 

science resources are no exception to this rule. A comprehensive online introduction on 

color vision neuroscience can be found in [64] authored by P.Gouras from Webvision 

laboratory. Many important aspects have been covered including chromatic/achromatic 

contrast sensitivity and striate cortex. It is a very comprehensive resource on biological 

and physiological aspects of vision science.  

Many books with different concerns also introduce some elementary discussion on vision 

science. In chapter 2 of [65], some fundamental understandings of human vision and 

vision modeling are introduced by E.D.Montag, and M.D.Fairchild. This book focuses 
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actually on Image Quality Assessment (IQA), but many discussions are based on Human 

Vision System properties. Vision science knowledge including CSF and masking effect 

are introduced. It can be used as a tutorial on color vision with orientation of imaging 

applications. It clearly shows the vision properties importance in IQA domain. 

Twenties years ago, K.T.Mullen studied color vision on aspect of the central visual field 

in [66]. This study addressed the question whether the central visual field is more 

specialized for color than luminance contrast sensitivity. Results show that at each spatial 

frequency, color contrast sensitivity declines with eccentricity approximately twice as 

steeply as luminance contrast sensitivity. This reveals that chromatic mechanism is more 

confined to the central visual field. It signifies as well that color vision has many different 

properties compared with luminance and the existing luminance observations cannot be 

transferred freely to chrominance issue.  

Human vision limits are examined in [67] which led to an estimate of approximately 15 

million variable resolution pixels per eye. This work obtained the HVS distinguishable 

limit of perception. It was originally designed in immersive projection domain, but its 

conclusion on the fact of HVS perception limitations can be applied to other domains.  

Common principles of image acquisition systems and biological vision were evaluated by 

B.A.Wandell et al. in 2002 [68]. Literatures on visual neuroscience and image systems 

engineering have been reviewed in this study. In the same year, K.T.Mullen et al. 

published in Visual Neuroscience concerning differential distributions of red-green and 

blue-yellow cone opponency across the visual field [69]. It is shown in this work that the 

R-G and B-Y opponent color channels have a differential distribution across the visual 

filed, and the Red-Green cone opponency has a steep decline away from the fovea, while 

the blue-yellow opponency is lost more gradually which is similar to achromatic vision. 

This actually complies with the profiles of Chromatic CSF functions to be discussed in 

later section of this chapter.  

Except CSF properties, the masking effects of vision science are also well examined in 

literature. G. Drettakis et al. applied perceptual texture masking for efficient image 

synthesis in [70]. It is believed in this work that some image errors can be masked by 

texture so that image computations such as image rendering in image synthesis can be 

alleviated by eliminating computations which leads to only perceptually insignificant 

errors. A direct benefit is the acceleration of calculation with texture mapping and 

therefore enables more effective applications in time-critical scenarios. As a matter of 

fact, the multi-domain Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (chapter 7) and Image Quality 

Assessment (chapter 9) follow similar philosophy in dropping off visually less 

importance components for a more effective implementation of image processing.  
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In addition to the perception level research, some other works focus more on neuron 

science and anatomy aspects of human vision. H.Kolb explained in details how the 

Retina works from anatomy points of view in 2003 [71]. And it is believed in this work 

that image construction takes place mainly in Retina itself although the final perception 

of sight is done in brain. Much of the importance of perception has been put on Retina in 

Human Vision System. In 2005, T.Jon et al. studied the spatial structure of complex cell 

receptive fields using natural images in [72], and the receptive fields (RFs) of cortical 

complex cells are described by their responses. It is very useful information on 

understanding cortical processing of natural stimuli instead of synthetic ones.  

4.2.2 Applications of human vision properties  

Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) for luminance and chrominance and masking effects 

are two of the most applied HVS properties. S.N. Pattanaik applied CSF and luminance 

adaptation in [73] at 1998 to propose a multiscale model of adaptation and spatial vision 

for realistic image display. The multiscale representation of the image is realized by 

pyramid decomposition. It is applied in HDR imaging as well to compress the dynamic 

range of image while preserving the perception of images. The concept of this work 

might be instructive for gamut mapping strategy.  

The CSF for luminance and chrominance need to be treated differently in real practice as 

suggested in [74]. The effects of luminance contrast and spatial frequency on 

chromaticity discrimination was evaluated. It is shown in this research that the 

discrimination is not improved due to luminance contrast although it does affect the color 

appearance. It signifies that CSF and Chromatic CSF (CCSF) are not necessarily 

correlated to each other. Indeed, most recently works on image processing and quality 

assessment usually apply respectively CSF and CCSF to luminance and chrominance 

without mixing these channels.  

Along with the research development on CSF issue, several different CSF models have 

been discussed including Movshon model, Barten model and Daly model. In 2001, 

G.M.Johnson et al. evaluated these proposals in [75] and showed that Daly’s model has 

most significant improvement when used with the image dependant adaptation model 

which is probably thanks to its anisotropic nature of profile (eccentricity parameter). It is 

also the model chosen in this thesis for Image Quality Assessment (to be discussed in 

chapter 9).  

Except the above mentioned sensitivity to spatial frequencies, HVS selectivity on 

orientations is evaluated in [76]. This work focuses on the Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) for image compression. Uniform quantification of DWT coefficients results in 

artefacts called DWT uniform quantization noise. It has been made clear in this study that 
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sensitivity to different spatial frequencies and orientations are equally important in 

understanding the HVS behavior.  

Masking effect is also frequently applied to image compression and watermarking-related 

domain. W.Zeng et al. extended visual masking for JPEG-2000 image compression [77]. 

Adaptive quantization exploiting masking effect is proved to result in better visual quality 

of image coding. J.A.Ferwerda et al. applied a model of visual masking for computer 

graphics to predict the influence of one visual pattern to another in terms of detectability 

[78]. The purpose of this study is to enable selection of certain texture pattern to hide 

visual distortions such as faceting, banding, aliasing. In watermark domain, M.Kutter et 

al. designed a vision-based masking model for spread-spectrum image watermarking [79]. 

The proposed perceptual model hides spread-spectrum watermark by taking into account 

the HVS sensitivity and masking behavior. The visual quality is preserved during the 

insertion of the watermark in the luminance and the blue channel of the image.  

Some research works integrate simultaneously CSF and masking effect in applications. 

The PhD thesis of M.Nadenau integrates human color vision models into high quality 

image compression [80]. In this work, CSF and masking effects have been studied and 

applied to image compression which enables low bit rate while preserving perceptual 

quality.  

Being related to CSF, the Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) has also been applied 

frequently in watermarking and quality assessment. One JND-based prolife for perceptual 

masking was proposed by X.K.Yang et al. in 2003 [81]. It suggested a more accurate 

spatial JND profile for color image processing. In quality assessment domain, S.Winkler 

summarized the research before 1999 on Perceptual Video Quality Assessment (PVQA) 

[82].  Spatiotemporal vision properties are discussed in this work as well.  

Finally, it is needless to say that color science applies in many aspects the research fruits 

of vision science especially in Color Appearance Models (CAM). S.N. Pattanaik et al. 

designed CAM with consideration of HVS spatial vision in [83]. It is actually the 

prototype of CIECAM series. 

 

4.3 HVS property on spatial frequency selectivity: 

Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) 

HVS spatial properties are unconsciously applied in our daily life. For instance, we need 

to walk closer to the paintings to discern the details, and the details seem to be merged 

into regions when we watch them at distance. The details look clearer with the room light 

on, and turn to be indistinguishable when the light is low. Spatial vision of Human Vision 
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System is related to the observing conditions including both illuminations and observing 

distance. Half-toning printing system, being the major printing technique nowadays, 

takes advantage of the HVS limits to make economy on ink consumption while achieving 

similar perception of the image content when being viewed at distance. The integration of 

spatial vision properties has a far-reaching and profound significance in color image 

processing and color-related domains.  

4.3.1 Spatial CSF  

HVS manifests some selectivity on spatial frequency of the stimulus. It is keener in 

discerning some frequency components while being less sensitive for some other ranges. 

If the spatial variations are too high which lead to over fine details of image that are 

beyond our sensibility, they become unperceivable to normal human observers. Neither is 

it discernable when the spatial variation is too weak.  

This selectivity varies between luminance and chrominance as well. The luminance CSF 

is usually modeled as a band-pass filter. On the other hand, Chromatic CSF (CCSF) is 

usually characterized as low-pass profile whose cut-off frequency is much smaller than 

that of the luminance CSF.  

4.3.1.1 Luminance CSF 

Human eyes are less sensitive to either too slow or too rapid spatial variation. When 

intensity changes gradually, its spatial frequency value is low, and human observers 

cannot discern the variations. Whereas, if the detail is too fine whose spatial frequency 

stays high, then it is also hard to distinguish them at distance. The most well-known 

application of CSF is in the JPEG compression. The coefficients of DCT are thresholded 

in low frequency and high frequency regions whereas the middle-frequency components 

are preserved in high precision. This is due to fact that human eyes are less sensible to too 

low or too high spatial frequency components’ variation as stated above. 

Figure 4.1 shows a typical CSF test pattern [84]. As can be seen from this figure, in 

photopic (in [84], it was noted as “scotopic” which should be an error) vision mode 

(bright vision), maximum contrast sensitivity is about 8 cycles per degree, and it is about 

5 cycles per degree in the average mesopic mode. In scotopic vision (dark vision), this 

value drops to 2 cycles per degree. This expresses an important property of CSF, that is, 

its dependency of illumination condition.  
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Fig.4.1: CSF test pattern   

There are many different versions of CSF as discussed in the state-of-the-art report 

(especially from the reference [75]), each of which having their own advantages but all of 

them follow roughly a band-pass profile in frequency domain. The advantage of the 

Daly’s CSF model is its consideration of viewing distance, illumination level and 

eccentricity parameters. The cut-off frequency of Daly’s CSF model is usually set around 

60 cpd with peaks around 6 to 8 cpd.  

The VDP algorithm was proposed on 1993 by Daly in [85] which included many HVS 

properties such as luminance adaptation, CSF, Cortex transform, masking effect and 

psychometric function. The CSF for luminance is given by (1) and (2):  
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where La is the light adaptation level in cd/m
2
, and i

2
 is the image area in square degree. 

Figure 4.2 shows some typical representations for this CSF curve in spatial frequency 

domain.  

 
Fig. 4.2: (Left) CSF profile obtained from an observing distance of six times image height 

(Right) Viewed from top.  

As discussed in [75], the CSF Model of Daly has a better performance than other well-

known CSF models such as Movshon and Barten thanks to its anisotropic profile as 

shown in figure 4.2 which enables a better correspondence to the HVS directional 

selectivity. 

4.3.1.2 Chrominance CSF 

Unlike luminance CSF’s band-pass filter profile, Chrominance CSF (CCSF) is usually 

characterized as a low-pass profile. In opponent color space, the profile varies according 

to different chrominance channels. It is believed that the visible regions of Red-Green 

channel are larger than Blue-Yellow channel, both of which have a cut-off frequency no 

more than 25 cycle/deg. This means that the HVS is less sensible in judging color 

variations compared with luminance channel. This is also proved and widely applied in 

color video coding when RGB video is converted to YCbCr color space and the resulted 

compressed video suffers less evident distortions even if chrominance channel is 

compressed more heavily than luminance channel.  

In [86], CCSF is modeled by an approximation of sensitivity to opponent color channels. 
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           (5) 

where the parameters are chosen according to Table 1. Figure 4.3 shows the profiles of 

Chromatic CSF for channel R-G, and channel B-Y respectively. Be noted that these 

figures have been centered for frequency domain filtering operation.  
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Table 1: Parameters of Chromatic CSF 

Parameters Red-Green Channel Blue-Yellow Channel 

a1 109.1413 7.0328 

b1
*
 0.0004 0.0000 

c1 3.4244 4.2582 

a2 93.5971 40.6901 

b2
*
 0.0037 0.1039 

c2 2.1677 1.6487 

* These values were b1=-0.0004, and b2=-0.0037 in [86] which should be a typo because 

Gaussian filter should be a negative exponential. 

 

Fig.4.3: (Left) CCSF for Cortex color channel Red-Green (Right) CCSF for Cortex color 

channel Blue-Yellow. 

4.3.1.3 cycle/deg vs. cycle/pixel 

Caution must be taken on frequency unit which is crucial in calculation and 

implementation of CSF profiles. We can use the following formula to convert spatial 

frequency from cycle/pixel to cycle/deg [87]: 

180

πψρ ⋅⋅⋅= Ld         (6) 

where d is the viewing distance in picture height multiple, L is the number of vertical 

lines of image, and ψ is the vertical spatial frequency in cycle/pixel. A simple 

demonstration could make this relationship clearer. The visual angle can be calculated as 

below:  
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where H is the height of image, d is multiple of H, and the number of pixel/deg can be 

calculated as L/α, and spatial frequency in cycle/deg on radian can be obtained by: 
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When visual angle is very small, the arctangent can be replaced directly by its angle as an 

approximation, and then the formula above becomes formula (6).  

4.3.1.4 Applications of CSF in this work 

In this works, CSF is applied in several aspects. In the color image quality assessment 

which is to be discussed in chapter 9, the CSF is applied to weight the spatial frequency 

components so that the obtained distortion map can avoid over estimation of distortion by 

accumulating all physical color difference without differentiating their visibilities.  

In chapter 7, some solutions will be proposed to realize coherent reproduction of gamut 

mapping in Color Management System (CMS). The pre-processing of this coherent 

reproduction of gamut mapping includes a step of Out-Of-Gamut (OOG) point estimation 

where the CSF is exploited. Although in real practice it is performed by a morphological 

operation, whereas the concept stems from the fact that HVS makes spatial fusions using 

CSF to form accumulated perception.  

4.3.2 Spatiotemporal CSF  

According to our everyday experience, a colorful disk looks pale in color if it spins 

sufficiently fast. The spatiotemporal vision of the HVS has many different aspects 

compared with a static spatial vision of HVS. The spatiotemporal Contrast Sensitivity 

Function (ST-CSF) needs to take into consideration the influence of movement in 

addition to the aforementioned parameters such as illumination condition and viewing 

distances. Some typical factors to be considered include image plan velocity, eye 

movement velocity and retinal image velocities. Some video processing technologies 

such as detection of objective movement will be included in ST-CSF calculation.  

In 1998, S.Daly proposed ST-CSF model by accounting the parameters in spatiotemporal 

vision [87] using formula (9) to (11).  
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where ρ is the spatial frequency in cycle/deg, and vR is the retinal image velocity in 

deg/sec given below:  

EIR vvv −=          (12) 

In this formula, vI is the image plan velocity and vE is the eye tracking movement 

velocity. The following constants were chosen in [87]: 

9.45,3.7,1.6 121 === pss       (13) 

Other coefficients c0, c1 and c2 are used for tuning the model under different conditions of 

illumination and they are set as below according to Daly’s recommendation on adaptation 

to natural viewing condition (luminosity equals to 100 cd/m
2
): 

 92.1,67.0,14.1 210 === ccc       (14) 

where c2 is used to give a cut-off frequencies more closely to the behavior in light level 

higher than 100 cd/m
2
. 

Figure 4.4 shows a group of CSF curves corresponding to different retinal velocities of 

images. It is important to remark that the CSF corresponding to 0.15 deg/sec retinal 

image velocity is very close to the conventional static CSF under natural viewing 

conditions, and the cut-off spatial frequency is around 20 cycle/deg.  
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Fig 4.4: CSF for Different Retinal Velocities 

The spatiotemporal sensitivity of the CSF with respect to spatial frequency and retinal 

image velocity is shown in figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows an example of Spatiotemporal 

CSF generated using MATLAB according to [87]. The profile has been centered for 

demonstration purpose. 

The importance of ST-CSF in video quality control is that it enables appropriate 

distortion estimation by removing invisible and insensible distortions in both spatial 

domain and temporal domain. In addition to spatial frequency threshold, ST-CSF of Daly 

accounts also for the velocity of retinal image. If the obtained velocity is beyond the 

range of perception of the HVS ST-CSF, such distortions will be neglected since it can be 

regarded invisible to HVS. After ST-CSF thresholding, the obtained video offers a more 

appropriate distortion map based on which better correlated quality index can be obtained. 
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Fig.4.5: Spatiotemporal sensitivity of CSF with respect to spatial frequency and retinal 

image velocity. 

 

Figure 4.6: Example of Spatiotemporal CSF with 
Iv =7.1455deg/s and 

Rv = 1.1362deg/s 

 

4.4 HVS property on orientation selectivity: Cortex 

Transform 

HVS shows not only selectivity on spatial frequencies, but also on orientation of the 

stimuli. Generally, human eyes are keener to find out the variations of horizontal and 

vertical stimuli, and less sensitive to other orientations.  
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4.4.1 Cortex Transform introduction  

Cortex Transform is a multi-channel representation using radial as spatial frequency 

channel and divides the radial into sections each of which represents different 

orientations as described in equations (15) and (16) in [88]. This multi-channel model is 

similar to Laplacian pyramid, and composed by two types of filters: the radial filter 

named Dom Filter and the orientation filter called Fan filter. 

( ) ( ) ( )θθθ ,,,, rFanrDomrCortex lklk =       (15)  
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where Dom filter corresponds to selectivity on spatial frequency and Fan filter 

corresponds to selectivity on orientations. A low-pass two dimensional filter called Mesa 

function is used to generate the Dom filter.  
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where ρ1/2 is the half-amplitude frequency and tω is the transition width. The Dom filter 

is given by equation (18). 
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And the base function refers to (19) and (20): 
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where the transition width tω refers to (21):  
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For the directional Fan filter, which is designed to simulate HVS selectivity of 

orientations, a Hamming window is used for modeling the transition region according to 

Daly’s model [85].   
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where  

( ) ( ) 901 −⋅−= ωθθ tc ll        (23) 

And 

L
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With these Dom filters and Fan filters, one can construct Cortex Transform filter bank 

using (25) and (26). 
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Some typical profiles of cortex sub-bands generated under MATLAB are shown in figure 

4.7. Figure 4.8 is a three-dimensional demonstration of one sub-band for better 

visualization. 

By implementing these Cortex Transform filters, the selectivity of spatial frequency (by 

radial), and selectivity of orientation (by directional division) can be well taken into 

consideration. As a result, only those image components with certain spatial frequency 

and certain direction will be extracted for further processing.  

 
Fig. 4.7: Example of Cortex Transform at one spatial frequency sub-band for all 6 

orientations 

 

Fig. 4.8: 3D visualization of one spatial frequency sub-band with only one orientation. 
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4.4.2 Cortex Transform application in this work  

Cortex Transform is applied in this work in several different aspects including image 

enhancement and quality assessment. In chapter 5 of image enhancement, Cortex 

Transform is applied to extract the high frequency components of image. By weighting 

these high frequency components which correspond to image texture, image details will 

be enhancement gradually. Compared with conventional high frequency component 

enhancement techniques such as Laplacian filter based approach, the Cortex Transform 

can extract and enhance image textures in several different high frequency bands, 

whereas the Laplacian approach usually enhances one single high frequency band, the 

result of which usually leads to unnaturally sharpened edges. Figure 4.9 shows an 

example of texture enhancement using Cortex Transform. The generation of this result 

will be discussed further in chapter 5. The top-left image in this figure is the original 

image. Texture details extracted using Cortex Transform is shown at top-right corner. 

Enhancement output without texture enhancement is shown at bottom-left for comparison 

and the final result of the proposed enhancement algorithm with integration of Cortex 

Transform is shown at the bottom-right. 

In chapter 9 of Image Quality Assessment, Cortex Transform is applied to both original 

image and its distorted version to extract structural information for compassion. This is 

based on the fact that structural information is the intrinsic part of image which conveys 

image content meaning, the distortions to which usually draw special attentions to human 

observers. Therefore, more importance should be emphasized on structural information.  

Figure 4.10 shows the proposed flowchart on quality assessment. 
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Fig.4.9: an example of image texture enhancement technique developed in Chapter 5 with 

integration of Cortex Transform  
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Fig.4.10. Flowchart CIE DeltaE thresholding on Cortex Transform sub-images 

In this approach, Cortex Transform, being a multi-channel decomposition, is capable of 

extracting image contents according to spatial frequency and orientation. These 

components contain structural information of image and the color differences between 

them bring more direct emphasis on directional distortions. CIE DeltaE2000 thresholding 

is applied to select only visible structural distortions and removes invisible color 

difference as discussed in chapter 3 (Section 3.3.2.3 on color tolerance). The obtained 

distortion map is more appropriate compared to simple point-wise color difference 

calculation in terms of distortion importance. Figure 4.11 shows a comparison result. As 

can be seen from this figure, structural distortions happen to image contour are more 

emphasized in the distortion map which enables a more correlated quality index to global 

perceptions of human observers. More detailed analysis will be carried out in chapter 9.   



 

Fig.4.11 (Top-left) original image; (top

left) normalized distortion map using CIE DeltaE2000 thresholdi

normalized distortion map obtained by the proposed method

 

4.5 Visual saliency

Human observers are usually attracted by certain regions of image content than other 

ones. Different observers might find different Regions of 

same picture. However, there are still some common rules in perception to characterize 

common interests. Saliency map is used to represent the relative importance of image 

content to common observers. In many applications, differentiati

importance is beneficial. For instance, if limited resource is available for image 

processing, the non-salient regions could be sacrificed without damaging severely the 

global perception of image.

4.5.1 Saliency map detection

Not all pixels in the image plan have the same importance in perception. There are some 

potential rules that HVS follows without consciousness in daily life 

understanding. The road 

different colors compared with the color of the 

deliberately to increase the chromatic contrast of the foreground (text) and the 

background (panel) which draws more intention from drivers. As a matter of fact, HVS is 

100 

left) original image; (top-right) degraded image with blurring effect (bottom

left) normalized distortion map using CIE DeltaE2000 thresholdi

normalized distortion map obtained by the proposed method 

4.5 Visual saliency 

Human observers are usually attracted by certain regions of image content than other 

ones. Different observers might find different Regions of Interest (ROI) even for the 

same picture. However, there are still some common rules in perception to characterize 

common interests. Saliency map is used to represent the relative importance of image 

content to common observers. In many applications, differentiati

importance is beneficial. For instance, if limited resource is available for image 

salient regions could be sacrificed without damaging severely the 

global perception of image. 

4.5.1 Saliency map detection 

s in the image plan have the same importance in perception. There are some 

potential rules that HVS follows without consciousness in daily life 

 traffic sign usually writes texts of caution

compared with the color of the panel (background)

deliberately to increase the chromatic contrast of the foreground (text) and the 

background (panel) which draws more intention from drivers. As a matter of fact, HVS is 

 

 
right) degraded image with blurring effect (bottom-

left) normalized distortion map using CIE DeltaE2000 thresholding (bottom-right) 

Human observers are usually attracted by certain regions of image content than other 

(ROI) even for the 

same picture. However, there are still some common rules in perception to characterize 

common interests. Saliency map is used to represent the relative importance of image 

content to common observers. In many applications, differentiating image content 

importance is beneficial. For instance, if limited resource is available for image 

salient regions could be sacrificed without damaging severely the 

s in the image plan have the same importance in perception. There are some 

potential rules that HVS follows without consciousness in daily life for image 

caution in dramatically 

(background). This is designed 

deliberately to increase the chromatic contrast of the foreground (text) and the 

background (panel) which draws more intention from drivers. As a matter of fact, HVS is 
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usually keener to dramatic lightness and chroma variations compared to gradually 

changing areas. Similarly, in saliency map detection, such variation information 

contributes to our perception and should be naturally labeled as salient regions.  

One of the first well-known models in saliency detection was proposed by Itti’s [89]. 

This model is based on the extraction of several maps using image low-level attributes 

such as intensity, color and orientation. These maps are combined afterwards through a 

winner-takes-all algorithm. Albeit with his pioneering work and its intuitive design, Itti’s 

approach suffers from discontinuity of saliency region detection which causes difficulties 

in real practice of segmentations. In 2009, an interesting algorithm on saliency detection 

proposed by R.Achanta et al. [90]. Thanks to it intuitive design, precision of detection 

and continuity of contours could be achieved. A typical saliency map example is shown 

in figure 4.12. 

 
Fig.4.12. (Left) original image (Right) corresponding saliency map by [90] 

 

4.5.2 Application of saliency map detection in this work 

In chapter 7, this work applies algorithm of [90] saliency detection for the Out-of-Gamut 

(OOG) regions. The mean value of saliency map is used as threshold to separate image 

into salient part and non-salient one. The salient parts need more cautious preservation 

due to their sensitivities to distortions, whereas the non-salient parts could be possibly 

replaced by Inside-Gamut (IG) colors without drawing too much attention. Since the 

prominent component (salient region) is not altered, the non-salient color removal does 

not damage severely the perceptual quality while enabling a considerable image gamut 

boundary reduction which leads to less perceptual distortion during gamut mapping.  

In chapter 9 of Image Quality Assessment, it is also possible to cast saliency map over 

the obtained distortion map to realize a more reasonable fusion of distortion compared 

with indifferent summation of every single color difference value across the distortion 

map. All point-wise distortions will be weighted by their relative importance represented 

in the salience map, and a quality index more correlated to our global perception of image 

can be thus obtained.  
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 Chapter 5 

Natural Enhancement  

of Color Image 

A man should look for what is,  

and not for what he thinks should be. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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5.1 Overview 

Image enhancement is of great importance in image processing and analysis. An 

enhanced image usually brings more information than its original version which can be 

helpful for detail retrieval, segmentation and content analysis. The concept of 

enhancement, however, is kind of ambiguous since many improvements of image 

appearance can be regarded as enhancement such as sharpened texture, stretched contrast 

or corrected exposure of image. But not all of them are natural. It is hard to give a 

quantitative definition of naturalness which is highly subjective and largely dependent on 

image viewers.  

However, good quality images always have something in common from an aesthetic 

point of view. For example, an enhanced version of image should show good quality of 

texture details instead of showing some obvious compression distortions. It presents well 

balanced lightness instead of suffering from wrong exposures, and it has its contours well 

contrasted instead of blurring or ringing effects around them. Of course we are talking 

about commonly used family or commercial pictures, and special effects for some artful 

photography are not included in this discussion such as it is meaningless to say that the 

sunflower of Van Gogh suffers more distortion than a high-definition flower picture. 

They are not compatible in perception. Therefore, in this work only the image appearance 

for recording the real world scene is discussed without accounting for artificial intentions 

of art photography.  

Many enhancement algorithms can be found in literature for different kinds of 

applications ranging from aerial photography, to medical research and daily life 

photography. They are going to be discussed in the state-of-the-art report in the next 

section. Some of these algorithms are designed for detail extraction, and some aim for 

lightness and color correction. The detail retrieval algorithms sometimes apply color 

constancy approaches during which the global appearance is sacrificed due to over-

enhancement which leads to an unnaturally sharpened image. At the same time, for the 

reason of simplicity, when global lightness correction is embedded in digital cameras for 

automatic white balance corrections or light condition metering, it is usually insufficient 

for them to fully extract the details of the scene. The nature of these algorithms is 

basically global tone mapping. Even with concatenation of several local tone mapping 

curves, they are still insufficient for local detail extraction.  

Since the natural enhancement is the key concern of this work, major discussion will be 

centered on naturalness of detail enhancement and artifact control during this process. As 

a matter of fact, the integration of both global lightness correction and local detail 

extraction benefit from each other and therefore seems to be more promising in real 

practice.  
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5.2 Previous works 

Many comprehensive introductions and tutorials on image enhancement techniques can 

be found in literature. One of these widely applauded masterpieces is the book of Digital 

Image Processing by R.C. Gonzalez et al. [91]. The image enhancement approaches are 

roughly grouped into two categories in this book which are spatial domain and frequency 

domain methods. A more recent state-of-the-art report is made by A.Tremeau et al. in 

2008 [92]. Basically every aspect on color image and video processing nowadays has 

been covered in this report such as color image coding, super resolution, Fuzzy 

enhancement, color segmentations and quantifications. Thanks to these generic surveys, 

it is possible to concentrate the following discussions only on specified issues which are 

related to proposed work.  

5.2.1 Image enhancement for HDR imaging  

Along with the development of camera and display devices technologies, High Dynamic 

Range (HDR) Imaging draws increasing concern nowadays in many domains. Research 

on HDR image generating and rendering technology has been experiencing a blossom in 

the last ten years. Due to the nature of HDR imaging, photos usually contain both over 

bright and dark regions. Therefore, it is impossible to display without loss the HDR 

image on conventional display equipment whose dynamic range is quite limited. 

However, image enhancement techniques enable detail amplification of dark regions and 

lightness compression of bright zones so as to display the HDR image on conventional 

equipment while retaining image details. Therefore, HDR imaging and enhancement 

techniques are naturally tied up in many aspects. 

Except several specialized books on HDRI which are freely accessible from book stores, 

there are some other academic publications on this issue. A general introduction on HDRI 

and some proposals on tone mapping from HDR image to normal reproductions on 

display devices can be found in [93]. Some approaches are based simple mathematical 

calculations, some others applied HVS properties. In 2005, a simple sigmoid-shape 

function applied to HDR image for contrast impression preservation is proposed by K.K. 

Biswas et al. in [94]. This approach does not consider complex HVS properties. In [95], 

HSV color space is used as color space and image is represented by an illumination-

reflectance model. It aims to fix the problem of Halo effect of illumination-reflectance 

approach of image enhancement. It is found in this work that HDR is mainly due to 

reflectance of image, and the details of the reflectance are preserved by wavelet transform. 

The dynamic range is compressed by Butterworth filtering.  

In color vision domain, HDR is also considered as a popular application. G.M.Johnson et 

al. applied their iCAM model to the HDR image display issue in [96] on 2003. iCAM is 
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originally designed for color appearance prediction under different illumination 

conditions, and the capability of iCAM in HDR image rendering is proven in this paper. 

The proposed approach decompose image to low-frequency high-frequency components. 

The low frequency component provides background and white point information, 

whereas the details information is extracted from high frequencies. The compression of 

dynamic range is applied to chromatically adapted image, and image details are added 

back afterwards for compensation. Observing conditions are also accounted due to the 

intrinsic design of iCAM as a Color Appearance Model which is an advantage of this 

approach compared to others. 

Aside from mathematical and HVS-based approach, there are some other approaches by 

migrating knowledge from photography. E.Reinhard et al. proposed an interesting 

method in 2002 inspired by photographic reproduction process in [97]. Typical film 

industry techniques such as dodging-and-burning and middle-gray for exposure test are 

modeled and migrated to digital image processing for image reproduction. It signifies that 

digital image processing techniques such as image enhancement can possibly borrow 

traditional film negative concepts and techniques.   

5.2.2 Retinex-related approaches 

After the pioneering work of Land in 1960s, Retinex theory has been widely used in color 

constancy issue for decades. Some discussion on this issue has been presented in chapter 

3 (section 3.4.2), and it is also the major approach adopted in this work of natural 

enhancement of color images. Detailed discussion and implementation will be given in 

the later part of this chapter.  

A general review on Retinex theory was written by J.McCann in 2004 [98]. It gives a 

complete introduction of Retinex theory history and state-of-the-art solutions from the 

first patent of Retinex in 1968 to recent development until 2004. It emphasizes the need 

of psychophysical measurement of HVS and its computational models in real 

applications. Some references of Retinex approach related to color constancy issue have 

been cited in chapter 3 such as [58] applied by W.H.Xiong et al. for multiple-illuminant 

scenes, [59] implemented by B. Funt et al. to unify various versions of algorithm 

interpretation, and [60] proposed by F. Ciurea et al. for  tuning parameters of the 

algorithm in [59].  

Albeit with its original design on color constancy, many adaptations have been made for 

its applications in image enhancement domain. L.Meylan and S.Susstrunk proposed a 

very interesting approach in 2004 [99] by which the major enhancement algorithm of this 

work is inspired. They developed a computational model of Multi-scale Retinex. The 

PhD thesis of L.Meylan [100] contains more detailed introduction concerning this 

method.  
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Another automatic image enhancement using Multi-scale Retinex was proposed by 

Z.U.Rahman et al in [101]. This work was supported by NASA. 12 results samples are 

presented which prove the exciting performance of the proposal in detail extraction. The 

corresponding website on NASA Langley Research Center [102] has some other 

examples on other applications such as smoke and haze removing application.  

In 2004, N.Moroney and I.Tastl made a comparison of Retinex and iCAM for scene 

rendering in [103]. The Retinex algorithm applied is McCann99 [59]. No absolute 

preference has been found between McCann99 and iCAM according to subjective tests. 

In addition to Multi-scale Retinex, some previous versions on single scale approaches are 

revised recently. In 2007, D.H.Choi et al. integrated single-scale Retinex with a JND-

based nonlinear filter for color image enhancement in [104]. HSV color space is used in 

this approach, and both S and V components are enhanced. JND-based nonlinear filter is 

applied in V component enhancement. The S channel is enhanced in proportion to the 

enhanced ratio of V component. Unfortunately, there are only a few image results 

presented in this paper.  

5.2.3 Image enhancement by color correction  

Automatic Color Equalization (ACE) is a widely applied algorithm for color correction 

and image enhancement proposed by A.Rizzi et al in [105] on 2003. Retinex approach is 

regarded as a White Patch method in this work since it maximizes toward a hypothetical 

white reference area. The proposed ACE approach merges the two basic global 

equalization mechanisms, Gray World and White Patch. The capability of automatic 

color cast removal is proved in this paper which is of great importance for color 

constancy applications. It is a very attracting approach but it seems to suffer from halo 

effects from the test results of gray bar presented in the paper.  

M.Bertalmio et al. proposed enhancement method based on variational techniques for 

perceptual color correction in [106] on 2007. An image functional is proposed to enhance 

image inspired by HVS perception. The Automatic Color Equalization (ACE) method is 

explained as a numerical implementation of the gradient descent technique applied to the 

proposed energy function, and the ACE computational complexity is further reduced by a 

numerical approximation of Euler-Lagrange equation. The beauty of this approach is its 

general mathematics modeling of different varieties of enhancement approaches 

including ACE method. Another variational formulation of color contrast enhancement 

problems is proposed by R.P.Amestoy et al. in [107] on 2009. There are pre- and post-

processing strategies for noise control due to over-enhancement in this work. In order to 

avoid grain noise in the dark area, the proposed method first applied Luc Vincent grain 

filter to remove intensity peaks and valleys. Then the enhancement algorithm is applied 

to the pre-filtered images. Detail image which is removed in step one is finally added 
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back for compensation. However, the enhancement to pre-filtered version introduces 

blurring effect to brighter zones of image.  

In 2008, E.Provenzi et al. combined Random Spray Retinex (RSR) with ACE in [108] for 

image enhancement. The proposed method is called RACE which is capable to solve the 

intrinsic problem of Retinex, that is, corruption of uniform image areas. At the same year, 

O.Tulet et al. proposed another approach from Color Appearance Model aspect in [109]. 

This work extends CIECAM02 by accounting for spatial vision of HVS. The influence of 

spatial frequency to perception is evaluated by psychophysical experiments. One 

frequency module is added to standard CIECAM02 model to enables spatial adaptation 

prediction. It is made clear in this work that color correction and image enhancement are 

possible to be effectuated by CAM approaches from color science domain.  

5.2.4 Other various approaches 

Several image enhancement algorithms based on classifications are proposed by 

F.Naccari et al. In 2005, a natural scenes classification for color enhancement is 

developed in [110]. The natural scene classifier is designed for automatic color rendition. 

Chromatic classifications are made for input images, and then the membership of each 

scene is detected by decision threshold developed in the paper. The proposal works only 

on landscape and portrait images. The enhancement to image is carried out by shifting 

pixel values by the computed offset. In 2007, a continued work to [110] is proposed for 

color refinement in natural scene imaging [111]. This works tried to improve selective 

chromatic classes of natural scene images as post-treatment. Three selected chromatic 

classes are skin, vegetation, and sky. Possible applications can be found in digital camera, 

display drivers as explained in the paper. Specified chromatic classes (memory colors) 

are refined by the proposal. Unfortunately, no detailed explanation is found for all 

parameters used.  

Application of wavelets transform in image enhancement is also very active in the last 

decade. Except the aforementioned reference [95] which applied wavelet transform in 

preserving the reflectance details, K.Huang et al. proposed in [112] based on multi-scale 

representation of pattern and luminance in wavelet domain.  The proposed method is 

called Human visual system Controlled Color Image Enhancement and Evaluation 

(HCCIEE). Enhancement to image does not introduce artifact as conventional approaches. 

One interesting points in this work is that Color Naturalness Index (CNI) and Color 

Colourfulness Index (CCI) are calculated serving as quality index to control enhancement, 

which are not mentioned in most of other works. It is very instructive to integrate Image 

Quality Assessment (IQA) concept into image enhancement to avoid over-enhancement 

of colorfulness and naturalness. Another work applying wavelets in color image contrast 

enhancement can be found in [113] published on 2007. HSV is used as color space. For V 

component, wavelet transform is applied to calculate the enhanced luminance, and S 
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component is enhanced by histogram equalization. H component remains unchanged. A 

reverse S-shape transform is used for luminance enhancement. However, this restricts the 

availability of proposal to under-exposed image, for over-exposed image which 

necessitates a sigmoid shape of mapping curve, the proposal cannot be applied. In 

addition, histogram equalization to chrominance applied risks of introducing color 

distortions.  

Several proposals applied non-linear filtering for automatic illumination and color 

compensation can be found in [114]. Mean shift and Sigma filter are used in the proposed 

method (ICCMS). Halo effect and noise amplification are controlled during enhancement. 

Edge-preserving smoothing filter is applied for the dark region enhancement of low-

quality images to avoid halo effect and noise due to over-enhancement. Bilateral filter, 

sigma filter and mean shift filter are evaluated in this work. It is very inspiring to 

integrate bilateral filter for image smoothing into edge-preserving enhancement. Another 

attractive paper on edge-preserving image processing is proposed by K.Subr et al. in [115] 

on 2009. It defines image detail as the oscillation of local minima and maxima. This 

definition is proved to better preserve edges in the smoothed version of image. Image 

details can be extracted recursively from mean version of image which can be applied in 

image equalization (detail enhancement) by some linear combination of the detailed 

images and the input. The presented results are very appealing in both color appearance 

and detail extraction.  

Both variational and non-linear filtering algorithms for image enhancement are usually 

time-consuming. C.Gatta et al. proposed some local linear LUT method for spatial 

colour-correction algorithm speed-up in [116]. The proposed method, called Local Linear 

Look-up table (LLL), speeds up these filters while maintaining their local effects. The 

idea is to apply the enhancement to a sub-sampled version of the original image, and use 

a modified lookup table to maintain the local filtering effect of the enhancement 

algorithm. High-frequency content is maintained to compensate possible loss of detail 

due to sub-sampling. Some chromatic noise is reported during this implementation.  

Beside these mainstream approaches, there are some other methods based on histogram 

analysis. In 2008, S.C.Pei et al. proposed a color images enhancement algorithm using 

weighted histogram separation in [117]. Adaptive histogram equalization is applied for 

color image enhancement (called Weighted Histogram Separation (WHS) in this work). It 

is based on successive mean quantization transform and resembles histogram equalization. 

In his previous works, the author also applied chromatic adaptation to enhance saturation 

of ancient Chinese paintings [118]. It aims to restore the distortions of paper aging and 

pigment fading by making background adjustment based on von Kries color adaptation. 

The color appearance is changed consequently due to dramatic color temperature changes. 

However, only incremental improvements are made according to the results presented.  
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5.3 Limitations of the state-of-the-art solutions  

As state in the openings of this chapter, color constancy algorithms usually work well for 

detail extraction, but the naturalness of appearance suffers due to over-enhancement 

leading to an unnaturally sharpened image. Meanwhile, global lightness correction is 

incapable to fully enhance local details of images. A natural enhancement algorithm 

should avoid dramatic alternation of lighting conditions to the scene, and not introduce 

additional artifacts or amplifying hidden distortions of images. Disregarding light 

conditions of scene may result in unnaturally sharpened image appearance or dramatic 

white balance changes which are usually unwanted. The middle image in figure 5.1 

shows a hiding cat coming to be fully exposed to light after image enhancement (Result 

from NASA Retinex image processing [101]). It seems to have another light source 

projecting to the cat which is not true. Such an alteration of light source leads to a 

confusing comprehension of the scene. 

 
Fig.5.1 (left) original image (middle) image enhanced by NASA Retinex [101] (right) image 

enhanced by proposed NRCIR method  

Color temperature change is another artifact of some image enhancement techniques. The 

left image of figure 5.2 shows a sunset picture. However, a color constancy algorithm 

often results in a bluish sky due to unbalanced three-channel operation. This change of 

color temperature will certainly change the design of the photographer who wants to 

record the warm ambience of sky. 

 
Fig.5.2 (left) original image (middle) image enhanced by applying McCann99 [59] to RGB 

channels (right) image enhanced by proposed NECI method 

Last but not least, most image enhancement algorithms work with non-compressed image 

or perceptually lossless compression version. However, in practice many images have 

already been compressed with loss such as most photos or videos in Internet. Over-
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enhancement to these images often results in either visible halo effect or amplified 

blocking effect or ringing effect. For instance, the middle images in figure 5.3 and figure 

5.4 shows many blocking-effects which were once hidden due to dark regions before 

enhancement. Therefore, cautions must be taken in these sensible regions to avoid over-

enhancement since annoying artifacts may be resulted otherwise.  

Therefore, a natural enhancement algorithm is in need to improve both the global image 

appearance and local detail information while keeping the image appearance as natural as 

possible which includes preserving original light settings, global ambient color 

temperature and distortion control. 

 
Fig.5.3 (left) original image (middle) image enhanced by applying McCann99 [59] to RGB 

channels (right) image enhanced by proposed NRCIR method 

 
Fig.5.4 (left) original image (middle) image enhanced by luminance histogram equalization 

(right) image enhanced by proposed NECI method 
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5.4 Proposed solutions 

In this work, integration of global appearance correction and local contrast enhancement 

is pursuit with special caution to enhancement forces so that the finally rendered result of 

image shows some commonly good metrics of well-processed image such as balanced 

global lightness, well contrasted contour, enhanced textures while keeping existing 

distortions under control. In comparison with many state-of-the-art algorithms, the 

proposed methods have advantage in automaticity, adaptability and high performance. 

The ambience of image (warm or cold color impression) is maintained after enhancement, 

and no additional light sources are added to the scene, and no halo effect and blocking 

effect are introduced or amplified due to over-enhancement. It realizes a natural 

enhancement of color images.  

5.4.1 Development process  

During the development of the solution, three consecutive versions have been designed. 

The first version called NRCIR and published in ICIP09 is the prototype. It is capable of 

enhancing dramatically wrong exposed and heavily distorted image without introducing 

new distortions or amplifying existing compression distortions. Figure 5.5 shows a 

typical result of NRCIR.  

 
Fig.5.5 (left) original image (right) Image enhanced by NRCIR 

This algorithm is designed to be conservative for heavily distorted images to avoid over-

enhancement by not exaggerating the enhancement weighting coefficients. However, the 

second version called NECI and published in EURASIP image and video processing 

journal is better applied to normal images that do not suffer violent distortions. In 

EURASIP version, the chromatic component is further enhanced and better saturation can 

be achieved. Preservation of bright zone details is also obtained by the improved global 

mapping curve. Figure 5.6 shows some test results of NECI. As can be seen that no 

additional confusing light sources are introduced into the scene after enhancement, but 

both luminance and chrominance contrast are increased without causing halo effect or 

over-amplifying blocking effect and ringing effect. 
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The last version published in international workshop of EUVIP2010 is originally 

designed for high-definition document image but can be applied directly to good quality 

images which do not suffer from compression artifacts. This version adapts its flowchart 

by applying the enhancement core operation in iterative way so as to strengthen 

enhancement forces. Since the image does not suffer from distortions, no artifacts will be 

introduced by this iterative implementation. On the contrary, it becomes a powerful detail 

retrieval tool for image enhancement. Figure 5.7 shows a result sample. 

In all these three algorithms, there are no parameters to be trained or modified for 

different image contents which are nevertheless crucial to some algorithms [59] [60]. In 

most general case, NECI can be used since most images are compressed with moderate 

distortions. NRCIR works better for heavily distorted images thanks to its conservative 

design of enhancement to avoid exaggeration on distortions, and EUVIP version of the 

proposal works best for high-quality images which is capable of revealing basically all 

hidden details inside the image. Image Quality Assessment (IQA) can also be integrated 

to evaluate potential risk of over-enhancement in pre-processing, or serves as verification 

step in post-processing to avoid over-enhancement.  

5.4.2 Methodology of proposals  

The core of these algorithms is a bio-inspired model of local contrast perception. It is a 

modified version of multi-scale Retinex to control over-enhancement. Some image 

processing techniques are also included such as global tone mapping for adaptive 

lightness correction, histogram-based rescaling in image normalization to remove 

influence of noise-like extreme pixel intensities, and multi-channel Cortex Transform in 

frequency domain to enhance texture information without over-sharpening edges. All 

these techniques contribute to the final rendered appearance and are mandatory 

components of the proposed algorithms. The following sections discuss in details of all 

these components with theoretical analysis and practical implementation.  

The general flowchart for these 3 algorithms can be grouped into four stages as shown in 

figure 5.8. Firstly the global image lightness is corrected by content-dependent tone 

mapping. Secondly, a modified Retinex filter is applied to enhance the local contrast of 

luminance. At the third step, chrominant component is enhanced using a reference map 

calculated from the luminance enhancement infromation. Histogram rescaling or global 

tone mapping is applied as post-treatment to ensure the global lightness after enhancment 

(depending on algorithms). At last, multi-channel decomposition of Cortex Transform is 

applied to emphasize high frequency components of image so that the texture details of 

image are enhanced consequently. 
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Fig.5.6 (left) original images (right) NCEI results 
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Fig.5.7 (left) original image (right) image enhanced by the proposed method (EUVIP 

version) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5.8: General flowchart of the proposed 3 algorithms 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Chrominance enhancement using reference map 

Step 2: Luminance contrast enhancement by modified multi-scale Retinex 

Step 1: Pre-processing by content-dependent global mapping 

Step 4: Texture enhancement using multi-channel Cortex Transform 
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5.4.3 Outline of the presentation  

As presented in section 5.4.1, three algorithms have been developed during this work: 

Natural Rendering of Color Image based on Retinex (NRCIR), Natural Rendering of 

Color Image (NECI) and the version for EUVIP2010 workshop. NRCIR is best applied to 

images with severe distortions, NECI adaptes to most images whose distoritons are 

moderate, and EUVIP version can be applied to artifact-free images to strengthen 

enhancement forces. To make the presentation clearer, the discussion will be grouped 

into two stages. The common processing units for all these three algorithms will be 

discussed at first including luminance contrast enhancement techniques by modified 

Multi-scale Retinex (section 5.5), content-adaptive global tone mapping as pre-

processing (section 5.6), histogram rescaling to normalize image without being 

influenced by extreme intenties of image (section 5.7), and texture enhancment by multi-

channel Cortex Transform (section 5.8). After introducing all these building blocks, each 

algorithm will be discussed with their own flowchart respectively in section 5.9 (NRCIR), 

section 5.10 (NECI) and section 5.11 (EUVIP version). Summary and some application 

recommendations are give in the last section 5.12.  

 

5.5 Local luminance contrast enhancement using 

modified Multi-scale Retinex 

In the proposed work, original image is converted from RGB to CIELab or CIELCh color 

space to separate luminance, chrominance and hue components. The contrast information 

in luminance channel is enhanced at first using the modified Multi-scale Retinex 

discussed in the following.  

5.5.1 Multi-scale Retinex  

This step is inspired by a computational model of multi-scale Retinex proposed in [99]. 

To extract contrast values, we usually use the center intensity divided by its local 

background. But actually the perception of contrast will be influenced by not only 

immediate neighbors but also by the contrast value of distant pixels [98]. Both references 

have been introduced in state-of-the-art report in section 5.2. This computational model 

of Multi-scale Retinex uses the equations (1) to (3) to construct a filter for local 

background estimation for each pixel.  
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Fig.5.9: Summation of a group of Gaussian filters to form a Retinex filter for 

background calculation 
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where (x,y) is the coordinate of the image pixel varying from 1 to K, F

is the input image and Lmask is the mask image (the estimation of local 

background) obtained by a convolution between Linput and Fr as shown in equation (1). 

Figure 5.9 shows profiles of each sub-Gaussian form and the resulted filter (which is sum 

Gaussians profiles).   

Fig.5.9: Summation of a group of Gaussian filters to form a Retinex filter for 

Equations (2) and (3) reveal the dependence of the number of Gaussian filters and their 

standard variances on original image size. The resulted filter Fr exhibits a sharply peaked 

shape in the center and a vanishing behavior toward the peripheral region. If we make 

convolution between this filter and the original luminance as referred in equation (1), 

adjacent pixels not only from immediate neighbors but also from distance contribute to 

the local background estimation. Their contributions are also naturally weighted by their 

distances to the Retinex filter center. This creates an adaptive filtering process where 

local details are enhanced (thanks to filter’s pointed center) while controlling over

enhancement (thanks to filter’s large base). Compared with local background 

consideration of 5×5 block, this contrast model corresponds much better to Human 

Vision System (HVS) perception.  

5.5.2 Modified version of Retinex to control over-enhancement 

An additional logarithm function is applied to image mask obtained by equation (1) 

before calculating image contrast. Generally speaking, the contrast image in Retinex 

  (2) 

  (3) 

where (x,y) is the coordinate of the image pixel varying from 1 to K, Fr is the mask 

is the mask image (the estimation of local 

as shown in equation (1). 

Gaussian form and the resulted filter (which is sum 

 
Fig.5.9: Summation of a group of Gaussian filters to form a Retinex filter for local 

Equations (2) and (3) reveal the dependence of the number of Gaussian filters and their 

exhibits a sharply peaked 

ward the peripheral region. If we make 

convolution between this filter and the original luminance as referred in equation (1), 

adjacent pixels not only from immediate neighbors but also from distance contribute to 

tributions are also naturally weighted by their 

distances to the Retinex filter center. This creates an adaptive filtering process where 

local details are enhanced (thanks to filter’s pointed center) while controlling over-

arge base). Compared with local background 

consideration of 5×5 block, this contrast model corresponds much better to Human 

enhancement  

An additional logarithm function is applied to image mask obtained by equation (1) 

before calculating image contrast. Generally speaking, the contrast image in Retinex 
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theory should be calculated by dividing the input luminance by image mask as calculated 

in equation (4).  

  L��
���� � )/0
)01234ε

                       (4) 

where Lmask is the estimation of local background calculated in equation (1), and Lgeneral 

refers to conventional contrast image (Retinex output), and Lgm refers to the luminance 

channel after pre-processing by global tone mapping (to be described in detail in section 

5.6). The small positive constant ε is added to avoid problem of logarithm of zeros and 

division of zero.  

However, the division operation in equation (4) usually results in visible halo effects due 

to over-enhancement. For dark regions of original image, the ratio in equation (4) may be 

very high because the denominator is the intensity estimation of dark regions which is 

quite small. Therefore, dark zone turns to be over bright after this division operation. In 

the case of damaged image suffering severe distortions (such as blocking effect from 

heavy compression using JPEG), the existing artifacts in these dark zones become 

extraordinarily evident after equation (4). As a consequence, existing distortions become 

amplified and annoying. For brighter zones, on the other hand, the ratio between the 

central intensity and its background estimation will be relatively small since the 

denominator is high for brighter zones, which leads to some regionally reduced lightness 

after enhancement. Consequently, some gray shadows appear in originally bright zones 

causing actually the halo effect. Figure 5.10 shows an example of this problem. The 

blocking effects and halo effect is referred by arrows.  

 
Fig.5.10 (left) original image (middle) heat map of mask image (red signifies brighter zone, 

and blue signifies darker zone) (right) obtained Retinex image with blocking effect in dark 

area and halo effect in bright area due to over-enhancement  
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In the proposed method, an additional logarithm function is applied to image mask before 

taking the ratio.  

  L��	
�� = )/0���56�)0123#ε%4ε
                      (5) 

where Lretinex refers to the proposed modified Retinex contrast output. The dynamic range 

of the background is dramatically compressed by the newly added logarithm function. 

The dark areas in the mask image are therefore enlightened after normalization, whereas 

the bright areas are suppressed as show in the middle image of figure 5.11. The new ratio 

between the central pixels to the mask image can therefore avoid halo effect and blocking 

effect due to over-enhancement.  

 
Fig.5.11 (left) original image (middle) logarithm of mask image (right) obtained final NECI 

image with no halo effect and less blocking effect 

 

5.6 Content-adaptive global tone mapping as pre-

processing for lightness correction 

In the proposed work, a modified gamma correction is used. For low intensity pixels, the 

mapping curve is an arc of circle instead of a logarithm function as shown in figure 5.12. 

It can be seen that an arc gives a relatively moderate gain in dark zone (referred by 

straight-line arrow) which avoids over-enhancement of the hidden artifacts (such as 

blocking and ringing effect from compression). However, for high intensity of pixels 

(referred by dashed-line arrow), the gamma correction curve is used since these regions 

correspond to brighter zone of image and increasing the luminance of these zones risks of 

saturating the luminance and consequently losing contrast information.  
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5.6.1 Image Key value and adaptive global mapping 

In order to be adaptive to different image contents, the gamma value and the radius of 

mapping circle are designed to be functions of image Key value which can be regarded as 

an index of the dominating tone of image content. Figure 5.13 shows some image 

examples with their corresponding histograms [100]. As can be seen, the low Key 

corresponds to the dark image, and high key corresponds to the brighter one.  

 
Fig.5.12: Global mapping curve using modified gamma correction 
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Fig.5.13: Image dominating tone and their corresponding Key values [100] 

The Key value of image can be calculated using equation (6) [100]:  

  key =  e∑ ∑ [:;/<=�!,$%?#ε]$! 2&AB�C%       (6) 

where L(x,y) is the luminance of pixel (x,y) of image I, and ε is added to avoid problem 

of logarithm of zero. Figure 5.14 shows the relationship of Key value and the dominant 

tone of image content. In color space CIELas, the luminance value varies from 0 to 100. 

The left image figure 5.14 is a noisy synthetic image whose dominant luminance is 

around 50, and the resulted key value using equation (6) is 49.5210. However, the key 

calculation using this equation is less sensitive to a few extreme intensities in image 

compared with a simple mean value of luminance thanks to the dynamic compression 

property of logarithm function. In this work, the image whose Key value varies from 50 

to 60 is categorized as a normal tone image, and the pre-processing of global mapping 

whose purpose is light cast correction can be omitted for this group of images.  
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Fig.5.14 (left) synthetic image with dominant tone around 50 (right) relationships between 

the dominant tone and image Key value. Horizontal axis is dominant tone of noisy images 

(varying from 0 to 100), and vertical axis is the corresponding key values (also varying from 

0 to 100).    

5.6.2 Adaptive global mapping for under exposed scene 

As stated above, for low intensity pixels of under-exposed images, the mapping curve is 

an arc of circle. However, for high intensity of pixels, gamma correction curve is used.  

5.6.2.1 Mapping the low intensities 

For low intensity pixels, the mapping curve is an arc of circle as discussed in previous 

section to avoid over-enhancement, and the empirical function between radius of circle 

and Key value is given by equation (7). 

     r = E 3 × log K��L�M + εO                  for key ≤ 50
3 × log K10 − ��L�M + εO         for key ≥ 60X          (7) 

where r is the radius of the mapping circle, and ε is a small positive constant to avoid the 

problem of logarithm of zero. The mapping operation is applied by equation (8).  

        I�� =
Z[\
[]yM + ^r� − <I��	� − xM?�  for key ≤ 50

yM − ^r� − <I��	� − xM?�  for key ≥ 60I��	�                                        otherwise
X        (8)  

 

where Iorig is the original image, Igm is the globally mapped image, and (x0,y0) is the 

coordinates of the mapping circle origin. It can be seen from equation (8) and figure 5.12 

that if the image Key value is smaller than 50, the arc of the circle will cave in upwards 
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compared to straight line (which is the no-mapping case) to amplify tone values of dark 

image. However, if the key value is larger than 60, the arc will cave in downwards 

compared to the straight line to compress the lightness of image. For images whose key 

value is between 50 and 60, no global mapping is effectuated since the original picture 

has a normal dominant tone and no need for lightness corrections.  

Although r equals to 1 may be the smallest available radius for mapping curve as shown 

in figure 5.15, yet such a large curvature of mapping circle will result in over-

enhancement of dark zone such as in the case of gamma correction. Therefore, the value 

of r is capped to 1.4 in our work. 

 

Fig.5.15: The comparison between mapping curves. 

 

5.6.2.2 Mapping the high intensities 

In the proposed NRCIR method which is the first version of the natural enhancement 

algorithms, the global mapping uses only the aforementioned circular curve. However, in 

second version (NECI), it is improved by using gamma correction for high intensity 

pixels. For under-exposed image scene (Key value smaller than 50), the global mapping 

for high intensity pixels appears relatively more bright due to the presence of the dark 
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regions (simultaneous contrast phenomenon). Therefore, to preserve better the contrast 

information in this brighter zone, the logarithm curve will be applied instead of circular 

curve (discussed in previous section) because the logarithm now gives more moderate 

gain than circular one for brighter pixels.  

In brief, in the case of under-exposed exposure, the low intensity pixels will be globally 

mapping using the circular curve discussed in previous section, but the high intensity 

pixels will be mapped using logarithm curve instead (referred by the dashed arrow in 

figure 5.12).  

To smooth the intersection of the two curves, the gamma value is calculated by equation 

(9) and (10).  

  �x� xM%� + �y� yM%� = r�      (9) 

  y� = x�γ         (10) 

where (x1,y1) is the point of intersection of circular and logarithm curves, and y1 is 

empirically calibrated to be 15% of the mapped intensity (vertical axis in figure 5.12), 

and (x0,y0) and r are the origin and radius of the mapping circle respectively. The value of 

γ can be calculated using these two equations since it is the only unknown variable. The 

mapped intensity can hence be calculated using a simple exponential equation (11). 

          I�� = I��	�γ        (11) 

where Iorig and Igm refer to the original image and its globally mapped version.  

5.6.3 Adaptive global mapping for over-exposed scene 

For over-exposed images, conventional luminance representation usually suffers from 

loss of details in brighter zone due to the almost saturated lightness. However, if the 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to these images and its primary vector 

contains usually more information than conventional luminance representation since the 

PCA vector concentrates most of image information from all of three channels. By this 

means, the details in brighter zone of over-exposed images can be better extracted with 

PCA first vector than classical luminance representation for further contrast enhancement.  

The global mapping serves as pre-processing in NECI, but the same process can be re-

applied to the enhanced image as a post-treatment to ensure correct light casting of the 

Retinex enhanced version. Figure 5.16 gives some examples of the output of global 

mapping. As can be seen that the adaptive global mapping adaptively renders images 

from extreme illumination conditions (under- or over-exposed) to nearly normal 

condition. After this pre-processing of lightness correction, the inputting image is now 

ready for luminance and chrominance enhancement steps.  
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Fig.5.16 (left) original image (right) automatic adaptive global mapping results 

 

5.7 Histogram rescaling for normalization  

The enhancement of luminance or chrominance may sometimes results in extremely 

bright points due to the division operation in equation (5). In this case, a black/white 

point correction is necessary before normalization. The white point of the input image 

cannot be simply determined by the brightest pixel because it may be resulted from noise 

or noise-like extreme intensity and does not represent significantly the image content. A 

group of bright pixels must be used in white point estimation instead of one single-valued 

maximum which turns out to be a histogram-based rescaling.  

In statistics, histogram is a graphical representation of the distribution of data. It is an 

estimate of the probability distribution of pixel intensities in image domain. If N is the 

total number of image pixels, and h(i) represents each histogram corresponding i
th

 

intensity category (known as bin), we can have the following relationship. 

 N = ∑ h�i%�	��          (12) 

where k is the total number of categories (bins) used for pixel intensity statistics. In this 

study, 256 bins are used for calculating image histograms. The cumulative histogram is 

obtained by summing up h(i) for each bin, and the final histogram is cut from 1% to 99% 

of the whole range to remove extremities of intensities. If vlow and vhigh correspond to the 
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pixel intensities on 1% and 99% of cumulative histogram respectively, the normalization 

is linearly effectuated as in equation (13).  

 Lf	� � )B*g h:;i
hg&/g h:;i

         (13) 

where the Lhist is the histogram rescaled image intensity, and Lenh is the input image 

intensity after enhancement step described in section 5.5. Therefore, after histogram-

based rescaling, the input intensity is rescaled from [vlow, vhigh] to [0, 1].  

This statistical normalization avoids the influence of a few extremely dark or bright 

pixels due to over-enhancement. Figure 5.17 shows an example of rescaled image after 

black and white point correction. As can be seen from this figure, it prevents color from 

being washing-out and a more saturated image can be obtained.  

 

 
Fig.5.17 (top-left) original image (top-right) enhanced image after luminance and 

chrominance enhancement (bottom-left) histogram rescaling principle (bottom-right) 

histogram rescaled version of the enhanced image 

 

  

Cut at 1% 

Cut at 99% 
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5.8 Texture enhancement using multi-channel 

decomposition of Cortex Transform 

5.8.1 Cortex Transform  

Detailed Cortex Transform introduction including its formula sets has been discussed in 

chapter 4 section 4.4. It is a multi-channel representation in frequency domain using the 

radial as spatial frequency channel and divides the radial into sections each of which 

represents different orientations. This multi-channel model is similar to Laplacian 

pyramid, and composed by two types of filters: the radial filter named Dom Filter and the 

orientation filter named Fan filter. The Dom filter corresponds to selectivity on spatial 

frequency and Fan filter corresponds to orientations. A low-pass two dimensional filter 

called Mesa function is used to generate the Dom filter.  

A classical Cortex Transform decomposes image into 31 sub-images, including 5 

different spatial frequency sub-bands each of which is divided into 6 sub-images 

corresponding one orientation of its spatial frequency. There is one extra base image 

corresponding to low frequency component of original image. By implementing Cortex 

Transform filters, only those components under certain spatial frequency and certain 

direction are extracted. Figure 5.18 shows an example of one sub-band Cortex Transform 

filter profile in frequency domain and the texture information extracted from original 

image using this sub-band filter. 

 
Fig. 5.18 (left) original image (middle) one sub-band of Cortex Transform profiles (right) 

texture information extracted using this sub-band filter.  
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5.8.2 Texture enhancement using Cortex Transform  

In this work, the texture information of the enhanced image is strengthened by 

emphasizing the high frequency components of image using equation (12) 

 Ij	
�� = I�
f + α ∑ �I�
f ∗ Dom�m��n %                                       (14) 

where the Ifinal is the final image result, and Ienh is the enhancement output of previous 

steps including luminance and chrominance enhancement, and Domk is the k
th

 Dom filter 

of Cortex Transform in spatial domain. The operator * signifies convolution between the 

original image and the Cortex Transform sub-band profiles. Coefficient α is used to 

adjust texture enhancement forces. It is set empirically to 0.3 in our work. Using this 

equation, the highest three spatial frequency components (which are supposed to 

correspond to image textures) will be strengthened so that the texture information will be 

more evident than original. Figure 5.19 shows an example of texture enhancement using 

Cortex Transform.  

The advantage of Cortex Transform over contour sharpness enhancement by Laplacian 

filters is that the former is multi-channel decomposition and therefore can better capture 

the texture information in several different spatial frequency bands, whereas the latter 

usually captures only one sub-band in frequency domain. As a result, using Cortex 

Transform high frequency component to enhance image, more texture details information 

can be strengthened while unpleasant over-sharpened contour (caused by over-

enhancement of one single frequency band) can be consequently avoided. Figure 5.20 

gives an example of such comparison. Figure 21 shows another example with zoomed 

regions.  
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Fig. 5.19 (top-left) original image (top-right) texture details extracted using Cortex 

Transform. (bottom-left) enhancement output without texture enhancement (bottom-right) 

final result of NECI by strengthening the texture information using Cortex Transform. 
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Fig.5.20 (left) original image (middle) local contour sharpened by Laplacian filter (right) 

local texture enhanced with Cortex Transform  

All the common components of the proposed three algorithms have been introduced until 

this section including: 

• Modified multi-scale Retinex (section 5.5) 

• Content-adaptive global mapping (section 5.6) 

• Histogram-based rescaling for normalization (section 5.7) 

• Texture enhancement using multi-channel Cortex Transform (section 5.8)  

The proposed enhancement algorithms will be discussed in the following sections by 

applying these techniques into their flowcharts.  
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Fig.5.21: (top-left) original image (top-right) the enhanced version (2

nd 
row) close-up regions 

for comparison
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5.9 NRCIR algorithm  

5.9.1 Introduction  

Special caution must be taken when dealing with images suffering from severe distortions 

such as blocking effects from heavily compressed JPEG images. The proposed method, 

Natural Rendering of Color Image based on modified Retinex (NRCIR), intents to realize 

natural rendering of image with respect to the constraints discussed in section 5.3. We 

follow the understanding of “naturalness” defined in that section to keep the ambience of 

image (warm or cold color impression) not changed greatly after enhancement, and no 

additional light source introduced to the scene, and no halo effect added and no blocking 

effect amplified due to over-enhancement. Figure 5.22 shows the flowchart with 

implementation details of NRCIR 

5.9.2 NRCIR implementation details 

. At first, a global mapping operation is applied serving as a pre-processing of image 

rendering as described in section 5.6. The tone mapping curve uses only the arc of circle 

without integration of gamma correction for high intensity of image. This has been 

improved in NECI version to be discussed in section 5.10.  

Thereafter the modified multi-scale Retinex for luminance contrast enhancement is 

applied as described in section 5.5. Only luminance channel is used at this stage. 

Chrominance component enhancement is realized by a reference map calculated from the 

output of luminance enhancement which will be discussed immediately in next section. 

Histogram rescaling described in section 5.7 is applied for both luminance enhancement 

output and final result for white point correction.  
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Fig.5.22 Detailed flowchart of NRCIR 

5.9.3 Chrominance enhancement in NRCIR 

For chrominance channel, applying Retinex independently to RGB channels will 

generally result in false colors and hue-shift. Therefore, only luminance channel is used 

for modified Retinex enhancement, but the ratio between the pixel values before and after 

enhancement will be used to create a reference map. All three color channels will be 

weighted simultaneously using this reference map defined by formula (15).  

  M��p = log� q)B*g
);r&/

s N 1       (15)  

 

Discussed in 

section 5.6 

Discussed in 

section 5.5 

Discussed in 

section 5.7 
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  I�
f = I�� × M��p     with I = tR, G, Bx                      (16) 

 

where Mref refers to the reference map, and Lorig and Lenh refer to the original and 

enhanced luminance respectively. Ienh and Igm in formula (16) represent each color 

channel of RGB for the enhanced and globally mapped image. The logarithm function in 

formula (15) controls over-enhancement of dark zones since the quotient could be 

considerably large for these zones after the ratio operation. If this ratio is directly applied 

to weight RGB channels, the dark zones will be over-enhanced and blocking effect will 

become consequently visible and annoying. 

5.9.4 Summary on NRCIR and test results  

Among the algorithms developed in this work, namely NRCIR, NECI and EUVIP 

version, the NRCIR works best for heavily distorted image thanks to its conservative 

design in each step to improve both global appearance and local contrast while avoiding 

over-enhancement. In order to naturally render color image appearance without 

modifying scene lighting conditions and introducing halo effect or amplifying blocking 

effect, it applies five steps of image processing including global mapping using a circle 

function, luminance enhancement using modified one-filter Retinex, histogram rescaling 

for luminance channel, a map-based image enhancement and finally another histogram 

rescaling to ensure the global lightness of final result.  

Simultaneously weighing RGB channels with reference map prevents image from 

dramatic changes of color temperature, and logarithm function applied to image mask 

and reference map makes halo effect and blocking effect less visible. The integration of 

one-filter Retinex and histogram rescaling also improves natural appearance of image. 

Extensive tests with different types of image scenes have proved a stable performance of 

the proposed method. There are no parameters to be trained or modified for different 

image contents.  

However, concerning over-exposed image rendering, it works well for high key image 

which is globally over-exposed (as shown in fig. 5.16), but is not equally sufficient in 

regionally over-exposed case. The global mapping curve has been improved in next 

version (NECI algorithm) to better preserve the image details of bright image zone during 

the pre-processing. Besides, during the time of NRCIR developing, there was no texture 

enhancement included which is completed in NECI version with multi-channel Cortex 

Transform. Some typical results of NRCIR are shown in figure 5.23.     
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Fig.5.23 (1

st
 row) original images (2

nd
 row) results from proposed NRCIR. (1

st
 column) low 

key images (2
nd

 column) HDR image (3
rd

 column) High key images 

 

5.10 NECI algorithm 

5.10.1 Introduction  

Based on NRCIR, another algorithm of automatic Natural Enhancement of Color Image 

(NECI) method is proposed. There are some modifications compared to NRCIR. At first, 

modifications to global tone mapping curve are made as discussed in section 5.6 to better 

preserve the bright zone details. Prominent Component Analysis (PCA) is also included 

for over-exposed image at this step. The color space CIELCh is applied instead of 

CIELab which enables more direct access to chrominance component while preserving 

better hue constancy.  

After luminance and chrominance contrast enhancement, texture information is enhanced 

using multi-channel decomposition of Cortex Transform. As stated in section 5.8, the 

advantage of Cortex Transform over other approaches (such as sharpening the contour 

with Laplacian filter) is that multi-channel decomposition better captures the texture 

information in several different spatial frequency bands, whereas the Laplacian-like 

approach usually captures one sub-band frequency which usually cannot achieve 

gradually sharpened contour. Better global appearance and local contrast can be achieved 

using NECI especially improved saturation information and texture vividness.  

However, it works best with normal quality image without severely damaged area 

because the enhanced saturation sometime amplifies the distortion. Therefore, for heavily 

distorted images, NRCIR is preferred to NECI. Figure 5.24 shows the global flowchart of 

NECI.   
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Fig.5.24: Global Flowchart of NECI 
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5.10.2 NECI chrominance enhancement  

Color space CIELCh is used to separate luminance, chrominance and hue components so 

that chrominance component can be enhanced straightforwardly. After luminance 

channel contrast enhancement using modified Multi-scale Retinex (section 5.5), a 

reference map is calculated by collecting enhancement information and applied to 

chrominance channel in color space CIELCh. By this means, the luminance and 

chrominance will be enhanced proportionally to avoid unbalanced enhancement such as 

RGB independent channel operation. Equation (17) and (18) show how to obtain the 

enhanced chrominance. 

   M��p � )B*g
)/04ε

                         (17) 

  C�
f � C�� × M��p            (18) 

where Mref refers to the reference map. ε is a small positive constant to avoid the problem 

of division of zero. Lenh and Cenh refer to the enhanced luminance and chrominance, and 

Lgm and Cgm refer to the luminance and chrominance after pre-processing of global 

mapping in step one. Figure 5.25 gives an example of reference map and the enhanced 

chromatic component. The local chromatic contrast has been increased as indicated by 

arrow in figure. 

Histogram rescaling (described in section 5.7) is applied to luminance in NRCIR to 

realize the normalization. This statistical rescaling removes the influences of some 

extreme intensity of pixels. In NECI method, thanks to CIELCh color space, we have 

direct access to chrominance components, so histogram rescaling is applied to both 

enhanced luminance and chrominance channels. Compared with NRCIR result, it enables 

better saturation recovery for images. Figure 5.26 gives a test comparison example.  
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Fig.5.25 (top-left) original image (top-right) chrominance channel after global mapping 

(bottom-left) normalized reference map using luminance enhancement information 

(bottom-right) enhanced chrominance channel 

 
Fig.5.26 (left) result obtained by NRCIR (right) result of NECI 

Concerning the hue component, since generally a hue-constant enhancement is preferred 

for coherent rendering of original image, the hue component in CIELCh remains 

unchanged to maintain the hue constancy property against hue shift. The enhanced image 

is reconstructed with enhanced luminance and chrominance together with the unchanged 

hue component from CIELCh space to RGB space.  
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5.10.3 Detailed implementation flowchart 

By integrating all the discussions above, a comprehensive flowchart with detailed 

implementation instructions is given in figure 5.27. Briefly speaking, four steps are 

implemented including:  

1) Pre-treatment using modified gamut mapping which is adaptive to image 

dominating tone ;  

2) Image enhancement including:  

a. Luminance enhancement using modified one-filter Retinex  

b. Chrominance enhancement using reference map  

c. Histogram rescaling for enhanced luminance and chrominance 

d. Hue component remains unchanged 

3) Post-treatment using the same principle of global mapping  

4) Texture information enhancement using multi-scale decomposition of Cortex 

Transform. 
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Fig.5.27: Detailed implementation flowchart of NECI 
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5.10.4 NECI test results  

Different types of natural images have been tested, and the results obtained confirm an 

encouraging performance of the proposed method. In this section, test results are 

presented in four categories: low-Key images, normal-Key images, high-Key images, and 

HDR images. 

NECI works well with low-Key images. Most of these test images are dramatically 

enhanced without modifying light source conditions (light source numbers, projecting 

orientations, etc.) and no halo effect introduced or blocking effects over-amplified. Some 

typical examples are shown in figure 5.28. 

The performance of NECI for middle-Key image is moderate since the global mapping 

step will be omitted for this category of image. The major improvement comes from 

modified Retinex and histogram rescaling in color space CIELCh and texture information 

enhancement using Cortex transform. Figure 5.29 shows the test results for this category.  

NECI method adapts also to high-Key images because the applied PCA analysis and 

global mapping is capable of compressing the luminosity to normal. Some results for this 

category are shown in figure 5.30. 

HDR images challenge the most to NECI method due to the nature of these images. 

Caution must be taken when enhancing dark zone by increasing the luminance and 

chrominance contrast while maintaining the hidden artifact within tolerance. On the other 

hand, the bright zones have almost been saturated in lightness, and any over enhancement 

in luminosity will result in loss of contrast information. The proposed method shows 

robustness during the test to achieve enhancement in both dark and bright zones.  Figure 

31 and 32 give some test results.  
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Fig.5.28: Low-Key image results. (left) original images (right) results of NECI 
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Fig.5.29: Normal-Key image results (left) original image (right) result of NECI 

 
Fig.5.30: High-Key image results. (left) original images (right) results of NECI 
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Fig.5.31: HDR image test results. (left) original images (right) results of NECI 
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Fig.5.32: Some other HDR image test results. Left: original images; Right: results of 

NECI 
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5.10.5 Summaries on NECI 

NECI improves the luminance and chrominance contrast of image while avoiding 

dramatic white balance changes and artifacts. It applies four steps of image processing 

including pre-treatment by adaptive global tone mapping using circular curve combined 

with gamma correction, luminance and chrominance contrast enhancement using 

modified multi-scale Retinex and histogram rescaling in color space CIELCh, another 

global mapping step as post-treatment, and finally texture information enhancement using 

multi-channel decomposition of Cortex Transform.  

The global mapping algorithm adapts to different image dominant tones and is capable of 

enlightening dark scene or dimming bright scene back to normally illuminated condition. 

The modified mapping curve improves the performance for bright zone compared with its 

previous NRCIR version. Color space CIELCh is applied in NECI which enables direct 

access to luminance, chrominance and hue components. The modified multi-scale 

Retinex for luminance and reference map for chrominance enable local contrast 

enhancement with artifacts under control. Histogram rescaling to chrominance channel 

also renders image with better saturation which outperforms NRCIR. Last but not least, 

the textures of images which correspond to high frequency components of images are 

taken into consideration and enhanced by multi-channel decomposition of Cortex 

Transform.  

Albeit with some empirical parameters, NECI needs no parameter modification in 

practice, and its adaptability and robustness are proved by extensive tests and some of 

them are shown in previous sections. However, the time of calculate is not sufficient to 

be a real-time application due to the complexity of Cortex Transform and contrast 

calculation. For some unnatural scene images such as medical images, parameters still 

need to be trained for a better performance. Besides, for heavily distorted images, NECI 

risks of amplifying chrominance distortions due to the histogram rescaling operation, 

therefore, NRCIR is more appropriate in this case considering its conservative design.  
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5.11 EUVIP version of the algorithm  

5.11.1 Introduction  

EUVIP version of image enhancement, published first in international workshop 

EUVIP2010, was originally designed for high-definition scanned historical documents 

images. However, the algorithm can be applied to natural pictorial image without any 

modification. If the image does not suffer from distortions, EUVIP version algorithm can 

dramatically improve image appearance in both global appearance and local details 

compared to NRCIR or NECI.  

As a matter of fact, many historical document images suffer from physical degradations 

resulted from aging process, low-quality materials, and even human errors [119]. As 

stated in the beginning of this chapter, natural enhancement algorithm shall avoid 

dramatic alternation of lighting conditions to image scene, and shall not introduce 

additional artifacts or amplifying hidden distortions of images. In awareness of these 

constraints, NRCIR realizes a natural rendering of color image. However, some 

modifications need to be made under document image scenario for a better performance 

because chrominance enhancement to document image is not always desirable as shown 

in figure 5.33. 

  
Fig.5.33 (left) original image (right) NRCIR result shows unwanted color cast 

Besides, most document images are scanned and stored in high definition, they are free of 

blocking and ringing effects resulted from compression process. Therefore, strong 

enhancement to these images will not introduce coding distortions. The restriction of 

enhancement forces can be hence relatively relaxed and more detail can be extracted by 

iteratively implementing enhancement algorithm. Targeting to these requirements, the 

EUVIP version adopts a flowchart to iteratively implement NRCIR algorithm kernel to 
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luminance channel for contrast enhancement, and applies color space CIELCh to directly 

manipulate chrominance and hue component.  

Figure 5.34 shows some comparison results. As can be seen from the 2
nd

 row, simple 

histogram equalization to three channels not only destroys the channel balance but also 

highlights image degradation which makes the recognition more difficult than before. 

Whereas, color constancy algorithm (3rd row) enhances indeed the contrast but the white 

balance is sacrificed by casting images with bluish illumination. The proposed method 

can improve luminance and chrominance contrast while preserving white balance for a 

friendly rendering of document images. 

 

5.11.2 Implementation details  

The NRCIR algorithm includes a global tone mapping serving as pre-processing 

(developed in section 5.6), a modified Retinex (section 5.5) with histogram rescaling of 

luminance channel (section 5.7). We called it here the NRCIR kernel in brief. Figure 5.35 

shows the global flowchart with implementing details. 

Albeit with modern techniques of scanners, it is still not rare to find some poorly 

controlled scanned documents with either too dark or over bright appearance as in wrong 

exposed photos which necessitate pre-processing of global tone correction as described in 

section 5.6. 

The modified Retinex (section 5.5) and histogram rescaling (section 5.7) is applied 

iteratively in order to strengthen luminance contrast. The number of iteration is 

empirically set to 3 according to our test which seems to be a wise tradeoff between 

enhancement performance and computational cost.  
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Fig 5.34: (1

st
 row) original images (2

nd
 row) histogram equalization (3

rd
 row) result of 

Retinex [59] to RGB channels (4
th

 row) the proposed algorithm (EUVIP version) 
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Fig 5.35: Global Flowchart of the proposed algorithm (EUVIP version) 

As can be seen from this flowchart, the chrominance channel passes to histogram 

rescaling directly without enhancement based on reference map. This is due to the fact 

that colorfulness increases with brightness, and since the luminance channel has been 

strongly enhanced by iterative implementation of NRCIR kernel, if more chrominance 

enhancement is made by reference map such as in NRCIR or NECI, over saturated 

appearance can be easily resulted which is usually unwanted when observing document 

images.  

A simple gamma correction is applied at last serving as post treatment. Actually, the 

normalization using histogram rescaling has rendered image appearance back to moderate 

illumination condition. However, in document image scenario, a relatively brighter 
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appearance can to some extent facilitate reading and therefore is preferred. Hence a post-

treatment using gamma correction is followed to render image with global pleasant 

appearance. The gamma value used is empirically set to 1/1.8 according to our test. 

Hue constancy property is usually preferred for image enhancement to render the image 

into more friendly appearance compared to its original version. Thanks to CIELCh color 

space, the manipulation of chrominance and hue component is direct and intuitive. The 

hue component after pre-processing will be maintained unaltered in the proposed work 

for hue-constancy preservation. 

 

5.11.3 Test results of EUVIP version  

Many historical document images suffering various degradations have been tested, and 

the results obtained confirm an encouraging performance of the proposed method. Some 

results are shown in figure 5.36 and 5.37. Figure 5.38 gives also some zoomed regions 

(text and graphic regions respectively) for clearer comparison.  

 

 
Fig 5.36 (left) original image (right) result of proposed method 
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Fig.5.37 (top) original image (bottom) result of proposed method 
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Fig.5.38 (left) close-up regions of figure 37 (right) results of proposed method. 

 

If a natural pictorial image does not suffer from distortions, such as blocking effect or 

ringing effect from compression, EUVIP version algorithm can dramatically improve 

image appearance in both global appearance and details compared with NRCIR or NECI. 

Figure 5.39 shows some natural image results.  
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Fig 5.39 (left) original image (right) results of proposed method. 
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5.11.4 EUVIP version summaries  

The EUVIP version of natural enhancement of color image applies an iterative workflow 

using NRCIR kernel to enhance contrast information in CIELCh color space after an 

adaptive global tone mapping. The iterative process enhances the image contrast without 

introducing artifacts for high quality images. The chrominance component is moderately 

enhanced by histogram rescaling and hue component is maintained unchanged for a 

visually coherent rendering. The gamma correction of post-treatment also helps to render 

image with more pleasant appearance.  

In comparison with NRCIR and NECI, the EUVIP version has strongest force in contrast 

enhancement which suits very well for images suffering from few visible distortions. It 

can be applied as both an enhancement technique and detail extraction tools. The 

conservative design of NRCIR kernel for natural enhancement and iterative 

implementation for strengthening contrast mutually benefit from each other to realize an 

optimize trade-off between enhancement and distortion control.  

The multi-channel Cortex Transform in NECI can also be integrated in EUVIP version 

for texture enhancement. Similar to previous works, EVUIP version adapts automatically 

its mapping curve to different image contents in practice albeit with some empirical 

parameters. The robustness has been proved by extensive test with both document image 

and natural pictorial images. 

 

5.12 General summary and potential applications 

5.12.1 Summary on proposed image enhancement works 

Image enhancement technique is the foundational building block throughout this work. It 

provides not only an enhanced version of original image which is more helpful for 

segmentation, detail retrieval and content analysis, but also contributes to gamut mapping 

improvement in Color Management System (CMS) which will be discussed in chapter 8. 

Better contrasted contour, corrected global lightness, enhanced chrominance saturation 

and smoothly strengthened textures, all these enhancements carried out by the proposed 

algorithms imply many possible applications in digital image processing domain.  

NRCIR is most suitable for heavily distorted images, NECI can be applied to most 

general case for images with moderate distortions, and EUVIP version gives the strongest 

enhancement compatible to detail retrieval for artifact-free images. All algorithms have 

some common components such as modified multi-scale Retinex for luminance 

enhancement, content-adaptive global tone mapping as pre- or post-processing, histogram 
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rescaling to remove influence of extreme intensities during normalization, and texture 

enhancement using multi-channel Cortex Transform. Meanwhile, each algorithm has its 

own flowchart and implementations which are suitable for their applications.  

In Color Management System, the importance of image enhancement techniques has 

been explained in chapter 2 and will be made clearer after detailed discussion in chapter 8. 

The developed enhancement algorithms will dramatically improve the performance of the 

state-of-the-art gamut mapping solutions.  

Perspective works aim to integrate image enhancement with restoration techniques to 

alleviate the consequences caused by over-enhancement so that more constraints during 

enhancement can be further released. The global mapping curve can be improved either 

by concatenation of several curves or region-based local tone mapping approach.  

5.12.2 Potential applications of the developed algorithms  

The developed algorithms are possible to be applied in many different domains in 

addition to Color Management System (to be discussed in chapter 8). The following 

scenarios are under consideration: traffic-view improvement by smog and haze removal, 

medical image enhancement for cancer detection, aerial photography enhancement for 

certain statistics, and video enhancement in surveillance for detail retrieval.    

Thanks to the intrinsic design of Retinex-type approach, it decomposes image into 

illuminant and intrinsic components. Color cast and smog or haze effect can be removed 

from image by eliminating illuminant component of image. In real practice, there are 

many applications which can beneficiate from this processing. For example, the image in 

figure 5.40 shows the smog situation in traffic control. Obviously, the restored image 

from the proposed method can largely suppress the influence of smog. This certainly 

increases the visibility of image and video content, and better traffic control or less 

accident risks can be achieved.  
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Fig 5.40: Example of smog removal for traffic control. (left) original image (right) results of 

proposed method. 

In aerial photography, the proposed methods can also help to remove the haze effect to 

increase the visibility of image content. Figure 5.41 shows the result of a photo taken 

from plane. The enhanced version removes the haze influence and increases the visibility 

of landscape based on which better statistic of land use status can be realized. The 

obtained results have compatible performance with NASA Retinex image processing 

[102] in this application.  
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Fig 5.41: Example of haze removal for aerial photography enhancment. (left) original image 

[102] (right) results of proposed method. 

The artful photography, although out of the concern of this study, can also be 

beneficiated from applications of these algorithms in image enhancement. Figure 5.42 

shows some examples of portrait beautifying processing using the developed algorithm 

with integration of bilateral filtering. Both the global lightness and local details have been 

improved by the proposed methods. Cortex Transform strengthens image texture 

information and the newly added bilateral filtering module removes noise-like small 

structures serving as skin smoother.  

It is not hard to find other applications of these proposals in real practice. For instance, by 

embedding these algorithms into a car-carrying video surveillance system, it enables the 

drivers a better insight in extreme conditions such as dark road and heavy smog. And it is 

also possible for researchers and engineers from different disciplines to strengthen their 

visions in detail detections and data visualizations. 
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Fig 5.42: Examples of image enhancement with bilateral filtering for skin smoothing 

application in artful photogrphy. (left) original image (right) results by proposed approach.  
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 Chapter 6 

ICC Profile Manipulation  

using MATLAB 

Anyone who has never made a mistake 

 has never tried anything new. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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6.1 State-of-the-art of ICC profile 

The purpose of the International Color Consortium (ICC) is to promote the use and 

adoption of open, vendor-neutral, cross-platform Color Management Systems (CMS) 

[15]. ICC-based CMS has become the mainstream solutions in industry of color imaging. 

Some of the publications have been mentioned in the state-of-the-art report of CMS 

(chapter 2) and color science (chapter 3). They will be revisited with more concern on the 

ICC-related issues in this chapter.  

In 2010, P.Green and M.Kriss published the book “Color Management: Understanding 

and Using ICC Profiles” [2]. It contains a very comprehensive introduction on basically 

all aspects of ICC profile. It is introduced in this book that the ICC Specification Editing 

Working Group prepared a new version of specification which was approved by the ICC 

and by ISO TC130 in 2010. This version is known as ICC.1:2010, and profiles made 

according to this specification are Version 4.3. Clearer writing, interpretations and use of 

ICC profiles are expected with this new version. In chapter 33, some discussion on 

evaluating color transforms in ICC profiles is given which can be used as ICC profile 

quality evaluation. It proposes roundtrip tests to determine the accuracy of ICC profile in 

color conversion which is adapted in this work as to be discussed in section 6.5.  

Another monograph on CMS was authored by J.P Homann in 2008 [3] concerning the 

principals and strategies for the standardized print production in CMS. Many practical 

implementations of ICC-based CMS are introduced. Chapter 7 gives some detailed 

explanation on soft-proof generation. Absolute rendering intent is suggested in this 

application (but it is not followed by this work). Detailed discussion on this issue will be 

given in section 6.4.  

I.Tastl, and M.Bhachech focused on CIECAM02 applications in ICC-based Color 

Management in [48] on 2005. Several key issues of CIECAM02 have been discussed 

such as viewing condition parameters and problems of invalid CIECAM02 color 

attributes when transferring from currently used PCS lab to CIECAM02 space. It is 

shown in this report that switching from PCS lab to CIECAM02 is not as simple as 

switching from XYZ to CIELAB. Therefore, several state-of-the-art ICC-based solutions 

still adopt CIELAB as the PCS albeit with its well-known insufficiency of hue constancy 

in the blue regions.   

At present stage, most authorized information concerning ICC is supposed to stem from 

the white papers on ICC official website [15]. The terminologies concerning ICC profiles 

are standardized in its white paper # 5 published in 2004 [120]. The role of ICC profiles 

in a color reproduction system is presented in ICC white paper #7 [121]. Detailed 

introductions on ICC profiles in achieving a successful reproduction are given in this 

document. In white paper #24, some ICC-related issues with Microsoft Window Color 
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System (WCS) are discussed [122]. This document explains the situation of 

implementation of ICC-compliant CMS through discussion of WCS, and Microsoft 

announced that the new color system for Microsoft Windows (WCS) will use 

CIECAM02 as Color Appearance Model (CAM). Therefore, there are two choices when 

using ICC profiles in WCS, that is, either using run-time rendering with CIECAM02 or 

color rendering with pre-determined color transform in the ICC profiles. ICC does not 

lock-in CMS to a particular CAM due to the rapid pace in this research domain. It can be 

seen from the discussion that it usually needs tremendous efforts on corporation and 

compromise between major players of any domain during carrying out an international 

standard.  

Along with the prosperous growth of ICC standard, increasing support to it has formed 

into scales. Some open sources of ICC implementation can be found online such as 

SimpleICC [123]. It provides an open source and platform-independent C++ library for 

reading, writing, manipulating and applying ICC profiles along with applications that 

make use of this library. Version 1.6.1 of the SimpleICC also contains a function to do 

roundtrip verification (under the directory \SampleICC\Tools\IccRoundTrip) for ICC 

profile quality evaluation.   

Another publication focusing on the ICC profile quality is authored by K.Falkenstern et 

al. in 2011 [124]. Image Quality Assessment (IQA) concept is adapted to ICC issue. The 

Perceptual Rendering Intent is the subject of evaluation in this paper, and the final color 

difference is calculated by CIE DeltaE values. The obtained quality index is used to show 

the overall performance of ICC profile for printers. However, from IQA point of view, a 

simple CIE DeltaE evaluation may not be sufficient which needs some more profound 

consideration on HVS spatial vision properties such as CSF or masking effects as 

discussed in chapter 4.  

Several other academic propositions on ICC can be found in recent years. X.Liu et al. 

introduced some soft proofing techniques in [125] on 2008. It applied ICC-Absolute 

Rendering Intent as well during soft-proofing such as chapter 7 of [3] which is not 

approved in this work (section 6.3). In 2010, B.Sun et al. proposed a new way in color 

conversion using ICC profile tags in [126]. The Lab values of ICC data are converted to 

CMYK using tri-linear interpolation technique after extraction A2B and B2A tag 

information from ICC profile. It is claimed to be as accuracy as Adobe CMM in terms of 

color difference introduced by reproduction.  

Compared with academic groups, the industry of color imaging is much more vigorous in 

proposing color management hardware and solutions. X-Rite proposes a long list of 

products of Color Management System on prepress and printing, inking and textiles, 

professional photography and even medical applications. Its ProfileMaker 5 is widely 

applied in ICC-based CMS applications. The ColorThink from CHROMiX Inc. is another 
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interesting software for managing, repairing, evaluating and graphing ICC profiles. It 

provides also a friendly interface for ICC profiles visualizing, inspecting and linking. 

Various measurement equipments can be found in market ranging from 

spectrocolorimeter, spectrophotometer to spectroradiometers serving as hardware 

calibration and profile makers in the Color Management System. Since the generation 

and modification of ICC profile is out of focus of this work, they are not extensively 

discussed in this report.  

6.2 Overview of the effectuated ICC manipulations in 

this work 

In the following sections, several important manipulations applied in this work are 

introduced. Some of them are using existing MATLAB functions, and some others are 

developed frameworks to suit with different tasks. They are pre-requisite foundations to 

understand the processing of the following two chapters: chapter 7 of coherent 

reproduction and chapter 8 of preferred reproduction for color image.   

Indexed version of color image is applied throughout these two chapters. Briefly 

speaking, two aspects are involved for indexed image including reduction of image 

gamut in visualization and reproduction of the color image from primary colors in lookup 

table. Data structure and forward/backward processing of indexed version of color image 

will be discussed in detail in section 6.3.  

By applying indexed version of color images, several important manipulations of ICC 

profiles are realized under MATLAB during gamut mapping. These operations include 

some elementary ICC profile processing such as device information extraction (especially 

device Media Black/White Point), OOG region detection and some further in-depth 

manipulations including image soft proofing (section 6.4), ICC profile quality assessment 

(section 6.5) and effective device gamut visualization (section 6.6).  

As introduced in chapter 2, preview of the reproduced image on screen is usually called a 

soft-proofing process which is of great importance and interest from cost point of view. 

Compared with costly physical printing for verification whose result may be 

unpredictable, soft-proofing enables user to preview the result before reproduce it with 

real materials. Many costs and efforts can be therefore saved. In this work, soft-proof is 

frequently used to simulate the reproduction after printing process. Section 6.4 will 

discuss in detail on the generation of soft-proof using MATLAB.  

Selection of the test profile has a profound impact to the simulation result. If the profile 

tested corresponds to highly advanced devices such as a professional printer whose gamut 

is sufficiently large to accommodate all colors of a normal display device, then few 

problems caused by gamut mismatch will be revealed. Section 6.5 carries out some 
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profile quality assessment. Some standard profiles with very limited gamut are applied in 

this work according to this discussion so as to reveal most gamut mapping problems and 

test the proposals’ performance in a more challenging situation. 

Generally, it suffices to visualize only the gamut boundary since the other color attributes 

inside the boundary can be roughly generated by linear interpretation. CPU/GPU work 

load can be alleviated by this approach. Besides, visualizing only the device gamut 

boundary also helps the transparency during gamut comparison after adding image gamut 

to the same plot. Section 6.6 develops a technique to efficiently visualize device gamut 

boundary. 

Some other elementary ICC profile processing such as device Media Black/White Point 

extraction and OOG region detection are introduced at section 6.7 for completing the 

discussion. The MATLAB used for demonstration is of version 7.0.1.  

6.3 Indexed version of color images and its applications 

in this work  

It is our common sense that during the Olympic Games only a group of athletes 

participate the match instead of the whole population of the each country. In color image 

processing, representations using only primary colors are also frequently used to save 

resources of CPU and GPU for processing and visualization. For a normal pictorial image, 

it sometimes contains millions of pixels whose color values vary from one to another no 

matter their color differences are large or small or even invisible. However, during the 

visualization of the data, if the whole set of the color points are applied, it usually causes 

either overflow of system memory or tremendous load to CPU and GPU. Color reduction 

using indexed version of color image is an appropriate approach under this situation 

thanks to the design of its data structure which is to be discussed in section 6.3.1.  

A forward processing of indexed version refers to the process of converting RGB image 

to indexed version. Generally, it is possible to have an indexed version containing less 

color points but maintaining similar appearance if adequate primary colors are selected. 

During image gamut visualization, indexed version of color image reduces considerably 

color numbers for visualization as well as the workload for CPU and GPU. Therefore 

more efficient gamut visualization is enabled. On the other hand, a backward processing 

converts image back to RGB color space from indexed version. For instance, during 

image reproduction of gamut mapping, the Out-of-Gamut (OOG) points of original image 

can be replaced by their closest colors in the lookup table which was generated using 

only Inside-Gamut (IG) primary colors. By this means, all OOG points are substituted by 

the nearest IG points and consequently become reproducible.  
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6.3.1 Data structure of indexed color image  

Unlike commonly used color image representation such as RGB or other alternatives, the 

indexed version of color image assigns each pixel with an index which corresponds to a 

location in a separate lookup table (LUT). This LUT contains K lines of items each of 

which has 3 color attributes corresponding to R/G/B value respectively. The K here is the 

desired number of primary colors.  

For example, in an image of dimension M×N, suppose one pixel in position (x,y) has 

color attribute of (128,32,240) in RGB color space, then in an indexed representation of 

color image, it may be represented as a color index 751 (for instance) at the same position 

of (x,y) where the number 751 is the index of the color at this pixel in the lookup table. 

When we check the 751
th

 location in the LUT, we can find the stored values are R=128, 

G=32 and B=240. Figure 6.1 shows the concept of this example.   

 

 

                                                                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6.1 Example of color conversion from RGB to indexed version 

The rgb2ind() in figure 6.1 refers to the MATLAB function to realize this operation. 

Since the length of lookup table can be assigned, and the indexed version of color image 

has only primary colors, then color reduction can be realized with rgb2ind() with any 

desired arbitrary number of primary colors. Of course there is a maximum which is 

capped to 65536 primary colors in MATLAB. Minimum variance quantization is used in 

generating the LUT. More detailed explanation can be found in help documents. 

Both forward and backward processing of indexed image are applied in this work: 

• Forward processing: from RGB to indexed version: 
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a. Given the desired number of primary colors K, the indexed version can be 

generated using minimum variance quantization to select at most K 

distinctive colors;  

b. This can be used in color reduction process which aims to reduce color 

distribution to primary color set.  

• Backward processing: from indexed version to RGB version:  

a. Given a color map, which is a lookup table of color attributes, a new RGB 

image can be generated by replacing the original colors with their nearest 

colors in the color map.  

b. This can be used in image construction process which aims to generate an 

image using specified primary colors.  

6.3.2 Color reduction using indexed version of color image 

Not every single color matters. Some color points are resulted from noise (salt and pepper 

noise, for instance), some are too few in number or too small in region to be discerned. 

By dropping off these color points, one can obtain a color-reduced version without 

introducing perceptually visible degradations. Such a reduction in color distribution is 

usually beneficial during data transmission and visualization. Figure 6.2 shows an 

example on document image. The original image contains thousands of different colors 

although some of them are very close to each other in appearance. After color reduction, 

only 40 primary colors are selected in representation, nevertheless, the major color 

appearance is still maintained. 



 

Fig.6.2 (top) original image with thousands of different colors (down) color

with only 40 primary colors. 

Visualizing original image color distributions is very time

considerable color points. Figure 6.3 makes th

However, thanks to color reduction, the visualization consumes little time and effort for 

CPU/GPU since there is only 40 points to display. For natural scene images whose color 

variations sometimes exceed one million, co

time and energy in visualization and reduce consequently the risks of system failure due 

to memory overflow. In the following chapter 7 and 8, the proposed gamut mapping 

solutions take advantage of color reduced vers

above, the indexed version of image contains less color points, but the coherence of 

appearance is still kept if adequate primary colors are used. Figure 6.4 gives a real 

example applied in this work. 
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Fig.6.2 (top) original image with thousands of different colors (down) color

with only 40 primary colors.  

Visualizing original image color distributions is very time-consuming operation due to 

considerable color points. Figure 6.3 makes this more evident in RGB color space. 

However, thanks to color reduction, the visualization consumes little time and effort for 

CPU/GPU since there is only 40 points to display. For natural scene images whose color 

variations sometimes exceed one million, color reduced version can save tremendous 

time and energy in visualization and reduce consequently the risks of system failure due 

In the following chapter 7 and 8, the proposed gamut mapping 

solutions take advantage of color reduced version in gamut visualization. As discussed 

above, the indexed version of image contains less color points, but the coherence of 

appearance is still kept if adequate primary colors are used. Figure 6.4 gives a real 

example applied in this work.  

 
Fig.6.2 (top) original image with thousands of different colors (down) color-reduced version 

consuming operation due to 

is more evident in RGB color space. 

However, thanks to color reduction, the visualization consumes little time and effort for 

CPU/GPU since there is only 40 points to display. For natural scene images whose color 

lor reduced version can save tremendous 

time and energy in visualization and reduce consequently the risks of system failure due 

In the following chapter 7 and 8, the proposed gamut mapping 

ion in gamut visualization. As discussed 

above, the indexed version of image contains less color points, but the coherence of 

appearance is still kept if adequate primary colors are used. Figure 6.4 gives a real 



 

Fig.6.3 (left) color distribution of original image of figure 6.2 in RGB color space (right) 

color distribution of the color

Fig.6.4 Image on the top is the original image. (bottom

image using 65536 colors in CIELab color space (bottom

4096 colors. 
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eft) color distribution of original image of figure 6.2 in RGB color space (right) 

color distribution of the color-reduced version.  

Fig.6.4 Image on the top is the original image. (bottom-left) color distribution of original 

in CIELab color space (bottom-right) color distribution using only 

 
eft) color distribution of original image of figure 6.2 in RGB color space (right) 

 

 

left) color distribution of original 

right) color distribution using only 
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The color distribution on the bottom left of figure 6.4 uses 65536 colors which is a heavy 

load to CPU and GPU in real practice. However, since the purpose of the visualization 

aims to extract global distribution and relative relationship between different images or 

devices, the primary colors are reasonable substitutes for all variable color points in the 

original image. The color distribution on the right shows the color gamut visualization 

using only 4096. It can be seen that the essential part of the distribution is still kept 

because each color angle and saturation level have been covered by the primary colors. 

Such a representation results in an appropriate compromise between resolution and 

efficiency of visualization. However, it should be noted that if the primary color numbers 

are too few to cover all hue angles (360 degree), color artifacts due to quantification will 

come into being. In this work, at most 4096 primary colors are used.  

6.3.3 Reconstruction of color image using indexed version and 

primary color map 

The color conversion in previous section is a forward processing from RGB image to an 

indexed version. In a backward processing to be discussed in this section, a new RGB 

image can be generated from an indexed version by replacing the original colors with 

their nearest ones in the color map. This can be used in image construction by generating 

image using only specified primary colors.  

In chapter 7, some solutions for coherent color reproduction will be developed. The 

primary colors of the Inside-Gamut (IG) will be used to generate a standard color map. It 

contains only reproducible colors during gamut mapping. When mapping the OOG points 

to IG, a backward processing of indexed version can be used to generate a RGB image 

with the specified color map, and consequently all OOG points become reproducible. 

Figure 6.5 gives an example of gamut mapping. 

The empty circle points in figure 6.5 form the gamut boundary of printer, and the filled 

circle points belong to image color distribution (image gamut). The original image 

contains some OOG points shown as the filled circle dots leaking out the printer gamut 

boundary. After reproducing the image by substituting the OOG points with IG points, all 

color points are grouped inside the printer gamut boundary so that all the color points are 

reproducible when being sent to printer.  
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Fig.6.5: (top-left) original Image containing OOG points (top-right) RGB image generated 

by using a color map which contains only IG colors. 2
nd

 row lists their corresponding color 

distributions in CIELab color space.  

 

6.4 Soft-proofing using MATLAB 

6.4.1 Rendering intent selection in soft-proofing 

In chapter 7 of [3], absolute rendering intent is used during soft-proofing. It is also 

suggested in [125]. However, this setting may not be appropriate if we take into 

consideration of the color constancy property of HVS which applies chromatic adaptation 

in real practice to unconsciously compensate the color appearance when illumination 

condition is altered. According to color constancy behavior, HVS is capable of judging 

white reference by collecting surrounding white patches in the scene according to which 
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the color appearance of objects can be compensated. Appropriate perception to color 

stimuli can be hence concluded. 

However, if ICC-Absolute Rendering Intent is adopted as proposed in [3] and [125], the 

color constancy behavior of HVS is laid aside unattended. First of all, the display devices 

are most commonly calibrated to D65 except some specific scenarios in printing industry. 

And D50 is usually adopted as an illumination standard for paper-based materials. When 

an ICC-Absolute Rendering Intent is applied, the preview of the printed material (which 

is viewed under D50) will be displayed on screen (which is calibrated to D65) without 

any changes! It will be normal that the soft-proof version comes to be a little reddish in 

color appearance due to the mismatch between D50 and D65 standards. In this case, HVS 

cannot benefit from its consumptions of the surrounding conditions on screen (D65) to 

correctly judge the color appearance of the soft-proof version (D50) since HVS is 

currently adapted to D65 settings of the display. This mismatch of calibration standard 

will mislead HVS to draw incorrect perceptions on the color appearance of soft-proof.  

Therefore, Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent is applied during soft-proofing 

on screen in this work. Detailed explanations on rendering intents have been presented in 

section 2.4.3 of chapter 2. The reproduced version will be converted to D65 from D50 

using a standard chromatic adaptation. The coherence of color appearance between the 

printed copy (under D50) and displayed version (under D65) can be preserved because 

the color appearance of the former has been adapted to screen when being viewed on 

screen. No misled perception will be resulted as in previous case when applying ICC-

absolution Rendering Intent and forcing a D65-calibrated screen to display a D50-

corresponded soft-proof.  

Certainly, it is possible to calibrate display to D50 to cope with soft-proofing if ICC-

absolution Rendering Intent is still preferred. Nevertheless, this change to hardware 

setting does not necessarily turn out to be superior to rendering intent changes. After all, 

no strictly visual coherence can be achieved due to physical mismatch of devices. The 

screen is emitting the lights, and paper-based materials are reflecting them. Their 

perceptions are never the same. Therefore, it is believed in this work that a Media-relative 

Colorimetric Rendering Intent brings more coherent color appearance to soft-proof as if it 

were viewed on paper and this solution remains more cost-effective compared with 

modification of display calibrations standard to the printing standard.  

6.4.2 Soft-proofing implementation using MATLAB 

In chapter 7 and 8, soft-proofing is applied in two aspects including OOG regions 

detection (chapter 7) and mapped image enhancement (chapter 8). In order to generate a 

soft-proof, both original and destination device profiles will be applied. As discussed in 
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previous section, Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent will be using during soft-

proofing.  

At firsts, gamut mapping is realized by Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent 

using source (display) and destination (printer) device profile. Then the soft-proof is 

generated using the obtained gamut-mapped image. It is realized by reversing the source 

and destination devices profiles, that is, taking printer as the source device and the screen 

as the destination. The rendering intent is set to be Media-relative Colorimetric as 

discussed above. Some typical command lines using MATLAB are listed below for 

general reference.  

in2out_Relative = 

makecform('icc',input_profile,output_profile,'SourceRenderingInten','RelativeColorimetric','DestR

enderingIntent','RelativeColorimetric') ;  
 

out2in_Relative = 

makecform('icc',output_profile,input_profile,'SourceRenderingInten','RelativeColorimetric','DestR

enderingIntent','RelativeColorimetric') ;  
 

im_cmyk = applycform(im_src, in2out_Relative) ;     
im_src_SP = applycform(im_cmyk, out2in_Relative) ;    

 

where the im_cmyk is the gamut-mapped version which is ready to be printed out, and 

im_src_SP is the soft-proof version using the gamut-mapped image for previewing the 

reproduction on screen. Figure 6.6 shows a test example. 
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Fig.6.6: (left) original image (right) soft-proof version using the sRGB and RSWOP as 

display and printer ICC profiles respectively  

 

6.5 ICC profile quality assessment 

6.5.1 Influence of profile selection on simulation results 

As stated in overview in section 6.2, selection of the test profile has a profound impact to 

the simulation result. Excessively large gamut of destination device will hide potential 

gamut mapping problems caused by gamut mismatch. Figure 6.7 proves this 

consideration on profile selection by a profile comparison. The color distribution on the 

bottom-left shows the profile of RSWOP.icm which is the default printer profile under 

window OS. SWOP is the abbreviation for Specifications for Web Offset Publications. At 

early stages of the production process, a generic SWOP profile can help clients and 

designers visualize the impact the printing process will have on specific colors. The 

printer gamut shown at the bottom-right corresponds to Canon IPF 8100 ICC profile.  
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Fig.6.7: The top image is the original version (bottom-left) image gamut vs. printer gamut 

using RSWOP.icm (bottom-right) image gamut vs. printer gamut using Canon IPF 8100 

profile. 

As can been from this comparison, some image colors (referred by arrow) are located 

beyond the gamut boundary of RSWOP.icm. These are OOG points and need gamut 

mapping algorithm to render them to IG during reproduction. However, all image points 

are embraced inside by the Canon IPF 8100 printer’s gamut. This means no gamut 

mapping is needed and all color points can be perfectly reproduced without modification. 

Such huge differences between destination media profiles necessitate the caution on 
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profile selection during simulation since applying an excessively large printer gamut 

conceals potential risks of gamut mismatch problems. In this work, the RSWOP.icm 

profile is selected due to its relative limited gamut and also its standardized application in 

MS Windows OS. By this means, the gamut mapping issue becomes more challenging 

since more potential risks during gamut mapping are revealed and the performance of the 

proposed gamut mapping algorithms can be verified.  

6.5.2 Profile quality assessment by roundtrip test using 

MATLAB 

In the state-of-the-art report of section 6.1, profile quality assessment has been mentioned 

by P.Green et al. in their book [2]. Chapter 33 of this book contains some discussions on 

profile evaluation using roundtrip tests. In this work, we followed this recommendation 

for profile quality assessment.  

During a roundtrip test, a group of CMYK values are first converted to PCS Lab (noted 

as Lab_1) attributes using A2B tag of the ICC profile. The obtained Lab_1 values are 

supposed to represent the sensations of the color stimuli of the CMYK image. Then 

another color conversion from PCS Lab values (Lab_1) to CMYK is effectuated using 

B2A tag of the ICC profile. Ideally, the obtained CMYK should be very close to the 

original CMYK stimuli. Finally, the obtained CMYK attributes are once again converted 

to PCS Lab values (noted as Lab_2) to complete the roundtrip test using A2B tag of the 

ICC profile. Since the Lab values correspond roughly to HVS sensations to color 

appearance, the color difference between Lab_1 and Lab_2 will reveal the color 

distortions introduced by color versions defined by the ICC profile applied. If two much 

difference is resulted between Lab_1 and Lab_2, conclusion of insufficient quality can be 

made on the applied ICC profile due to its limited reversibility in color conversion.  

The color difference can be plotted in CIElab space using MATLAB. Figure 6.8 shows 

the color differences resulted from roundtrip tests. It is generated using open source 

authored by Harold Boll from Creo Inc. The code is downloadable from [127] at the 

moment of this manuscript. In this figure, Lab_1 and Lab_2 are connected with straight 

lines using their corresponding colors. As can be seen from this comparison, few color 

differences have been introduced for Canon IPF 8100.icc during the roundtrip color 

conversion which is far from the case for RSWOP.icm. Dramatic color differences are 

caused by RSWOP.icm during roundtrip test signifying its limited gamut volume in color 

reproduction. That is also why RSWOP.icm is selected for gamut mapping simulation in 

this work because it reveals severer gamut mismatch problems which are more 

challenging to verify the performance of the proposed algorithms in chapter 7 and 8.  
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Fig.6.8: (top) color difference between Lab_1 and Lab_2 for Canon IPF 8100.icc (bottom) 

color difference between Lab_1 and Lab_2 for RSWOP.icm 
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6.6 Efficient gamut boundary visualization using 

MATLAB  

During a calibration process, the gamut information can be obtained by a stimulus-

response test using spectrocolorimeter, or spectrophotometer, or spectroradiometer. By 

sending some color stimuli to the device under measuring, its capability of color 

reproduction can be described by the responses captured. This method is modeled in this 

work using MATLAB by sending some saturated color stimuli to device ICC profile, and 

the response to them are calculated after color version using related tags of the profile. 

The calculated responses are in analogy with the responses to color stimuli in calibration 

when measuring device gamut using spectrophotometer. The gamut boundary can be then 

described using these captured responses which signify the capability of the profile (and 

the device) in reproducing those saturated colors.  

Instead of sending all possible color stimuli (3D volume) to profile at once, several 2D 

facets of color stimuli are generated which enables gamut detection focusing only on the 

gamut boundary based on which the reproducibility of device can be described and more 

efficiency of gamut visualization can be achieved. For device profile in RGB or CMY 

color space, 6 facets of color stimuli are used including 3 upper facets and 3 lower ones 

to enclose the device gamut boundary. For device profiles described by CMYK color 

space, 12 facets of color stimulus are being used including 3 upper and 3 lower facets, 

and the rest 6 facets enclosing the middle section around the gamut volume. The 

following MATLAB codes are given for the purpose of implementation demonstration. 

Some additional functions such as fun_rgb2lab for color conversion are omitted for 

clearance of presentation. The ICC profile is at first loaded to MATLAB. It can be either 

3D or 4D which corresponds to either RGB system or CMY(K) color system. However, 

for some advanced professional printers, it usually has more than 6 color inks and its 

visualization will not be discussed here.  

% This program aims to calculate and visualize the GBD 

% Coded by S.H.Chen, L2TI, France  

NumDim = size(icc_profile.AToB0.InputTables,2) ; 
NumSmpl = 20 ;  

ColorCh = linspace(0,1,NumSmpl); 
 

if(NumDim == 4)  % CMYK device  
    % 3 Upper facets 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(ColorCh, ColorCh, 0, 0); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     
    ColorSamples = temp ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(0,ColorCh, ColorCh, 0); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(ColorCh,0,ColorCh,0); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     
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    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    % 6 Middle facets 
    % Pair 1: 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(0,1,ColorCh,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(1,0,ColorCh,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    % Pair 2: 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(0,ColorCh,1,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(1,ColorCh,0,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    % Pair 3: 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(ColorCh,1,0,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(ColorCh,0,1,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    % 3 lower facets  
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(1,ColorCh,ColorCh,1); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(ColorCh,1,ColorCh,1); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, Ch4] = ndgrid(ColorCh,ColorCh,1,1); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:) Ch4(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    % Generate Mapping  
    AToB0 = makecform('clut',icc_profile,'AToB0') ;  
    Lab_AToB0 = applycform(ColorSamples, AToB0); 

L_map = Lab_AToB0(:,1) ;  

a_map = Lab_AToB0(:,2) ;  

b_map = Lab_AToB0(:,3) ; 
    % Calculate Color Attributes in RGB  

for m = 1:length(Lab_AToB0) 

 rgb_AToB0(m,:) = fun_lab2rgb(Lab_AToB0(m,:)) ;  

end 
    % Return Values: 
    icc_gbd_lab = Lab_AToB0 ;  
    icc_gbd_rgb = rgb_AToB0 ;  
elseif(NumDim == 3)    % For RGB / CMY Device  
    % Lower 3 facets 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] = ndgrid(ColorCh, ColorCh, 0); 
    ColorSamples = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:)];     % vectorize 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] = ndgrid(ColorCh, 0,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] = ndgrid(0,ColorCh,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
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    % Upper 3 facets 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] = ndgrid(ColorCh, ColorCh, 1); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] = ndgrid(ColorCh, 1,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
    [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3] = ndgrid(1,ColorCh,ColorCh); 
    temp = [Ch1(:) Ch2(:) Ch3(:)];     % vectorize 
    ColorSamples = [ColorSamples ; temp] ; 
   % Generate Mapping Curve 
    AToB0 = makecform('clut',icc_profile,'AToB0') ;  
    Lab_AToB0 = applycform(ColorSamples, AToB0); 

L_map = Lab_AToB0(:,1) ;  

a_map = Lab_AToB0(:,2) ;  

b_map = Lab_AToB0(:,3) ; 
    % Calculate Color Attributes in RGB space  

for m = 1:length(Lab_AToB0) 

 rgb_AToB0(m,:) = fun_lab2rgb(Lab_AToB0(m,:)) ;  

end 
    % Return Values: 
    icc_gbd_lab = Lab_AToB0 ;  

icc_gbd_rgb = rgb_AToB0 ;  

else 
    disp('Profile Type not Supported! (Not 3D or 4D LUT)') ; 

return ;  

end 

figure,scatter3(icc_gbd_lab(:,2),icc_gbd_lab(:,3),icc_gbd_lab(:,1),8,icc_gbd_rgb) ;  
% End of Program 

 

6.7 Some other ICC profile manipulations  

6.7.1 Media black/white point extraction 

The media black/white white points information are of great importance in describing the 

capacity of the device in reproducing its lowest or highest possible intensities. In chapter 

8, they are integrated with enhancement algorithms (developed in chapter 5) to ensure the 

enhanced regions remaining inside the gamut boundary of the printer.  

For instance, for the RSWOP profile used in this chapter, the black/white point 

information is extracted as below:  

>> output_profile.MediaWhitePoint 

 

 ans = 

 

  0.8617    0.8933    0.7431 

 

 >> output_profile.MediaBlackPoint 
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 ans = 

 

    0.0449    0.0429    0.0243 

These values are in RGB attributes varying from [0 1], and they need to be converted to 

CIELab before visualizing them in gamut representation as shown above. Some profile 

does not have data filed of Media Black Point, therefore, the following command line 

would be necessary to avoid program unexpected crackdown.  

   if(isfield(output_profile,'MediaBlackPoint')) 
       BP_RGB = output_profile.MediaBlackPoint ; 

end 

where the BP_RGB refers the black point values of the destination media in RGB color 

space.  

Naturally, in addition to luminance reproducibility, knowledge on chrominance 

reproducibility is also desired for an adaptive enhancement. However, the colorfulness is 

not absolutely independent from brightness, so that the modification of lightness is 

usually reflected to some extent in the chrominance alternation. Besides, due to 

irregularity of the shape of the media gamut volume, the gamut boundary extremity 

varies along with different hue angles. Therefore, it is not easy to draw a conclusive 

index of the chrominance limit for the enhanced image to adapt with. In chapter 8 of this 

work, only media black/white points are extracted for enhancement adaptation, and no 

chrominance adaptation is made accordingly.  

6.7.2 OOG region detection 

There is a “Gamut” tag in most printer ICC profiles which can be used to extract Out-of-

Gamut (OOG) regions of image during gamut mapping. Some typical command lines 

under MATLAB are shown below.  

 OOG_detect = makecform('clut',output_profile,'Gamut') ;  
 im_lab_OOG = applycform(im_lab,OOG_detect) ;  

where OOG_detect refers to the color transform defined by the printer profile using its 

gamut boundary descriptors, and im_lab_OOG is the extracted OOG regions from the 

original image in CIELab (noted by im_lab).  

Figure 6.9 shows an example of image OOG region detection using the “Gamut” tag. The 

printer ICC profile used in this test is SWOP2006_Coated5_GCR_bas.icc which is 

downloadable from [128]. As can been from the figure, the image color distribution 

(represented by filled circle points) has exceeded the printer gamut boundary (defined by 

empty circles points). Consequently, some colors become irreproducible as shown in the 

bottom-right image.  
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Although this does sound to be a shortcut to detect and extract the OOG regions of image, 

which is also designed as such, yet according to our test, some profiles do not support 

very well this tag including the RSWOP.icm profile applied in this work. Therefore, a 

more generic approach for OOG region extraction could be obtained by color difference 

between the original image and its soft-proof version. Section 6.4 has explained in detail 

how to calculate a soft-proof using Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent under 

MATLAB. Of course, this extracted OOG regions comes from point-wise color 

difference without further considerations on high level properties of HVS perception. 

Therefore, some further processing are proposed in chapter 7 to obtained a more 

correlated representation OOG regions based on color tolerance and other spatial vision 

properties including CSF and visual saliencies.  

 

 
Fig.6.9: (top) image gamut vs. printer gamut boundary (characterized by 

SWOP2006_Coated5_GCR_bas.icc) (bottom-left) original image (bottom-right) OOG 

regions of original image with respect to this printer profile 
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 Chapter 7 

Multi-domain Image Gamut 

Boundary Reduction for 

Coherent Reproduction 

in Gamut Mapping 

Problems cannot be solved  

by the same level  

of awareness  

that created  

them. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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7.1 State-of-the-art solutions for coherent reproduction 

7.1.1 Possibility of strict coherent reproduction 

As far as display and printer are concerned, there may be two different scenarios when 

talking about coherent reproduction. The first one is centered on the visual coherence 

between the displayed image and its printed version, and the second focus on the 

consistent reproduction between different printers. Before referring to their 

implementations, the possibility of coherence should be questioned at primary place.  

Well then, whether is it possible to have a coherent printed copy as well as its displayed 

version? The latter uses emitting light and the screen is usually calibrated to D65, 

whereas the former uses reflecting light and the viewing condition is usually 

characterized as D50. The different nature of imaging techniques between them makes 

their visual appearances never strictly meet each other in real practice. Thanks to color 

constancy properties (discussed in chapter 4) and some previous life experience, Human 

Visual System (HVS) is capable of adapting color perception to different media white 

point and draws correct conclusion on the color appearance. But this color-constancy-

based color correction is restricted to non-substantial variations beyond which different 

color sensation cannot converge to the same perception even with the help of color 

constancy property. 

When printing out images with different printers, whether is it possible to realize strictly 

coherent reproductions? The answer will be more evident by restating it as following: 

how to achieve the same result when printing a photo with a 60-dollar family-oriented 

printer compared to a 20,000-dollar commercial one? From this statement, one can easily 

find it a mission impossible but it is nevertheless what a Color Management System 

(CMS) aims to realize, to some extent. The differences in device constructions which 

result in different device gamut and other parameters including ink purity, paper quality 

in whiteness and ink absorption, observing conditions etc. all contribute to the varied 

perception of color appearance. 

Therefore, it is normal that the complexity of the reproduction process makes it strictly 

impossible to have a coherent copy neither between screen and printer nor within 

different printing devices. The ideal coherence between the original and its reproduction 

is hence never achievable in real practice. But the CMS aims to control the reproduction 

process, to foresee and maintain the reproduction close to its original version through a 

cross-media chain. The discussion in this chapter therefore provides only some “best-

effort” solutions to this issue to achieve a reproduced version as similar as possible to the 

original image in terms of global perception.   
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7.1.2 Previous works  

One of the most important publications on gamut mapping is the book of “Color Gamut 

Mapping” authored by J.Morovic in 2008 [129] who is also the chairman of CIE Division: 

TC8-03 on gamut mapping [130]. More than 90 algorithms of GMA have been discussed 

in this book, and a complete introduction on GMA terminology and reproduction process 

is presented as well. Some techniques described can be traced back to his PhD thesis in 

1998 [131] from University of Derby which proposed Segment Maxima Gamut 

Boundary Descriptor (SMGBD) method to generate gamut visualization and realize 

gamut mapping. Another state-of-the-art report was published by J.Morovic and M.R.Luo 

between these two periods [132]. Actually, the gamut mapping problem has been a long-

standing issue and it was clearly addressed 27 years ago in [133] by J.J.Sara from MIT. 

This problem is studied by compression-based approaches. He proposed a minimum error 

method of compression based on uniform color space for coherent color reproduction. 

The problem formulation remains almost the same as present research works.  

Among the 90 algorithms discussed in [129], most apply either gamut compression or 

clipping to realize the mapping. Besides these conventional approaches, there is another 

category of algorithms by modeling gamut mapping as an optimization problem. Some 

pioneering work is made by S.Nakauchi et al. in 1996 [134]. J.Morovic left his comments 

on this approach in his book [129] (chapter 10, page 233) that it is “a very elegant and 

long-term most promising solution to gamut mapping (on modeling it as an optimization 

problem)”. Based on this modeling, the preferred reproduction is the one who minimizes 

the perceptual difference with the original version. The perceptual difference was defined 

as the band-pass-filtered images in this study rather than simple summation of DeltaE 

values. This approach is revisited in 2007 by J.Giesen et al. [135] on modeling image-

dependent gamut mapping as a constrained optimization problem.  

However, the success of these methods depends heavily on the accuracy of the difference 

metrics being minimized. In other words, the perfection of these proposals leans on the 

progress of Image Quality Assessment (IQA) domain which is expected to provide a 

metric that can precisely and objectively predict the perceptual difference between color 

images. Thereafter, the gamut mapping issue becomes merely an application of the IQA 

to minimize the optimization problem of gamut mapping. That is also why chapter 9 is 

dedicated to IQA in this thesis.  

Thanks to the completeness of the survey made in [129], the following state-of-the-art 

report focus more on the progress developed in the last decade. Gamut Mapping 

Algorithm (GMA) is usually expanded with spatial vision properties of HVS in recent 

works. In 2006, N. Bonnier et al. evaluated several Spatial Gamut Mapping Algorithms 

(SGMAs) by a psychophysical experiment [136]. Results show that observers attach 

more importance to the preservation of saturation and global contrast rather than to 
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details rendering. In his continued works, N.Bonnier et al. proposed some spatial and 

color adaptive gamut mapping with mathematical framework [137]. Both the color values 

of pixel and their relations between neighbors are preserved in this work by applying a 

spatial bilateral filtering. The two proposed algorithms called SCACOMP and SCACLIP 

aim to find a combination of gamut clipping of low-pass version of image and gamut 

compression of high-pass version of image to preserve both color values and their 

relationships. It is a very interesting point on integrating gamut clipping and gamut 

compression into one algorithm. Actually, this idea has been proposed in some previous 

works by E.D.Montag et al. in [138]. Five chroma clipping techniques for gamut 

mapping were tested for three destination gamuts including: Cube, CRT and Printer. 

Research indicates that it may be necessary to segment the image by object or hue and 

apply different techniques to the various segments. In this thesis, it is also suggested to 

apply different gamut mapping algorithms according to image contents and their relative 

visual importance.  

Some other publications focus on specific applications of GMA. In 2008, W.G.Kuo et al. 

evaluated the effect of using various gamut-mapping methods for color reproduction on 

the cotton fabric instead of general paper based printing [139]. Different influences 

caused by various GMAs have been studied. Research shows that linear model of gamut 

mapping has the best performance in reproduction of color image on the textile cotton 

fabric compared with the non-linear or clipping GMAs. Concerning printer modulation 

issue, N.Bonnier et al. made some measurement and compensation of printer modulation 

transfer function in their proposals in 2010 [140]. In this study, Modulation Transfer 

Function (MTF) of printer is measured, and the modifications are made to improve the 

precision of measurement and simplicity of implementation. The MTF is adaptively 

compensated in Fourier domain.  

In industrial domain, some patents can also be found in GMA application. Kasson and 

M.James own the US Patent 5450216 [141] on “color image gamut-mapping system with 

chroma enhancement at human-insensitive spatial frequencies”. In this patent, a 

“neighborhood gamut mapping” technique is proposed which considers the subjective 

visual effects of nearby pixels on mapping of each pixel. Different spatial frequency 

regions are exploited by spatial filtering, and adjustment in chrominance is used as well 

to compensate luminance changes.   

There are several other proposals on improving the GMA by image enhancement 

techniques. They will be introduced in the state-of-the-art report of next chapter which is 

focusing on pleasant reproductions of CMS.  
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7.1.3 Limitations of current solutions 

Most state-of-the-art GMAs and SGMAs focus only on the gamut mismatch problem. 

Either gamut compression, or gamut clipping, or integration of these two is applied based 

on mainly color science and some spatial properties of HVS. Some others attempt to 

modelize the problem as a constraint optimization issue however the solution of which 

depends heavily on the performance of IQA used. Little concern has been put on image 

gamut itself. Almost all of them apply the whole set of image gamut as a source data 

which may not be regarded as appropriate since not all color difference is visible and not 

all color points are viewed equal in perception. Therefore, their insistences of applying 

the whole color set of original image restrict their performances in solving gamut 

mismatch problem. 

Within the current framework of ICC-based CMS, it is generally believed that the Media-

relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent is perfect when the image gamut falls fully inside 

the destination gamut of output device since it can reproduce all color points without 

introducing color distortions. During this process, only a chromatic adaptation is applied 

to cope with the different viewing condition, and all color appearance can be reproduced 

coherently. However, if the image gamut is beyond the destination gamut, a gamut 

compression is usually effectuated by applying Perceptual Rendering Intent. Suppose that 

we would like to print a color picture, and by generating a soft-proof (with Photoshop or 

MATLAB as discussed in chapter 6), we find some Out-of-Gamut (OOG) points to be 

managed. A general commercial solution such as ICC standard gamut mapping will 

suggest a Perceptual Rendering Intent to retain to the maximum the detail and contrast 

information. Unlike the Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent (gamut clipping 

approach), Perceptual Rendering Intent (gamut compression approach) enables detail 

retaining and contrast information preservation with a cost to pay in loss of saturation 

information for some color points because the compression operation imposes changes on 

the inside-gamut points as well which should have been reproduced perfectly without any 

modification. In brief, Perceptual Rendering Intent preserves better contrast information 

which is considered to be essential to perception whereas the Media-relative Colorimetric 

Rendering Intent tends to keep more color fidelity during reproduction which is also 

decisive for color constancy.  

Therefore, there is often an ambiguity of selecting either of these two for a pictorial 

image. A content-aware image processing and analysis is in need for optimizing the 

reproduction by choosing more reasonable rendering intents according to image contents 

which is not yet included in the state-of-the-art international standard. The rendering 

intent selection of coherent reproduction depends not only on the color attributes such as 

luminance and chrominance but also on image contents. The mapping strategy can be 
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optimized according to the importance of each color point or cluster and their 

contribution to our perception (usually characterized by visual saliency map).  

It is a comment practice in perceptual approach of Image Quality Assessment (IQA) that 

only visually important information is taken into account during image quality ranking. 

In this work, a new viewpoint on gamut mapping is carried out by introducing perceptual 

quality concept into current framework of Color Management System (CMS) using 

Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IBGR). In analogy to the IQA concept and on the 

contrary to the state-of-the-art solutions, not the whole color set of original image is 

applied during gamut mapping. It helps to select more reasonably the rendering intents 

for pictorial images and improve the performance of current GMA and SGMA solutions 

in coherent reproduction. 

 

7.2 Proposals of this work in coherent reproduction of 

CMS  

7.2.1 Objectives: to improve current GMA solutions by image-

content analysis 

The concept developed in this chapter does not aim to carry out a new gamut mapping 

algorithm, but to enable the state-of-the-art GMA or SGMA with better performance by 

an image content analysis. With integration of the proposed IGBR approach as a pre-

processing of gamut mapping, it is likely to reduce color distortions introduced with the 

existing solutions. Due to the rapid developing progress of gamut mapping algorithms, 

standard ICC-based approaches will be applied in this work, but the concept introduced is 

transferable to other GMAs and SGMAs in applications.  

An image content based analysis will be effectuated to differentiate image regions and 

color distributions based on which Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) can be 

achieved. Thanks to effective image gamut reduction, less distortion will be introduced 

by gamut mapping algorithm, especially the ones applying gamut compression. The 

choice of rendering intent will be made not only on the presence of OOG points, but 

rather on the analysis of the visual importance of them. If they are not visually important, 

a Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent may be sufficient. This analysis provides 

a more optimized and logical way to reproduce color points by reducing image gamut 

boundary and selecting appropriate mapping strategies. It minimizes the influence of 

unnecessary color distortion due to gamut compression, and more coherent reproduction 

can be achieved compared to “blind” implementation of Perceptual Rendering Intent 

whenever OOG points are presented.  
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7.2.2 Methodology of IGBR   

The multiple-domain analysis for IGBR is carried out in spatial, color and perception 

domains whose objective is to reduce image gamut boundary before gamut mapping. The 

IGBR operation distinguishes the relative importance of different color regions and 

removes perceptually less important regions from the out-of-gamut (OOG) color 

distribution so that it contains only the visually important contents. 

7.2.2.1: Spatial reduction of image gamut boundary  

In spatial domain, some OOG points are isolated in geometrical location. They are so few 

in numbers or so dispersed in distribution that they cannot be discerned when being 

viewed at a distance. They usually merge together to give some appearance of color 

clusters. It is well known that HVS spatial vision tends to make fusion of small dots into 

region to construct perception of objects, based on which the half-toning printing 

technology is realized. They can be easily “eaten” by a morphological image opening 

operation so that the influence of gamut compression effectuated by Perceptual 

Rendering Intent will be reduced consequently due to less OOG points to be mapped. 

Therefore, a spatial domain analysis is effectuated at first to examine the geometrically 

dispersed colors which do not group into visually important clusters. These isolated color 

points could be possibly replaced by Inside-Gamut (IG) points without damaging 

perceptual image quality due to their geometrical disparity. However, the image gamut 

boundary shrinks indeed because of the reduction of OOG points, and by consequence 

less gamut compression (such as in SGCK algorithm for perceptual rendering) is imposed 

which leads to less impact to image appearance. After all, there are fewer points to be 

mapped after Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR).  

7.2.2.2: Color reduction of image gamut boundary 

In color domain, some extremely saturated color points are usually OOG points, but they 

do not represent significantly the image content. They may be resulted from artefact such 

as salt and pepper noise or camera CCD acquisition noise, or even if they are actually 

belonging to image content but too few to be remarkable. These points are less important 

than other massively distributed color points. Nevertheless, they belong to the most 

influencing group in color distribution based on which the image gamut boundary is 

defined, and it is not wise to trade-off with the reproduction of these points by 

compression of the majority of whole color gamut.  

Following the same concept as in spatial reduction, IGBR is also carried out in color 

domain. Replacing them by IG points does not damage global perception of image 

appearance, whereas such an image gamut reduction does reduce considerably the gamut 
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boundary. The removal of these extreme points usually has decisive impact to 

compression-based gamut mapping algorithm.  

7.2.2.3 Non-salient region reduction of image gamut boundary  

In perception domain, not all regions give the same importance visually. HVS is usually 

keener to dramatic Lightness and Chroma variations compared to gradually changing 

area. The presence of human faces is another important factor. A simple example of 

applying visual saliency knowledge is the design of traffic signs which usually uses 

distinguishing colors for text (foreground) and the panel (background). By differentiating 

the visual importance of regions, a wiser trade-off can be made during gamut mapping 

between the salient and non-salient regions.  

For the OOG points, if they do not belong to visual saliency map, which means HVS 

seldom focuses on this region, they are less important in perception and can be clipped to 

its nearest points using Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent without introducing 

evident and annoying distortions. Therefore, among the OOG color areas, the salient 

parts need more cautious preservation due to its perceptual sensitivity to distortion, 

whereas the non-salient part could be possibly replaced by IG colors without drawing too 

much attention. 

After multi-domain Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR), most visually less 

important color points have been replaced by their closest IG color points without 

damaging too much the perceptual appearance. These reduced color points include 

geometrically isolated colors, few extremely saturated colors, and the color points from 

non-salient area. Through an IGBR, a direct gamut mapping without clipping or 

compression could be possible if the reduced image gamut boundary fortunately falls into 

output device gamut, or a Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent can be used to 

better preserve hue constancy if the remaining OOG points are not in considerable 

number, or a Perceptual Rendering Intent is to be used to keep contrast information if the 

OOG points remain in large quantity. Therefore, more reasonable rendering intent 

selection can be made with respect to image content and better coherence of image 

content reproduction can be hence achieved.   

 

7.3 IGBR Implementation details  

7.3.1 Extracting the OOG points  

The ICC profile header tag “Gamut” can be applied to reveal the potential OOG color 

regions and their distance beyond the gamut boundary. This is very helpful to preview the 
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OOG regions of the reproduction under the gamut constraint. However, for the ICC 

profiles that do not support every well this tag, the soft proof can also be obtained by a 

simulation of reproduction using the rendering intents of the device profile, and the OOG 

points can be calculated by the color differences between the original image and the 

reproduced version (soft-proof) as discussed in chapter 6 section 6.4. For the most 

generality, the input ICC profile adapts sRGB which is a Microsoft standard aiming to 

describe the minimum intersection of the gamut of most commonly used displays, and the 

output ICC profile takes RSWOP which is default printer profile in MS Windows system 

and also due to its limited gamut volume for algorithm verification purpose (chapter 6, 

section 6.5). 

This OOG extraction using image differences between original image and soft-proof is 

only the primary step. Further processing is needed for effective OOG calculation. HVS 

has certain tolerance for color variation which means that not all color difference is 

visible. Generally speaking, the tolerance region is in shape of a 3D ellipse in color 

domain whose long and short axis differ from each hue angle and saturation (chapter 3, 

section 3.3.2.3). In all Color Appearance Models such as CIECAM97s, CIECAM02 or 

iCAM, this color tolerance can also be numerically calculated. When CIE DeltaE2000 is 

applied as a color difference calculator (chapter 3, section 3.3.2.2), it is generally 

believed that when DeltaE2000 value is smaller than 1, a normal human observer can 

hardly discern the color variations. However, when the DeltaE2000 value is larger than 3, 

most normal observers are capable of discerning the perceptual difference (chapter 3, 

section 3.3.2.4). We apply DeltaE2000 value of 3 as a threshold in extracting the 

effective OOG points because most device differences between screen and printers are 

usually in large scale and much more than this threshold. 

Figure 7.1 shows an example of the original image and its soft-proof using Media-relative 

Colorimetric Rendering Intent. As can be seen, the color appearance is changed including 

both global perception and image details due to the gamut limit of printer (characterized 

by RSWOP.icm). Figure 7.2 shows the gamut comparison of these two images. The 

empty circle points define the gamut boundary of the printer. The techniques of 

efficiently generating this gamut boundary visualization have been introduced in chapter 

6 section 6.6. The filled circle points in this figure show the color image distribution. As 

can be seen that some extremely saturated points (blue and pink colors, for example) are 

beyond the reproducibility of the printer characterized by RSWOP profile. These OOG 

color points are to be handled in the following gamut mapping process. Although the 

ICC-based gamut mapping approaches are capable of mapping all OOG points to IG, but 

depending on the rendering intent used, the resulted color distribution may vary even 

though all color points have become reproducible. These changes to color distributions 

usually lead to reproduction distortions including global appearance variation and details 

loss.  
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Fig 7.1: (left) original image (right) soft proof version  

 

Fig. 7.2 The color distribution of the images in figure 7.1 (left) original image gamut (right) 

image gamut of soft proof 

The color difference between the original image and its soft-proof version is shown in 

figure 7.3. Please be kindly noted that DeltaE value of 3 is used as a threshold of color 

difference to extract only the visible OOG points. It is to this color set that the 

aforementioned multi-domain analysis for Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) is 

going to be applied in the following sections.  
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Fig.7.3: Visible OOG color points (DeltaE value threshold = 3) 

7.3.2 Spatial Reduction of IGBR  

Let’s first examine the results of spatial reduction as shown in figure 7.4. On comparing 

these two images, we can hardly find any visible difference between them whereas the 

image gamut does have been reduced as can be seen from their color distributions in 

CIELab color space. It leads to a reduction of image gamut boundary thanks to which 

gamut compressing algorithm will impose less impact to image content since there are 

fewer points to be mapped.  

As can be seen from this figure, there are still some OOG color dots which are not 

completely removed which signifies that they are not isolated in spatial domain. But they 

will be reduced further in the following color reduction step. To achieve the result of 

figure 7.4, a spatial morphology operation is applied to the OOG regions of image 

(shown in figure 7.3). It is a typical image opening using a structural element in shape of 

diamond as shown in figure 7.5. And figure 7.6 shows the OOG points after image 

opening and the difference image which is to be clipped into device gamut boundary. 
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Fig.7.4: (1

st
 column) original image and its gamut (2

nd
 column) image after spatial reduction 

and its gamut  

 

 
Fig.7.5: Structure element used in image opening to OOG regions of original image (shown 

in fig.7.3). 
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Fig.7.6: (left) OOG regions after image opening (right) the difference before and after 

image opening, these OOG color points are to be clipped into IG.  

The geometrically dispersed points shown in figure 7.6 (right) do not group into visually 

important clusters, and since HVS spatial vision tends to make fusions of small dots into 

regions to form perception of objects, they could be possibly replaced by IG points 

without damaging perceptual image quality due to their geometrical disparity. However, 

the image gamut boundary indeed shrinks due to the reduction of OOG points, and by 

consequence less gamut compression (such as in perceptual rendering intent) is imposed 

on image appearance due of fewer points to be mapped. 

7.3.3 Color Reduction of IGBR 

Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) in color domain follows the spatial domain 

reduction. In this section, they will be replaced by IG points without introducing severe 

perceptual differences as shown in figure 7.7. Such an operation results in a considerable 

image gamut boundary reduction which sometimes has decisive impact to compression-

based gamut mapping algorithms. 

In order to achieve the result of color reduction as shown in figure 7.7, the original image 

which is usually in RGB color space is at first converted to CIELCh color space. The 

advantage of using CIELCh is that one can have direct access of Lightness and Chroma 

components. First of all, the 5% most saturated color points are selected using histogram 

of chroma channel of CIELCh. This is realized by calculating cumulative histogram of 

Chroma component from the most saturated points to the least saturated ones utile the 
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cumulative histogram reaches 5% of the total OOG colors. Some basic introduction on 

histogram can be found in chapter 5 section 5.7.  Figure 7.8 shows the over saturated 

color points after spatial reduction. 

 

 
Fig.7.7: (1

st
 column) image after spatial reduction and its gamut (2

nd
 column) image after 

spatial and color reduction and its gamut. The image gamuts are viewed from the top to 

show the difference more evidently.  

Despite of the importance in chrominance owing to the saturation levels, these 5% of 

over-saturated points are less impactful in global perception due to their little presence in 

statistics. Therefore, by replacing them with closest IG color points, even if some color 

appearances have been changed to some extent, yet they are not very noticeable or 
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annoying. However, the contribution of this color reduction to image gamut boundary is 

far more beneficial to the gamut mapping compared with the introduced color appearance 

loss.  

 
Fig.7.8: (left) image after spatial reduction (right) its 5% of most saturated color points 

7.3.4 Non-Salient region reduction of IGBR  

Conventional gamut mapping applies only color attributes which is low-level information. 

The aforementioned spatial and color reduction explore the mid-level features of color 

image to remove some visually less important OOG points so that the resulted image 

gamut boundary can be reduced and less color distortion caused by gamut mapping can 

be avoided. On high level image understandings, not all color points are viewed equal 

due to different semantic meanings of image contents. Different regions hold different 

visual importance to human being.  

The proposed work applies some saliency detection algorithm to realize this goal, and the 

method suggested by R.Achanta et al. [90] is selected thanks to its performance in 

continuous contour of saliency regions, intuitive design and simplicity in implementation. 

A typical saliency map detection example can be found in figure 7.9. HVS is usually 

attracted by dramatic lightness and chrominance variations other than gradually changed 

areas. The saliency areas in OOG regions need more cautious preservation due to their 

perceptual sensitivities to distortion, whereas the non-salient parts could be possibly 

replaced by IG colors without drawing too much attention. With application of this 

saliency map calculation, figure 7.10 shows the salient regions after spatial reduction and 

color reduction. The mean value of saliency map is used to decompose image content 
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into salient and non-salient areas. It is worth noting that this saliency detection algorithm 

used does not take into account face detection which is also a crucial parameter in 

perceptual acuity, however, it is still applied thanks to its global performance and contour 

continuity of saliency region detection. Figure 7.11 shows the image and its gamut before 

and after non-salient regions reduction.  

Although some areas have visible difference after mapping OOG non-saliency regions to 

IG due to the physical limit of printing device, yet since the prominent component is not 

yet touched, this non-salient OOG color removal does not damage severely the perceptual 

quality while enabling an Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) which leads to less 

perceptual distortion during gamut mapping. 

 
Fig.7.9: (left) original Image (right) corresponding saliency map using [90]. Higher intensity 

means more salient to human observers.  

 
Fig.7.10: (left) silent regions after spatial and color reduction (right) non salient counterpart. 
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Fig.7.11: (1

st
 column) image after spatial and color reduction and its gamut (2

nd
 column) 

result after mapping OOG non-salient regions to IG. The image gamut is viewed from side 

in CIELab color space to show the difference more evidently. 

 

7.3.5 Mapping the remaining OOG points  

After multi-domain Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR), most visually less 

important color points have been replaced by their closest IG color points without 

damaging too much the perceptual appearance. These reduced color points include 

geometrically isolated colors, few extremely saturated colors, and the color points from 

non-salient area. The multi-domain IGBR usually cannot reduce all OOG points. 

Nevertheless, it enables a more optimal choice of rendering intent based on the remaining 

OOG points which are the essential image contents. Three different strategies can be 

applied when mapping the remaining OOG color points after IGBR.  
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7.3.5.1 Case one: Perceptual Rendering Intent for gamut compression  

This is the worst case that the OOG points remain in an important proportion compared 

to total number image pixels after multi-domain Image Gamut Boundary Reduction 

(IGBR). If the proportion is higher than 10%, a Perceptual Rendering Intent should be 

appropriate for contrast preservation purpose. The example image of Ski falls into this 

category. Figure 7.12 shows the image result of gamut mapping using Perceptual 

Rendering Intent for the remaining OOG points after IGBR processing. Some zoomed 

regions are presented as well to show the differences between them more evidently.  

 

-  

                             
Fig.7.12: (1

st
 row) soft-proof using Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent of ICC 

(2
nd

 row) soft-proof using Perceptual Rendering Intent of ICC (3
rd

 row) result of Perceptual 

Rendering Intent for the remaining OOG points after Image Gamut Boundary Reduction 

(IGBR) processing 
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The image result of Perceptual Rendering Intent for the remaining OOG points after 

IGBR processing (3
rd

 row in figure 7.12) benefits from both gamut clipping and 

compressing. The gamut clipping carried out by gamut reduction (IGBR) removes the 

visually unimportant regions, whereas the gamut compressing carried out by Perceptual 

Rendering Intent preserves visually important information.  

Through a spatial reduction, color reduction and non-salient area reduction, the impact of 

visually unimportant components of OOG regions has been largely reduced by IGBR. 

Meanwhile, the Perceptual Rendering Intent keeps the contrast information for the 

remaining OOG points during gamut mapping. The close-up comparison in figure 7.12 

reveals a better combination of global appearance preservation and details retaining by 

integrating IGBR with Perceptual Rendering Intent. This result is not achievable by 

applying either Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent (gamut clipping) approach 

or Perceptual Rendering Intent (gamut compressing) approach independently.  

Please be noted that this is the worst case that after multi-domain IGBR, there are still 

large amount of color points remaining to be OOG. However, it is not rare in real practice 

that the remaining OOG is in relatively small portion (case two) or even falls completely 

inside the destination device gamut (case three). 

7.3.5.2 Case two: Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent for 

gamut clipping 

If after IGBR processing, the remaining OOG points are not in great numbers (no more 

than 10% of image pixels), a Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent is appropriate 

during gamut mapping to better preserve hue constancy. This enables a more reasonable 

choice between the Perceptual Rendering Intent and Media-relative Colorimetric 

Rendering Intent for pictorial image. Hue constancy will be somewhat damaged by 

Perceptual Rendering Intent in this case which is the default choice recommended by ICC 

V4 standard for OOG points. Figure 7.13 shows an example of image after IGBR 

processing whose OOG region contains less than 10 % color points compared to original 

image.  
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Fig.7.13: (1
st
 column) original image and its gamut (2

nd
 column) image result after IGBR 

and its gamut. The remaining OOG after IGBR is less than 10% of total pixels.  

Figure 7.14 shows the results with close-up regions. As can be seen, the result from 

Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent alters less color regions compared with 

Perceptual Rendering Intent and better hue constancy can be hence preserved.  
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Fig.7.14: (1

st
 row) original image and its close-up region (2

nd
 row) result by ICC Perceptual 

Rendering Intent (3
rd

 row) result by Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent. This 

rendering intent is favoured according to the result of IGBR analysis.  
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7.3.5.3 Case three: Direct reproduction 

If the image gamut fortunately falls into output device gamut after IGBR processing, a 

direct reproduction from IGBR version without clipping or compress is possible. This 

enables to maximize the perceptual coherence since the original OOG points are either 

geometrically dispersed points, or few over-saturated colors, or visually less salient area. 

The image can be sent to printer after IGBR directly. Only a Chromatic Adaptation is 

effectuated without gamut mapping since image gamut after IGBR has been embraced 

inside by the destination device. Figure 7.15 shows such an example with the original 

image and its IGBR version.  

 

 

Fig.7.15: (1
st
 column) original image and its gamut (2

nd
 column) image after IGBR 

processing and its gamut 

A comparison of this result with general ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent result is shown 

in figure 7.16. Since all color points of the resulted image after multi-domain IGBR fall 

into the device gamut, it makes this image completely reproducible without any gamut 

clipping of compressing. The distortion introduced by gamut mismatch can be reduced. 

Actually, the performance is still quite modest due to the primitive stage of the proposal. 

The fact of the original image is mainly IG color points also plays an important role in 

this incremental improvement. However, it is believed that the concept of content 

analysis and image gamut boundary reduction worth presenting and maybe inspire future 

works on similar direction.  
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Fig.7.16: (1

st
 column) soft-proof of Perceptual Rendering Intent result and its close-up 

region (2
nd

 column) IBGR version which can be used in direct reproduction and its close-up 

region 

 

7.4 Summary and discussions  

The state-of-the-art solution of gamut mapping proposed by ICC V4 for CMS is mainly 

based on color distribution. No sophisticated image content analysis is included for 

simplicity and clarity. However, not all color points are viewed equal in perception, and 

they should be clustered into different groups according to their visual importance so that 

different mapping strategies can be applied to them respectively to achieve a more 

reasonable and optimal solution during color image reproduction. Some Spatial GMAs 

integrate spatial properties of HVS and some others attempt to modelize the problem as a 
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constraint optimization issue, but little concern has been put on image gamut itself. 

Almost all of them apply the whole set of image gamut as a source data which restrict 

their performances in solving gamut mismatch problem. 

The concept developed in this chapter does not aim to carry out a new gamut mapping 

algorithm, but to enable the state-of-the-art GMA or SGMA with better performance by 

an Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IGBR) processing. This approach is inspired by 

perceptual Image Quality Assessment (IQA) which evaluates only visually important 

information in image quality ranking. By applying IGBR, the ambiguity of rendering 

intent selection can be alleviated by evaluating the remaining OOG points, and less 

impact of gamut mapping will be caused thanks to fewer color points to be mapped. By 

this means, gamut mapping accounts not only color attributes which is low-level 

information but also image contents and perception which are mid-level features and 

high-level properties. It enables CMS a more reasonable selection of rendering intents 

and better coherence in reproduction consequently.  

The proposed image-content based gamut mapping strategy can be applied to solve the 

gamut mismatch problem in Color Management System (CMS). In chapter 3 section 

3.4.3, some other proposals have been made to solve the calibration mismatch problem. It 

is possible to integrate these two proposals to solve successively gamut mismatch and 

calibration mismatch problems of CMS. For instance, when coherent reproduction of 

image is needed from display device A to display device B, a gamut mapping using the 

proposal of this chapter can solve the gamut mismatch problem between these two 

devices. Thereafter, following the proposal of chapter 3 section 3.4.3, the calibration 

mismatch problem between these two devices can be further reduced. A more complete 

image reproduction process can be accomplished.  

Limited by the immaturity of the solution, the multi-domain IGBR carries only moderate 

improvement to color constancy at current stage, yet it opens another domain in image 

content based gamut mapping where more fruitful consecutive works can be anticipated. 

In future works, more relationships between neighbouring pixels will be explored. The 

objective is to take advantage of the limit of HVS spatial vision properties to give more 

compensation to color appearance during gamut mapping process. 
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 Chapter 8 

Improving ICC-based  

Color Reproduction by Image 

Enhancement Techniques 

 Once we accept our limits, 

 we go beyond them. 

-- Albert Einstein 
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8.1 Review of previous discussions in this work 

It is beneficial to take a break and review back what has been discussed in this work 

which will make clearer the motivation of the content of this chapter. As stated in the 

state-of-the-art report of chapter 2 on Color Management System (CMS), a CMS aims to 

control the color reproduction through a cross-media chain to realize either consistent or 

pleasant appearance of color images. The coherent reproduction has been discussed (in 

chapter 7) based on the knowledge of color science (chapter 3), vision science (chapter 4) 

and ICC profile manipulation techniques (chapter 6). As far as pleasant reproduction is 

concerned, some image enhancement techniques have been developed (in chapter 5) 

which are to be integrated into CMS workflow in the current chapter 8.  

The essential role of gamut mapping and image enhancement has been emphasized in the 

opening overview (chapter 1), and the conceptual stage of color reproduction in CMS 

[129] (illustrated in figure 1.7) is recalled below due to its modeling importance. At 

present stage, most applied components in this conceptual model have been covered in 

previous chapters as shown in figure 8.1.   

 

Fig.8.1: Conceptual stages of color reproduction [129] and the discussions covered in this 

thesis 

Two major issues need to be considered for pleasant reproduction using image 

enhancement techniques: the naturalness and the reproducibility of the enhancement. In 

chapter 5, several algorithms have been developed to fulfill the first requirement. Natural 

enhancement to color image has been realized by improving global lightness and local 
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contrast information without introducing new artifacts or amplifying existing distortions. 

The current chapter 8 is devoted to the second issue of reproducibility of enhancement. 

The destination device properties will be taken into consideration in this step to avoid 

irreproducible enhancement which contributes nothing but useless calculation load for 

CMS.  

 

8.2 State-of-the-art solutions on pleasant reproduction 

of CMS 

8.2.1 Previous works 

In addition to the consistent reproduction functionality of CMS, pleasant reproduction 

draws increasing concern in CMS applications. An enhanced version enables user with 

more flexible choice on image printing, projecting or other visualizing process. Figure 

1.1 in opening chapter is such an example beneficiated from the enhancement 

functionality of CMS which is beyond the capability of a conventional coherent 

reproduction approach.  

Albeit with the importance of image enhancement module in CMS, more proposals are 

found focusing on the consistent reproduction rather than pleasant rendering. The 

mainstream industrial solutions are usually based on ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent. 

However, the ICC standard remains open for the rendering technique due to the rapid 

development in this issue. Besides, it is not possible as well to have a universal solution 

for pleasant rendering which is highly subjective.  

In 2001, a gamut mapping algorithm to preserve spatial luminance variations has been 

proposed by R.Balasubramanian et al. [142]. In this work, the Out-of-Gamut (OOG) 

region is obtained by image difference between the original image and its mapped 

version. Actually similar processing is made in this thesis except that the color tolerance 

is further integrated. In [142], spatial filter is applied to the difference image to extract 

image details which are added back to the mapped image for detail retaining. Finally, 

gamut clipping is performed to ensure the reproducibility of the enhanced version.  

F.Grossmann et al. proposed another application of image enhancement in digital photo-

printing workflows in 2004 [143]. The ICC-based CMS is applied in this work for 

consistent color image reproduction, but image enhancement techniques are involved for 

color correction and detail retaining. It is clearly stated in this paper that the philosophy 

behind integration of image enhancement into CMS aims to enhance image as good as 

possible instead of as accurate as possible. It mentions as well the possibility of obtaining 

a printed version having a better look than original version which is frequently the case 
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with the developed approaches in this chapter. In [143], different enhancement 

techniques are discussed including global enhancement, local approach, enhancement by 

memory color and local sharpening techniques.  

Another recent work in 2011 with application of visual saliency is proposed by A.Lindner 

et al. [144]. During printing process of CMS, a Black Point Compensation (BPC) can 

usually help to retain the dark region details. A detection scheme based on the visual 

saliency is proposed in this work to decide when to apply BPC in printing. If the average 

salient regions are darker than target black point, BPC will be applied accordingly. It is 

an interesting idea of integrating saliency map into BPC application decision for GMA 

improvement.  

As far as ICC standard is concerned, it has been discussed above that the major approach 

for pleasant reproduction adopts the Perceptual Rendering Intent during gamut mapping. 

In ICC Version 4, the Perceptual Reference Medium Gamut (PRMG) is recommended 

with purpose to unify the Perceptual Rendering Intent gamut mapping results (chapter 2 

section 2.4.3). In 2008, the use of PRMG in ICC printing workflows is evaluated in [145]. 

However, according to the subjective test in this study, no significant preference has been 

conducted by using PRMG in gamut mapping.  

8.2.2 Limitations of the state-of-the-art solutions  

For a pleasant reproduction of gamut mapping, the developed enhancement algorithm 

should be capable of reproducing most of image details within the gamut boundary of 

destination device. Even with the PRMG of ICC version 4, the performance of pleasant 

reproduction of ICC standard cannot be guaranteed. From the nature of PRMG design, it 

is actually a hybrid version of gamut clipping (for OOG points beyond PRMG) and 

gamut compression (for inside PRMG points). There are actually no enhancement 

techniques involved. The ultimate goal of Perceptual Rendering Intent is to preserve to 

some extent the contrast and spatial coherence between pixels. Limited by the color 

distribution behavior of input image and gamut boundary constraints of the output device, 

it is unavoidable to lose either global appearance or local details whenever gamut 

mismatch occurs.   

On the other hand, most other proposals of pleasant rendering for image reproduction 

have difficulties in fulfilling simultaneously the two mentioned requirements, that is, 

naturalness and reproducibility of the enhanced regions. Different kinds of problems 

concerning the insufficiency of unnatural enhancement have been discussed in detail in 

chapter 5 section 5.3. Concerning the second requirement, it seems that many natural 

enhancement algorithms can be candidates for pleasant reproduction. However, not all of 

them account for the gamut boundary information of the destination device, the 

consequence of which leads to frequently irreproducible enhancement. Therefore, until 
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the date of this manuscript, few methods have given convincing improvements and 

satisfactory performance in terms of enhancement naturalness and reproducibility.  

 

8.3 Proposition of this work on pleasant reproduction of 

color image in CMS 

Targeting the insufficiency of naturalness of image enhancement, chapter 5 has proposed 

several algorithms to improve simultaneously global appearance and local details without 

introducing or amplifying artefacts. The reproducibility issue will be solved in this 

chapter with consideration of device gamut information. Some results of pleasant 

reproduction using this proposal have been demonstrated in the opening chapter (from 

figure 1.1 to 1.3). They are recalled below for completeness of introduction. As can be 

seen from this comparison, the enhanced version of reproduction looks even better than 

original input even with the constraint of destination device gamut.   

Three steps are carried out to realize this reproducible enhancement during gamut 

mapping which are: ICC profile information extraction, gamut boundary-aware image 

enhancement, and gamut clipping for the remaining OOG points.  

At first the proposed method extracts the device features from its ICC profile tags which 

characterize the device gamut boundary information such as Media Black/White Point 

(chapter 6 section 6.7.1). A soft proof version of the original image can be generated 

using this device profile (chapter 6 section 6.4). 

By tuning the enhancement algorithms (developed in chapter 5) according to these 

features extracted from the device profile, a reproducible enhancement can be achieved. 

A moderately enhanced version of reproduction can be obtained by using the soft proof 

of original image as input, whereas a completely enhanced version of reproduction can be 

acquired by using the enhanced version of original image at the input. The former 

maintains more image details during gamut mapping compared to the original image, and 

the latter further realizes a lightness correction for images suffering from wrong exposure 

during gamut mapping.  

Finally, the ICC Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent is applied serving as 

gamut clipping to ensure that all the remaining OOG points are clipped into destination 

media gamut. The improvement of this enhanced reproduction stem from local contrast 

stretching and texture boosting (for both moderately or completely enhanced version) and 

global lightness correction (for the completely enhanced version). Frequently the 

reproduced image has more pleasant appearance than its original version in terms of 

global lightness and local details even with the destination device gamut constraint.  
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Fig.8.2: (top) original image (middle) soft-proof of the photo using printer whose ICC 

profile is RSWOP.icm (bottom) soft-proof of the enhanced version with the SAME printer 
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Figure 8.3 shows another example of the proposal. The ICC standard mapped results are 

presented as well for comparison. The completely enhanced version benefits from a 

lightness correction processing which is especially useful for HDR imaging or images 

with wrong exposures. If this correction is not required and only contrast or texture 

enhancement are needed, this step can be omitted which results in a moderately enhanced 

version as shown in 3
rd

 row of figure 8.3. This version is useful when somewhat 

“consistent” appearance of reproduction is preferred.  

Figure 8.4 shows another test example with richer colors, and figure 8.5 gives some 

results on under-exposed images. As can be seen in these results, the proposed solutions 

improve the contrast information and strengthen the texture details of the reproduced 

image. If the optional step of lightness correction is applied in case of HDR or wrong-

exposed images, the obtained reproduction copies usually show more pleasant 

appearance than its original version thanks to more contrasted contours, better retained 

textures and more balanced global lightness.  

  



 

Fig.8.3: (1
st
 row) original image and its gamut (2

Rendering Intent (3
rd

 row) soft

lightness correction (moderately enhanced version) (4

using proposed method result with lightness correction (completely enhanced version)
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row) original image and its gamut (2
nd

 row) soft-proof using ICC Perceptual 

row) soft-proof of reproduction using proposed method without 

lightness correction (moderately enhanced version) (4
th

 row) soft-proof of reproduction 

using proposed method result with lightness correction (completely enhanced version)

 

 

 

 
proof using ICC Perceptual 

proof of reproduction using proposed method without 

proof of reproduction 

using proposed method result with lightness correction (completely enhanced version) 
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Fig.8.4: (top-left) original image (top-right) soft-proof using ICC Perceptual Rendering 

Intent (bottom-left) soft-proof of reproduction using proposed method without lightness 

correction (moderately enhanced version) (bottom right) soft-proof of reproduction using 

proposed method with lightness correction (completely enhanced version) 
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Fig.8.5: (top-left) original image (top-right) soft-proof using ICC Perceptual Rendering 

Intent (bottom-left) soft-proof of reproduction using proposed method without lightness 

correction (moderately enhanced version) (bottom right) soft-proof of reproduction using 

proposed method with lightness correction (completely enhanced version) 

 

8.4 Implementation details of the proposal 

8.4.1 Device features extraction from ICC profile 

The techniques of ICC profile manipulations have been introduced in details in chapter 6. 

Important information including Media Black/White Points, gamut boundary descriptors 

will be extracted for the image enhancement step.  

8.4.1.1 Application of Media Black/White Points  

The black and white points information in ICC profile reveal the device reproducibility of 

luminance by the brightest and darkest intensities that it can generate. This information 

will be used in the normalization step of enhancement so that the enhancement algorithm 

can adapte to device reproducibility to avoid the reproduction of too many OOG points 

by over-enhancement.  

For example, the applied output profile in previous example is RSWOP.icm. The Media 

Black/White Points can be obtained after reading in the device profile. Detailed 
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manipulation under MATLAB has been introduced in chapter 6 section 6.7.1. For this 

RSWOP profile, the media black and white points are as follows:  

• Media White Point :  [0.8617, 0.8933, 0.7431] ;  

• Media Black Point:  [0.0449, 0.0429, 0.0243] ;  

These color numbers are in RGB color space. They represent the brightest point and 

darkest point that the printer can reproduce. In the following image enhancement step, 

they fix the normalization scale so that the resulted enhanced image contains less OOG 

points due to over-enhancement.  

From chrominance points of view, the reproducibility of output device can also be 

revealed by soft proofing. In order to make the enhanced chrominance more reproducible, 

similar normalization step as in luminance can be performed. This can be done by 

converting at first the soft proof image from RGB to CIELCh color space, and the 

maximum chrominance can be extracted thereafter from the chrominance channel which 

correspond to the most saturated color that the device can repduce for this image. One 

can apply this maximum for a chrominance normalization as in the aforementioned 

luminance normalization. Theoratically, this approach can realize better enhanced version 

with more reproducible chrominance. However, according to the test in this work, it is 

found that slightly enhanced chrominance, which maybe beyond the maximum of the 

soft-proof version but within the gamut boundary, usually renders image with more 

pleasant appearance. Therefore, in the image enhancement step, only Media Black/White 

Points information is implemented in the luminance rescaling step, and no chrominance 

rescaling is made. 

8.4.1.2 Application of soft-proof version of original image  

As discussed in previous section, the proposed work has two options in the preferred 

reproduction: a moderately enhanced version and a completely enhanced version. The 

former aims for global coherent reproduction with better details retaining and texture 

strengthening and the latter renders image with pleasant appearance without constraint of 

preserving global coherence.  

For the moderately enhanced version, a soft-proof of oginal image is generated using ICC 

Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent. Detailed operating process has been 

introduced in chapter 6 section 6.4. And the input image for gamut mapping is 

reconstructed using this soft proof image and the enhanced version. Whereas, for the 

completely enhanced version, only the enhaced version is used in the reconstruction of 

input image without integrating of the soft proof.   
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8.4.2 Gamut boundary-aware image enhancement 

The natural color image enhancement algorithms developed in chapter 5 will be applied 

in this step. In the proposed method, there is a linear normalization step where the 

previously extracted Media Black/White Point will be applied to avoid too many OOG 

points resulted from over-enhancement.  

Since the implementation details of each enhancement step has been developed in chapter 

5, therefore, only the flowchart and key points will be addressed here. In order to obtain 

the completely enhanced version, the following steps are applied:  

A1.  Content-adaptive global tone mapping for lightness correction (chapter 5 section 

5.6);  

A2.  Image contrast and texture enhancement : 

(1) Modified multi-scale Retinex for luminance contrast enhancement 

(chapter 5 section 5.5); 

(2) Chorminance enhancement using NRCIR reference map (chapter 5 section 

5.9.2); 

(3) Histogram rescaling of enhanced luminance for statistical normalization to 

remove influence of extreme points (chapter 5 section 5.7); 

(4) Luminance linear rescaling to the Media Black/White Points to realize 

more reproducible lightness;  

(5) Texture enhancement using multi-channel Cortex Transform (chapter 5 

section 5.8);  

A3.  Use the obtained enhanced image as input for gamut mapping.  

In order to obtain a moderately enhanced version, the following steps are applied:  

B1.  Same as A2. (Step A1 of content-adaptive global tone mapping is skipped); 

B2.  Use an integration of the soft proof version and the enhanced version as input for 

gamut mapping. 

8.4.2.1 Moderate enhancement of the original image 

If the original image is normally illuminated and does not suffer from wrong exposure, 

no lightness correction is needed. The ambience of image in light casting will remain 

unchanged, and only its contrast and texture will be strengthened.  
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If Media Black/White Points are not applied (step A2(4)), then after step B1, the original 

image has been enhanced and normalized to [0 1]. Figure 8.6 shows a typical result. The 

brightest and darkest points do not correspond to destination device reproducibility. The 

obtained lightness is over-enhanced and therefore cannot be reproduced. This leads to 

cut-off of OOG points which results in loss of contrast informatoin of image.  

 
Fig.8.6: (left) original image (right) Enhanced version without consideration of Media 

Black/White Point 

In order to avoid over-enhancement of the obtained luminance, the enhanced image is 

linearly rescaled to Media Black/White Points using equation (1):  

   L���z��� = BP + �|} ~}%��� �)B*g% �	
 �)B*g% × �L
��� − min �L�
f%%  (1) 

where Lenh is the enhanced luminance after modified multi-scale Retinex (output of step 

A2(1)), and Lnorm is the normalized luminance after histogram rescaling of this enhanced 

luminance (output of step A2(3)). BP and WP are the Media Black/White Points 

respectively. Note that BP and WP in equation (1) are the luminance values in color 

space CIELab. Lrecale is the linear rescaled luminance with respect to device luminance 

reproducibility (output of step A2(4)). Usually the Lenh is clipped into [0 1], therefore in 

equation (1), minimum and maximum of Lenh can be replaced by 0 and 1 in this case.  

The mean value of this moderately enhanced version and soft proof version is used to 

reconstruct input image.  

  I��z = I���z�� + I�����������������        (2) 

where Isp and Irec are the soft proof and the reconstructed image respectively. By equation 

(2), each pixel of the enhanced image is weighted by the soft-proof version so that the 

global appearance of the enhanced image stays not too far from the device reproducibility. 

In addition to linear rescaling using Media Black/White Points as in equation (1), this 

step continues to seek for a trade-off between the image enhancement and global similar 

appearance to its original version during reprodution. In a complete enhancement 
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reproduction, the enhanced version will be used directly without being compensated by 

the soft-proof version.  

Figure 8.7 shows the reconstructed image which will replace the original image as input 

for reproduction. As can be seen from this figure, the reconstructed image balances better 

between the enhanced details and global appearance by accounting for the reproducibilty 

of the destination device (equation (1)) and integrating the enhanced version and the soft-

proof (equation (2)).  

 
Fig.8.7: (left) original image (right) reconstructed image using equation (1) and (2) 

Finally, ICC Media-relative Colorimetric Rendering Intent is applied serving as gamut 

clipping to ensure that all the remaining OOG color points have been clipped to device 

gamut boundary. Figure 8.8 shows an example of the resulted image. The color 

distributions are visualized as well as a proof of successful mapping for all OOG points. 

Figure 8.9 shows a close-up region comparison of previous figure 8.8 for clearer 

comparison. Both ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent result and the proposed gamut 

mapping algorithm for pleasant reproduction (moderately enhanced version) are 

presented. Top view of image gamut distribution is applied in color space CIELab to 

better visualize the differences.   

As can be seen from this comparison, the proposed algorithm obtains a much better 

contrasted image after reproduction. More details have been retained and better texture 

and color information have been preserved (referred by arrows). On obsering figure 8.9, 

it is evident that the color distribution is more dispersed for the proposed algorithm 

thanks to which the contrast information is boosted and texture is strengthened, and the 

saturation information is better preserved as well. Meanwhile, the linear rescaling step 

using Media Black/White Points (equation (1)) takes into consideration of the device 

reproducibilty, and the global appearance of the enhanced image is point-wise weighted 

by the soft-proof version (equation (2)) thanks to which the global lightness is maintained 

roughful similar to its original version.  
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8.4.2.2 Completely enhanced reproduction 

In moderately enhanced version, there is no content-adaptitive lightness correction (step 

A1) even if the original image has a large dynamic range of contrast or suffers from 

wrong exposure during image acquisition as shown in figure 8.2. It is useful to add 

lightness correction for a completely enhanced appearance. Therefore, if there is no 

arbitrial requirement on visual coherence, the lightness correction step (A1) should be 

integrated which will largely improve the global appearance for HDR and wrongly 

exposed images. 

With integration of this step A1, together with the other two steps (A2 and A3), the input 

image can be reconstructed without accounting for the soft-proof version. Only the 

enhanced version is applied. Figure 8.10 shows the differences of image reproduction 

introduced by this lightness correction step, and the close-up comparion is shown in 

figure 8.11 with its corresponding top-view color distributions in CIELab color spance. 

As can be seen from this figure, better details retaining and texture enhancement are 

achieved (referred by arrows), and the reproduced copy has even more pleasant 

appearance than its original copy thanks to the lightness correction. Figure 8.12 shows 

another test image with darker regions inside.  
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Fig.8.8: (top) original image and its gamut (middle) ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent result 

and its gamut; (bottom) Proposed approach for pleasant reproduction (moderately 

enhanced version) and its gamut 
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Fig.8.9: (top) close-up region of original image in figure 8.8 and the top-view of its color 

distribution in CIELab color space (bottom) close-up region of the proposed GMA method 

(moderately enhanced version) and its color distributions  
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Fig.8.10: (top left) original image (top-right) ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent result 

(bottom-left) moderately enhanced version of image reproduction (bottom-right) completely 

enhanced version of image reproduction 
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Fig.8.11: (top) close-up region of moderately enhanced version of image reproduction with 

its top-view color distribution in CIELab color space (bottom) close-up region of completely 

enhanced version of image reproduction by integrating content-adaptive global ton 

mapping (step A1) and its corresponding color distribution 
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Fig.8.12: (top) original image and its gamut (middle) ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent 

result and its gamut (Bottom) Proposed completely enhanced version of image reproduction 

and its gamut 

8.4.3 The importance of linear scaling to Media Black/White 

Points 

The linear scaling of the enhanced image to Media Black/White Points is of crucial 

importance to keep the enhancement reproducible. The contrast of original image has 

been stretched and texture has been boosted after enhancement step. As a consequence, 

the OOG problem becomes even severer since some color points are changed to be either 

too dark or bright due to strenched dynamic range of contrast. This makes them more 
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irreproducible for destination device gamut. If this enhanced version is applied directly as 

input image, the contrast infromation in those dark or bright regions will be cut-off and 

lost. Figure 8.13 shows the color distribution comparison before and after enhancement. 

As can be seen from the figure, OOG problem becomes more evident which necessitates 

a linear rescaling to Media Black/White Points to avoid contrast loss during gamut 

mapping.  

 
Fig.8.13: (left) original image gamut (right) enhanced image gamut (without linear rescaling 

to Media Black/White Points) 

By integrating the linear rescaling to Media Black/White Points, the risks of contrast loss 

can be largely reduced due to the fact that many boosted contrast has been compressed 

into the destination gamut boundary. Figure 8.14 shows the effect of linear rescaling on 

the reproduciton from a top view angle in CIELab. As can be seen from the figure, albeit 

with this lightness dynamic compression, the color distribution of enhanced version is 

still benefited from stretched contrast and boosted texture after compression. This leads 

to preservation of enhanced appearance on contrast and texture after image reproduction. 

Therefore, the application of this linear rescaling enables more appropriate compromise 

between the image enhancement and the reproducibility during gamut mapping.  

The color distribution of the reproduced image using ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent is 

also presented for comparison in figure 8.14. On observing this figure, it is evident that a 

conventional ICC-based approach is quite limited in contrast preservation as can been by 

its narrowed color distribution for dark colors, to say nothing about contrast stretching or 

texture boosting. On the contrary, the proposed method is capable of preserving and even 

enhancing further the contrast and texutre information within the destination gamut 

boundary. Figure 8.15 shows the inflence of linear rescaling to Media Black/White Points 

on image appearance. 
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Fig.8.14: (top-left) original image color distribution (top right) enhanced image color 

distribution without linear rescaling to Media Black/White Points (bottom-left) color 

distribution of reproduced image using ICC Perceptual Rendering Intent (bottom right) 

color distribution of the proposed completely enhanced version of image reproduction with 

integration of linear rescaling to Media Black/White Points. 
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Fig.8.15: (top) obtained image reproduction without linear scaling to Media Black/White 

Points (bottom) result of completely enhanced version with intergration of linear scaling to 

Media Black/White Points 
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8.5 Test results and discussions 

The aforementioned linear rescaling to Media Black/White Points is applied to both 

versions of the proposal of pleasant reproduction (moderately and completely enhanced 

version). The completely enhanced version improves a great deal of contrast and texture 

information by integrating the content adaptive global mapping for lightness correction 

(step A1) and applying directly the enhanced version as input (A3) without being 

weighted by the soft-proof. It suits very well for HDR images or wrongly exposed ones. 

For a normally illuminated image, a moderate enhancement is usually sufficient to 

generate a reproduced copy with its detail better retained. Extensive tests have been made 

including normally illuminated images and HDR images or wrong exposed images. The 

test results confirm the performance of the proposed approach in better details retaining 

and texture enhancing.  

In the following figures, the test results are grouped into 3 categories including wrong 

exposed images, HDR images and normally illuminated images.  

1. For the images suffering from wrong exposures, the completely enhanced 

reproduction gives better results than moderately enhanced version thanks to the 

lightness correction using content-adaptive global mapping. Figure 8.16 and 

figure 8.17 show some test results on under- and over-exposed images 

respectively.  

 

2. For HDR images reproduction, since it contains both bright and dark zones 

simultaneously, the complete enhancement usually gives bettter results compared 

with moderate one. However, both reproduction versions are shown for 

comparison. As stated in chapter 5, this categary image challenges the most to 

enhancement techniques since the dark regions details need to be strengthened 

whereas the bright zone details need to be maintained. Usually global 

enhancement algorithm risks of loosing bright zone details while local 

enhancement cannot keep global balanced appearance. Figures from 8.18 to 8.23 

show the reproduced results for HDR images.  

 

3. Concerning the normally illuminated images, both moderately and completely 

enhanced reproduction can be used. If the relative dark zones details need to be 

enhanced, completely enhanced version can be applied, otherwise, only details 

and textures will be retained using the moderately enhanced version. Figures from 

8.24 to 8.27 show some test results. Since the global lightness of the original 

images are generally correct, these test results use close-up comparison to make 

the improvement more evident.   
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Fig.8.16: Test results on under-exposed images (top) original images (middle) reproduciton 

result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom) result of proposed method (completely 

enhanced version) 
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Fig.8.17: Test results on over-exposed images (top) original images (middle) reproduciton 

result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom) result of proposed method (completely 

enhanced version)  
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Fig.8.18: Test results on HDR images (1/6). (top-left) original images (top-right) 

reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom-left) result of the 

proposed method: moderately enhanced version (bottom-right) result of the proposed 

method: completely enhanced version 

 

 
Fig.8.19: Test results on HDR images (2/6). (top-left) original images (top-right) 

reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom-left) result of the 

proposed method: moderately enhanced version (bottom-right) result of the proposed 

method: completely enhanced version 
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Fig.8.20: Test results on HDR images (3/6). (top-left) original images (top-right) 

reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom-left) result of the 

proposed method: moderately enhanced version (bottom-right) result of the proposed 

method: completely enhanced version 

 
Fig.8.21: Test results on HDR images (4/6). From left to right: the 1

st
 one is original image. 

The 2
nd

 image is the reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent. The 3
rd

 one is 

the result from the proposed method: moderately enhanced version, and the last image is 

the result from the proposed method: completely enhanced version. 
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Fig.8.22: Test results on HDR images (5/6). (top-left) original images (top-right) 

reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom-left) result of the 

proposed method: moderately enhanced version (bottom-right) result of the proposed 

method: completely enhanced version 
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Fig.8.23: Test results on HDR images (6/6). (top-left) original images (top-right) 

reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom-left) result of the 

proposed method: moderately enhanced version (bottom-right) result of the proposed 

method: completely enhanced version 
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Fig.8.24: test result on normally iluminated images (1/4). (1

st
 column) original image and 

close-up regions (2
nd

 column) reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (3
rd

 

column) result of the proposed method: moderately enhanced version (4
th

 column) result of 

the proposed method: completely enhanced version  
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Fig.8.25: test result on normally iluminated images (2/4). (1

st
 column) original image and 

close-up regions (2
nd

 column) reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (3
rd

 

column) result of the proposed method: moderately enhanced version (4
th

 column) result of 

the proposed method: completely enhanced version   
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Fig.8.26(a): test result on normally iluminated images (3/4). From left to right: the 1

st
 one is 

original image. The 2
nd

 image is the reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render 

Intent. The 3
rd

 one is the result from the proposed method: moderately enhanced version, 

and the last image is the result from the proposed method: completely enhanced version. 

 

 

 

 
Fig.8.26(b): From top to bottom: close-up regions of each image in figure 8.25(a) 
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Fig.8.27(a): Test results on normally illuminated images (4/4). (top-left) original images 

(top-right) reproduction result using ICC Perceptual Render Intent (bottom-left) result of 

the proposed method: moderately enhanced version (bottom-right) result of the proposed 

method: completely enhanced version 

 
Fig.8.27(b): From left to right: close-up regions of each image in figure 8.26(a) 
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8.6 Summary  

In addition to the consistent reproduction of CMS (discussed in chapter 7), pleasant 

reproduction issues are introduced in this chapter. Two versions of pleasant reproduction 

methods have been proposed which are moderately enhanced version for contrast and 

texture enhancement and completely enhanced version by improving further the global 

lightness. Extensive test results are presented as well which confirm the promising 

performance of the proposals.  

Unlike consistent reproduction which seeks for visual coherence between the reproduced 

image and its original version, the pleasant reproduction focus more on the improvement 

of global appearance and local image features such as contrasted contour or refined 

textures. As a matter of fact, due to many physical difficulties such as source and 

destination gamut mismatch and different viewing conditions, a strict coherent 

reproduction is not achievable in real practice. Nowadays, pleasant reproduction draws 

increasing concern in many printing industry related applications.  

However, not all enhancements brought to image have normal appearance, and not all 

natural appearances are reproducible with respect to the destination device gamut. 

Therefore, two critical properties of reproducible enhancement have to be addressed 

seriously which are naturalness and reproducibility. Chapter 5 has realized the first goal 

by some proposed algorithms. The original image can be naturally enhanced with more 

balanced global lightness and local contrast without introducing evident artefacts. For the 

second goal of reproducibility which is the major concern of this chapter, two solutions 

have been proposed (moderately and completely enhanced versions) by carrying out 

gamut mapping in three steps.  

Firstly, the device features are extracted from the ICC profile such as Media Black/White 

Points and a soft proof of original image is generated. Then the contrast of image is 

stretched and textures are boosted within the device gamut boundary using previously 

developed enhancement techniques with integration of Media Black/White Points 

information. Finally, a gamut clipping is effectuated using ICC Media-relative Rendering 

Intent to ensure that all the remaining OOG points are clipped into the destination device 

gamut. 

Compared with the conventional approach of ICC-based perceptual rendering, the 

proposed approaches (including both moderately and completely enhanced version) 

dramatically improve the performance of gamut mapping by much better detail retaining 

and texture enhancement. The moderately enhanced version can be applied to normally 

illuminated images. Whereas when the original images suffer from wrong exposures, the 

completely enhanced reproduction is more appropriate thanks to its content-adaptive 
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lightness correction. Very frequently, the reproduced version shows even more appealing 

appearance than its original version. 

Extensive tests with many different types of images have been made including normally 

illuminated images, HDR images, and images with wrong exposures. Only 14 test 

samples are listed due to page limit which are small portion of the tests effectuated. The 

performance and robustness of the proposals are confirmed by these results and wide 

applications may be found in image reproduction domain such as printing systems and 

photo services. Being the essential module of Color Management System and major 

concern of this thesis, the state-of-the-art gamut mapping solutions can be considerably 

improved by these proposals and better performance of CMS on pleasant reproduction 

can be therefore anticipated.  
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 Chapter 9 

HVS-based Perceptual Image 

Quality Assessment 

 If we knew what it was we were doing,  

it would not be called research, would it? 

-- Albert Einstein 
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9.1 The importance of Image Quality Assessment for 

this work 

One of the major concerns in this work is focusing on image enhancement and its 

application in the gamut mapping of Color Management System (CMS). Coherent 

reproduction to improve the state-of-the-art solutions of CMS is another key issue of this 

study. The Image Quality Assessment (IQA) has critical importance to these proposals on 

both conceptual and practical aspects.  

The importance of IQA to gamut mapping issue has been addressed in chapter 7. In the 

state-of-the-art report, some pioneering work by S.Nakauchi et al. has been mentioned on 

modeling gamut mapping as a problem of optimization [134]. It is believed that the 

optimal reproduction is the one who minimizes the perceptual difference with the original 

version. J.Morovic remarked on this approach in his book as “a very elegant and long-

term most promising solution to gamut mapping” ([129] chapter 10, page 233). However, 

the success of this method and other related proposals [135] depend heavily on the 

accuracy of the difference metrics being minimized. In other words, the perfection of 

these proposals leans on the performance of Image Quality Metric (IQM) applied. Given 

an appropriate IQM, the gamut mapping issue could become only a concrete application 

of image quality assessment in minimizing the perceptual difference of the reproduction.  

The concept of IQA also inspired the proposed work on the coherent reproduction of 

CMS. It has been a comment practice in perceptual approach of IQA that only visually 

important information is taken into account during image quality ranking. In analogy to 

this concept and on the contrary to the state-of-the-art solutions, not the whole color set 

of original image is adopted in this work during gamut mapping which leads to the 

proposed approach of Image Gamut Boundary Reduction (IBGR). The migration of 

perceptual quality concept into this work and thus inspired proposal IBGR enable more 

reasonable selection of rendering intents for ICC-based CMS and improve the 

performance of current GMA and SGMA solutions for consistent reproduction. 

Actually, the application of IQA has twofold significance in the proposed image 

enhancement work. In the pre-processing stage, some No-Reference (NR) Image Quality 

Assessment, which does not necessitate the presence of reference image, can be applied 

to input image to predict the potential risk of over-enhancement according to image 

content. For instance, a NR IQA is capable of implying the blocking effect severity of 

present image based on which appropriate image enhancement technique can be properly 

selected to avoid over-enhancement. Under the case of sever compression artefacts are 

presented, it will be wiser to apply NRCIR instead of its EUVIP version (chapter 5) to 

image for a more conservative enhancement. On the other hand, at the post-processing 

stage, a Full-Reference (FR) Image Quality Assessment, which compares the visual 
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difference between reference image and the enhanced version, can be applied to verify 

the perfection of the enhancement processing. For example, during an online service of 

photo enhancement using the proposed techniques, if too much artefacts have been 

introduced due to over-enhancement, the applied IQA can pull the alarm on enhancement 

quality before sending result to end users. Some adaptive processing can be effectuated 

accordingly.  

Throughout this work, the IQA has been repeatedly mentioned in different chapters. In 

chapter 3 of color science, color difference judgement with consideration of color 

tolerance has been introduced in section 3.3.2. One concrete application of device 

calibration verification is given in section 3.3.3 as an example. The IQA concept is also 

carried out in chapter 6 of ICC profile manipulation. The quality of ICC profile is 

asserted using roundtrip test and the resulted color difference is of significant importance 

in profile quality assessment and profile selection for simulation. This concept is further 

realized in chapter 7 when effective Out-of-Gamut points are extracted with 

consideration of Human Vision System (HVS) sensitivity to color differences. It is safe to 

say the image quality assessment penetrates the modeling and implementation of the 

proposed work in gamut mapping of Color Management System.  

Certainly, much more significances of IQA can be found beyond the scope of this work. 

In the following state-of-the art report, 54 publications on previous works will be briefly 

reviewed followed by some proposals on Perceptual Image Quality Assessment. 

However, the purpose of this chapter does not aim to develop some more sophisticated 

approaches on IQA than current solutions, but rather intends to make some general 

discussion with some immature attempts on IQA which can conversely emphasize the 

significance on this important issue.  

 

 9.2 State-of-the-art report on IQA 

Hundreds of proposals on IQA can be found in literature from different disciplines with 

diverse applications to various domains. It is already quite a challenge to category them 

properly due to the complexity and variety of the whole ensemble. It seems to be easier to 

classify them into conventional three classes which are Full-Reference (image 

comparison), Reduced-Reference (feature comparison) and No-Reference (without using 

the reference image), however, with the presence of overwhelming FR approaches and 

relatively fewer RR and NR ones, such a classification is not very efficient or semantic 

with respect to proposals’ essential ideas. Some researchers categorized the approaches 

differently such as in [146]: a statistical evaluation of Image Quality Metric (IQM) 

authored by I.Avcibas et al. in 2002. In this study, previous works on IQM were 
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categorized into pixel difference-based, correlation-based, edge-based, spectral-based, 

context-based and Human Visual System (HVS)-based.  

In this state-of-the-art report, they are grouped in a more intuitive way according to their 

applications. Section 9.2.1 focuses on general discussions and tutorials of IQA concepts 

and techniques. Section 9.2.2 will review previous works of IQA on specific distortions 

such as blocking effects and blurring effect. Section 9.2.3 is centered on color image 

metrics which draw more concern in the last decade or two. Section 9.2.4 introduces 

previous works of IQA on specific domains such as watermarking and network 

transmission.  

9.2.1 General discussion and tutorials on IQA 

In chapter 3, the book of “Digital video image quality and perceptual coding” edited by 

H.R.Wu and K.R.Rao in 2005 [65] has been mentioned concerning its fundamental 

introduction on color science and techniques. Actually, it is a very comprehensive 

handbook on image quality assessment. Both subjective method and many objective 

metrics are discussed in details. One year later, H.R.Sheikh et al. published an in-depth 

survey on full reference IQAs in [147] which brought out not only an important 

subjective test database but also some inspiring philosophy concerning IQA design and 

verification. At the moment of that publication, except the test performed by Video 

Quality Experts Group (VQEG), it was the largest subjective work on Image Quality 

Assessment in terms of image and distortion types (779 distorted images), and number of 

human judgements per image (25,000 individual human quality judgments for obtaining 

“ground truth” of test database). The test data is freely downloadable online [148] which 

is usually known as “LIVE” database in image quality domain. New distortion type such 

as JPEG2000 is included. 

The significance of statistical context was addressed in this paper in order to discriminate 

IQA with greater resolution.  An example was given on this viewpoint that an IQA 

having 0.95 correlation coefficient does not necessarily perform better than another IQA 

whose correlation coefficient is 0.93 if they were obtained both using limited test samples. 

The smaller performance difference between IQAs, the greater degree of statistical 

confidence is required to distinguish them. The importance of verification of numerous 

proposals was also made clear in this paper because considerable researchers have 

claimed that they have made headway in IQA issue, but the verification result by 

extensive test carried out by VQEG has discovered that some of the most sophisticated 

proposals in literature are “statistically indistinguishable” from simple Peak Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (PSNR). This signifies that the perfection of modeling which comply with 

this or that HVS models does not necessarily guarantee the success of its performance in 

real practice. The complex approach usually wins beauty of modeling but pays cost on 

performance.  
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Ten FR IQAs were evaluated in this research including PSNR, Sarnoff JND Metric based 

on [149], DCTune which is originally designed for JPEG optimization [150], PQS [151], 

NQM [152], Fuzzy S7 [153], BDSM as in [154], Multi-scale SSIM [155], IFC [156],  and 

VIF [157].  These algorithms will be reviewed in detail in the following sections. It 

should be noted that most of these tested IQAs work with only luminance distortions.  

Among the tested algorithms, [155] is the Multi-scale SSIM which was proposed by 

Z.Wang et al. in 2003. It is an extended version of their previous work on single scale 

SSIM [158] with more flexibility in incorporating the variations of viewing conditions. A 

new philosophy in designing IQM was proposed in this work, that is, the main function 

of the human eyes is to extract structural information from the viewing field, and the 

human visual system is highly adapted for this purpose. Therefore, a measurement of 

structural distortion should be a good approximation of perceived image distortion. And 

this philosophy has been carried out in several of their related publications [159] and [160] 

which is a journal paper version of their proposal. JPEG2000 distortions were also 

investigated in this version. There is also another extended version of SSIM in complex 

wavelet domain [161] in order to adapt to luminance change, contrast change and spatial 

translation.  

According SSIM, The image distortion is modelled as a combination of three factors: loss 

of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast distortion. The loss of correlation is 

calculated by ratio of cross-correlation coefficient and product of auto-correlation. The 

luminance distortion is calculated by mean value distortions, and the contrast distortion is 

calculated by variance. The significance of this proposal is that it is mathematically 

defined, and no Human Visual System model is explicitly employed, but the performance 

of the proposal is significantly better than Mean Squared Error metric which is widely 

applied in industry. The authors attribute the success of the proposal to its strong ability 

in measuring structural distortion occurred to image, whereas the MSE approach is only 

sensitive to energy of error instead.  

In [159], the authors also criticized on the application of ill-defined mathematical 

frameworks in IQA domain such as the error summation using Minkowski metric. It is 

believed to be inappropriate for this calculation if no estimate of correlation distortion is 

included. The MATLAB implementation is downloadable from 

https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~z70wang/research/ssim/ (Please be kindly noted that this link is 

different from the suggested one in the published paper which has been expired.)   

In 2004, M.Cadik et al. made some evaluation of between SSIM and VDP in [162], and it 

was concluded that SSIM significantly outperforms VDP and therefore was proposed to 

be an alternative to the conventional approach. There are also some other attempts to 

extend SSIM with more image properties. In 2008, an extension to SSIM was proposed in 

[163] by adding image definition property in addition to the three distortion aspects 
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discussed above. The image definition refers to the contrast between image edges and its 

background. It is characterized by the extent of diffusion around contour, and the greater 

the diffusion, the lower the image definition.  

Beside SSIM family metrics, in aforementioned survey [147], the VIF [157] has shown 

competitive performance compared with other approaches. VIF is the abbreviation for 

Visual Information Fidelity. In this proposal, mutual information shared between the 

original image and its distorted version is quantified to give index of reproduction fidelity. 

A Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) modeling is used to comply with HVS model. The 

performance of VIF was validated by subjective test in this study. Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) is another mathematical approach for image quality assessment. It 

was proposed by A.Shnayderman et al. in 2004 [164]. In this approach, both original and 

degraded images were decomposed with SVD at first which is a product of three matrices: 

the left and right matrices are the singular vector of original image, and the middle one is 

a diagonal matrix with the singular values along its diagonal axis. Then the pixel-wise 

difference of color images is calculated by Euclidean distance between the singular 

values of original and degraded images. Finally, global quality index is derived by fusion 

of all pixel-wise SVD difference. The following distortions have been tested: JPEG, 

JPEG2000, Gaussian Blur, Gaussian noise, Sharpening, DC-shifting. The drawback of 

SVD is heavy computational load when image size is large.  

Apart from these mathematical proposals, Human Vision System properties were equally 

visited. Visual Difference Predictor (VDP) [165] is one of the most classic proposals in 

this family. In VDP scheme, HVS was thoroughly modelled including CSF, masking 

effects and decision pooling, etc. Some extension to this method to HDR imaging has 

been made by R.Mantiuk et al in 2005 which will be introduced in section 9.2.4 (IQA on 

specific domains). At the same period, C.Teo et al. proposed some perceptual distortion 

measure [166] which explores the response properties of neurons in primary visual cortex 

and some psychophysics of special pattern detection.  

Another quality metric called Digital Video Quality (DVQ) was proposed by A.B.Watson 

et al. in 1998 [167] and 1999 [168]. The metric was based on Discrete Cosine Transform 

(DCT). Many different aspects of HVS properties were integrated such as light 

adaptation, spatial and temporal filtering, contrast masking etc. A.B.Watson published 

later on 2001 another paper [169] to complete the model of DVQ. Different early visual 

processing aspects were involved in this study. The developed metric was applied to 

digital video sequences corrupted by various types of artefacts especially from 

compression. DCT domains artefacts were the major concern of this study, but it is 

shown that the performance of prediction is not sufficient for low bit-rates sequences.  

S.Winkler made a survey in the same subject of video quality assessment in 1999 [170]. 

The purpose of this work was not to describe a particular model of HVS, but to 
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summarize knowledge on important characteristics on HVS at that period and 

explanations on incorporating them into Perceptual Video Quality Assessment (PVQA). 

In his continued work, a perceptual distortion metric for digital color video was proposed 

in [171] which integrated both spatial and temporal aspects of color vision. Opponent 

color space and spatiotemporal vision of HVS were applied in the proposal. More 

complete information can be found in his PhD thesis [172] defended on 2000.  

Albeit with the success of SSIM which is purely mathematics-based, Z.Wang et al. 

proposed as well some IQM based on HVS properties [173]. An objective video 

distortion measurement system was developed by integrating several important spatial 

and temporal visual properties such as spatial frequency sensitivity, luminance masking, 

texture masking, temporal frequency sensitivity and short-term memory effect. 

Except distortion detection, the information fusion is another important issue since it is 

very challenging to summarize obtained distortion data into a single number to predict 

image quality. In 2010, M.Narwaria et al. proposed an objective image quality 

assessment based on Supported Vector Regression (SVR) in [174]. They proposed to use 

singular vectors out of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as features of image 

information, and then apply Support Vector Regression (SVR) for automatic prediction 

of image quality. The use of SVR enables the mapping from complex features to quality 

index. It is an interesting approach to solve the data fusion issue using machine learning 

approach which usually has the advantage of combining different features into desired 

output. 

9.2.2 Previous works of IQA on specific distortions 

Among the most well-known degradations, the blocking effect and blurring effects are 

most evaluated. In MPEG videos, blocking effect is a frequent distortion due to severe 

compression. In [175], M.A.Masry et al. evaluated the quality of compressed video with 

severe distortions. This work is based on a multi-channel model of HVS. Both spatial and 

temporal properties have been involved such a temporal pooling method suited to 

modeling continuous time waveforms. In the presence of several distortions, the 

complexity of the visual model is reduced by disregarding the finest spatial frequency 

scales so that the major distortion remains evident. Another IQA for MPEG video was 

proposed by L.Lu et al. by considering structural distortions [176]. The test data of 

VQEG was applied in this study. Better correlation to subjective quality evaluations was 

reported according to the test results.  

In 2003, Z.Wang et al. attributed the disruption of local phase to blurring effect [177]. By 

proposing a technique for phase prediction of wavelet coefficients, blurring effects can be 

therefore detected and estimated. As a matter of fact, due to the maturity of knowledge on 
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blocking effect and blurring effect, the Reduced-Reference and No-Reference IQA are 

most found for these two distortions.  

A blind measurement of blocking artefacts in images was proposed by Z.Wang et al. in 

[178]. It is believed in this work that since blocking effect can be easily felt without 

reference to the original images, it is possible to realize a blind detection of it. The 

proposed NR IQA evaluates the power spectrum of JPEG compressed images for 

blocking effect detection. One related work was published in [179], and the MATLAB 

code for this method is downloadable from author’s homepage. 

In 2004, Y.Horita et al. proposed another No-Reference IQM on JPEG and JPEG2000 

coding [180]. The proposal was based on the blocking effect of JPEG compression and 

blurring effect for JPEG2000 coding. By using the relation between the blockiness across 

block boundary and the average absolute difference between in-block pixels, the blocking 

effect can be evaluated. 

As far as blurring effect is concerned, P.Marziliano et al. proposed a No-Reference IQM 

on blurring effect in 2002 [181]. This metric was based on the analysis of the spread of 

edges in image. The performance of the proposal for JPEG2000 blurring effect was less 

effective compared to Gaussian blur. Another proposal was made by H.Tong et al. in 

2004 for JPEG2000 compressed image [182]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was 

applied in this work to extract the local feature of a given edge point from which the 

blurring and ringing effects can be characterized. Gaussian distribution for blur modeling 

was assumed in this paper.  

Only a few publications can be found in literature in measuring image enhancement or 

pleasantness of image processing due to the high subjective nature on this issue. In 2000, 

S.S.Agaian et al. proposed a measure on image enhancement in [183]. The proposed 

quantitative measures were designed to help automatic selection of optimal processing 

parameters and transforms. It was related to Weber’s Law of Human Vision System 

which emphasizes more on the relationship between pixels rather than their absolute 

intensities in perception. Two quantitative measures of image enhancement were 

proposed in this work called EME and EMEE, where EME was defined as a measure of 

enhancement, and EMEE was called measure of enhancement through entropy approach. 

However, the optimal enhancement approach was calculated so as to maximize EME or 

EMEE which are actually based on contrast information solely. Through these two 

enhancement metrics, only the contrast boosting level can be evaluated, and there is 

nothing related to other aspects of enhancement such as naturalness of appearance, 

artefacts control against over-enhancement which are also crucial for quality perception. 

Nevertheless, the proposals may be helpful to signify whether contrast of image has been 

maximized, but perceptual quality assessment on enhancement cannot be evidently 

proved.  
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In chapter 5, we have mentioned an enhancement method which is called Controlled 

Color Image Enhancement and Evaluation (HCCIEE) proposed by K.Huang et al. in 

[110]. One interesting point in this work is that Color Naturalness Index (CNI) and Color 

Colorfulness Index (CCI) were calculated serving as quality index to control 

enhancement. If sufficient performance of CNI and CCI can be verified, it would be very 

helpful to integrate such indexes to image enhancement for colorfulness and naturalness 

control during image enhancing.  

9.2.3 Previous works of IQA on color images 

Conventionally, the color difference judgment is a problem of color matching which has 

been discussed in chapter 3 section 3.3. Along with the development of research in 

related domains especially anatomy, physiology and image processing techniques, some 

hybrid versions have come into being in image quality domain. One typical and 

successful example is the S-CIELAB for color image quality assessment which can be 

roughly regarded as a spatial extension to color difference calculation in CIELab color 

space.  

The pioneering work was carried out by X.M.Zhang et al. in 1997 [184]. In their related 

works [185], it was applied as well in half- toning domain. Since the advent of this metric, 

it was frequented cited, compared and extended by researchers especially from color 

domain. In 2002, G.M.Johnson et al. applied this approach using CIE DeltaE2000 as 

color difference calculator [86]. Related works can also be found in [62]. Note that [62] 

has been mentioned in chapter 3 on color science, and [86] was discussed in chapter 4 on 

vision science. An important contribution of this work is standardizing the application of 

CSF for luminance and chrominance in a spatial extension approach to conventional 

color difference calculation. Application of this proposal in half-toning image quality 

assessment was also discussed. In another related work of G.M.Johnson [186], 

information fusion from error map to a single metric according to the test data was 

discussed. Complete information can be found in his PhD thesis [187]. In this study, 

color difference calculation using more sophisticated Color Appearance Models such as 

iCAM were introduced as well.   

Colorfulness of image was the evaluated in [188] proposed by P.G.Engeldrum in 2002. 

The relationship between IQA and image colorfulness was examined for the printed 

images. In 2006, P.G.Lovell et al. applied multi-scale color model for visual difference 

prediction [189]. Both luminance and chrominance channels were applied during 

evaluation using a multi-scale analysis of local contrast. Mahalanobis distance was 

applied in [190] proposed by F.H.Imai et al. for perceptual color difference assessment of 

complex images. In this paper, the color difference was derived from Mahalanobis 

distance by using covariance matrices for differences on each color attribute. An 

interesting point on this approach is that the correlations between lightness, chroma and 
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hue angle are better accounted thanks to the structure of covariance matrices of 

Mahalanobis distance. Because, mathematically, Mahalanobis distance contains even 

more information than CIE DeltaE2000 color difference formulas. The covariance 

matrices were obtained by psychophysical experiments using Just Noticeable Difference 

(JND). The resulted matrices show strong relationship to image categories, therefore can 

help judging perceptual color difference accordingly.   

In color reproduction domain, the reference [124] has been mentioned in chapter 6 on 

ICC profile quality assessment which was proposed by K.Falkenstern et al. in 2011. The 

Perceptual Rendering Intent was the subject of evaluation in this paper, and the final 

color difference was calculated by CIE DeltaE values. The obtained quality index was 

used to show the overall performance of ICC profile for printers. However, from IQA 

point of view, a simple CIE DeltaE evaluation may not be sufficient which needs some 

more profound consideration on HVS spatial vision properties such as CSF or masking 

effects as developed by other researchers. Another interesting IQA was proposed by 

J.Morovic et al. in [191] using colorimetric correlates. The visual color differences were 

measured by taking into consideration some HVS aspects. In order to improve the 

correlation between colorimetric differences and visual judgment, the following 

operations have been done: (1) 99% of DeltaE values instead of all color differences were 

used in order to remove the influences of extreme points; (2) CSF properties were 

included such as in S-CIELAB approach; (3) DeltaE values were calculated from the 

weighted channels of ∆J, ∆C and ∆h in ratio of 2:1:2 which means luminance and hue 

variations were more important than chrominance variations; (4) color differences were 

weighted differently according to their severities; (5) the mean and standard variance of 

the color differences were taken into account; (6) comparisons on spatial details is also 

effectuated to account for differences on image high frequency components. (7) using the 

original image to adjust the weights on color difference. Because the dark regions in 

original images are most vulnerable during reproduction and little changes to them will 

become visible to observers. This is a very interesting idea that the weighting coefficients 

come from the content analysis of reference image instead of evaluation of distortion 

itself. The vulnerability of image regions contributes to their sensitivity to distortion, and 

more correlated quality index can be resulted by taking into consideration of these factors.  

9.2.4 Previous works of IQA on specific domains 

Image Quality Metrics have been widely applied to many domains in addition to general 

purpose image and video processing. Many successful integrations of IQA on 

watermarking domain have been reported in literature. In the PhD thesis of I. Avcibas 

[192], he studied the application of IQA in steganalysis and compression. It is believed 

that the watermarking and steganographic schemes leave statistical evidence that can be 

exploited for detection with the aid of image quality features. Some continued work on 
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this subject can be found in [193]. The visibility of watermark was evaluated for video 

quality assessment in [194] which was proposed by S.Winkler et al. in 2002. Different 

types of perceptual artefacts were evaluated especially Flicker effect and HF noise. In the 

PhD thesis of E.D.Gelasca, full-reference objective quality metrics were designed for 

video watermarking, video segmentation and 3D model watermarking [195]. Both 

subjective and objective quality metrics were proposed in this work. The performance 

was investigated in terms of correlation to subjective opinions.  

In High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) domain, R.Mantiuk et al. extended the 

conventional VDP approach to take into account the aspects of high contrast vision such 

as light scattering properties and local adaptation [196]. Some quality-based adaptive 

video transmission over the Internet was proposed in 2003 [197]. Adaptive scheme which 

aims to adjust network transmission fluctuations was designed by applying perceptual 

quality assessment of video stream at the receiver side. In wireless communication 

domain, S.Winkler et al. proposed a video quality metric to account more specific bit 

error patterns of WCDMA [198]. In some recent work, M.Pedersen et al. evaluated the 

attributes of image quality for color prints in 2010 [199]. Six important quality attributes 

that may influence the perceived quality of image were evaluated including: color, 

lightness, sharpness, artefacts, and physical attributes. According to the psychophysical 

experiments carried out in the work, the quality of image can be properly asserted using 

the selected attributes.  

A more complete and up-to-date research on image quality evaluation was done by 

A.Chetouani in his PhD thesis on 2011 [200]. A comprehensive study on state-of-the-art 

solutions of IQA has been made, and a new quality assessment system was designed 

based on the identification and classification of artifacts. Many other applications of IQA 

can be found in literature, and the list of application will certainly be prolonged along 

with development of image processing and maturity of quality assessment. Limited by 

pages, they are not extensively discussed in this report.  

 

9.3 Several proposals on IQA in this work  

Although Image Quality Assessment is not the essential concern of this thesis, several 

immature attempts to improve the state-of-the-art IQA were made during the study. The 

following sections will briefly review these approaches for a complete report of the 

effectuated work.  
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9.3.1 General understanding on IQA modeling in this work  

Considerable IQAs have been reviewed in previous state-of-the-art report. However, utile 

the time of this manuscript, it seems that no IQA has been universally accepted. Being a 

conclusion of high-level understanding and evaluation of image distortion, IQA is highly 

subjective and observer-dependant in nature. Conventional approach for robust IQA 

which is usually performed subjectively remains the most widely accepted solution due to 

the immaturity of their objective substitutes. Some implementation protocols have also 

been formalized by ITU recommendations. Certainly tremendous time and human 

resources have to be consecrated to obtain the final IQA according to these subjective 

approaches.   

As a matter of fact, there are numerous scenarios that an objective IQA cannot be avoided 

such as in an automatic image and video coding system discussed in previous section 

9.2.4, a distortion-adaptive coding algorithm needs to evaluate the artifacts presented in 

images and judges its quality based on which the compression or transmission rate is 

adjusted. In such an automatic process, no subjective approach could be used. Even under 

the case that both subjective and objective evaluation can be applied, the latter owns 

many advantages compared with the former in simplicity of implementation, rapidity of 

performance and robustness against observation variations. It is inevitable and a long-

term solution for asserting image quality using objective IQAs.  

However, it is logically insufficient to judge a high-level understanding (image quality 

ranking) based solely on low-level attributes (intensity difference between two copies). 

The general understanding on objective IQA modeling in this work is to carry out quality 

assessment in three levels of processing: 

• Low-level attributes comparison: point-wise color difference is calculated at the 

first step, and then thresholded using HVS color tolerance behavior as discussed 

in chapter 3 section 3.3.2. 

 

• Mid-level features consideration: the distribution of distortion should be taken 

into condition for quality evaluation. Given the same amount of distortion energy, 

each pixel suffers only a minor distortion if the whole energy is dispersed all over 

the image plan. Some distortions may not be even discerned due to HVS 

sensibility. However, if they are grouped in small regions, they will be evident 

and annoying for image viewers as visible artifacts. This signifies that IQA which 

is based only on distortion statistics is not capable of distinguishing the 

importance of spatial distribution of distortion. Some suggestions on this 

integration will be discussed in section 9.3.3.  
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• High-level understanding integration: the relative importance of image content is 

applied as weighting factors when making information fusion from distortion 

map to a single-valued index. Saliency map is the most direct candidate. It can be 

casted over distortion map to endow different visual importance to each distortion 

region so that the summation of weighted distortion can better correlate to HVS 

perceptions.  

Some of these ideas have been carried out in real practice during this work which resulted 

in several publications (low- and middle-level approaches), whereas some others (high-

level parameters) remain as primary assumption to be integrated in future works. By 

accounting for low-level attributes on color differences, mid-level features descriptions 

on spatial distributions of distortions and high-level understanding integration with visual 

saliency, a more sophisticated and complete objective IQA can be obtained.  

9.3.2 Structural distortion detection using Cortex Transform 

In chapter 4 section 4.4, Cortex Transform has been introduced in detail which is a multi-

channel representation of image. By implementing Cortex Transform filters, the 

selectivity of spatial frequency (by radial), and selectivity of orientation (by directional 

division) can be well taken into consideration. As a result, only those image components 

under certain spatial frequency and certain direction will be extracted for further 

processing. This approach has been applied in chapter 5 and chapter 8 for texture 

information enhancement.  

As far as IQA is concerned, the importance of structural distortion detection has been 

emphasized by many publications reviewed in the state-of-the-art report especially the 

SSIM family indexes. In this section, Cortex Transform is applied to extract the structural 

information of reference image and its distorted version for similarity comparison. Due to 

the significance of structural information to human vision perception, the quality index 

thus obtained is more representative for perceptual quality of image.  

In our first attempt, the method of S-CIELAB is extended with Cortex Transform as 

following.  

• Pixel-wise color difference calculated by CIE DeltaE2000, and then thresholded 

using HVS color tolerance. Usually the threshold is set to 3 in DetlaE2000 value 

as discussed in chapter 3 section 3.3.2 ; 

• Spatial extension to CIE DeltaE formulas by integrating CSF filtering. The CSF 

profile adopts Daly’s model [165] as recommended in [75] ;  

• Using Cortex Transform to decompose image into channels to emphasize more on 

structural distortions.  
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The quality index is concluded using the obtained distortion map by empirical summation 

formulas. This proposal leads to the first publication of this work in ICCE 2008 (paper 

entitled “Color Image Assessment using spatial extension to CIE DE2000”). However, in 

this first attempt, it does not mathematically sound by applying Cortex Transform in 

image reconstruction after image decomposition without effectuating in-depth processing. 

Therefore, this approach of structural information comparison can be improved by 

extracting sub-band images using Cortex Transform, and comparing the color difference 

between all in sub-band images to obtain sub-distortion maps. The final distortion map is 

summarized from all sub-maps. The CSF filtering step is omitted in this approach for 

simplicity of implementation. Figure 9.1 shows the flowchart of the proposal. And some 

test results are shown in figure 9.2 

 

 
Fig.9.1. Flowchart CIE DeltaE thresholding on Cortex Transform sub-images 

Since the structural information holds extraordinary importance which conveys the 

meaning of the image contents, the distortions happen to them should be emphasized 

compared with other normal distortion in relatively less important areas. The integration 

of Cortex Transform and CIE Delta E 2000 thresholding is capable of extracting 

important structural distortions and removing invisible color difference. On observing the 

result in figure 9.2, we can find that most structural degradations have been captured in 
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the background have been dropped off. On the contrary, the result of simple CIE 

DeltaE2000 method captures everything without differentiating their relative importance. 

Besides, as blurring effect is usually c

[181], generally not only the contours themselves but also their neighboring pixels are 

touched by blurring effect as well. Therefore, it is more logical in the distortion map that 

the distortion from both contour and its spreading regions are captured which is the case 

of the proposed result.  

Fig.9.2. (top-left) original image (top

left) normalized distortion map using CIE DeltaE thresholding 

distortion map obtained by the proposed method

9.3.3 Quality index calculation using distortion map

Compared with one single

on distortion intensity and distribution of

implementation procedures, it is necessary to make quality assessment and image ranking 

using one single-valued quality index instead of a map. Therefore, the distortion detection 

is only the first step of quality assessm

index is the following issue. Some publications in literature have proposed SVR approach 

such as in [174] discussed in previous state

that many researchers appl

best approximation between their index and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) which is the 

“ground-truth” value of quality on the test images. 
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the distortion map while other less important ones such as non-structural distortions in 

the background have been dropped off. On the contrary, the result of simple CIE 

DeltaE2000 method captures everything without differentiating their relative importance. 

Besides, as blurring effect is usually characterized as spread of edges in image such as in 

[181], generally not only the contours themselves but also their neighboring pixels are 

touched by blurring effect as well. Therefore, it is more logical in the distortion map that 

h contour and its spreading regions are captured which is the case 

 

left) original image (top-right) degraded image with blurring effect (bottom

left) normalized distortion map using CIE DeltaE thresholding (bottom

distortion map obtained by the proposed method 

Quality index calculation using distortion map

Compared with one single-valued quality index, a distortion map holds more information 

on distortion intensity and distribution of image. However, in many automatic 

implementation procedures, it is necessary to make quality assessment and image ranking 

valued quality index instead of a map. Therefore, the distortion detection 

is only the first step of quality assessment, and how to condense the distortion map into 

index is the following issue. Some publications in literature have proposed SVR approach 

such as in [174] discussed in previous state-of-the-art report. However, it is still common 

that many researchers apply their empirical coefficients in data fitting in hope of finding 

best approximation between their index and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) which is the 

truth” value of quality on the test images.  

structural distortions in 

the background have been dropped off. On the contrary, the result of simple CIE 

DeltaE2000 method captures everything without differentiating their relative importance. 

haracterized as spread of edges in image such as in 

[181], generally not only the contours themselves but also their neighboring pixels are 

touched by blurring effect as well. Therefore, it is more logical in the distortion map that 

h contour and its spreading regions are captured which is the case 
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Quality index calculation using distortion map 

valued quality index, a distortion map holds more information 

image. However, in many automatic 

implementation procedures, it is necessary to make quality assessment and image ranking 
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ent, and how to condense the distortion map into 

index is the following issue. Some publications in literature have proposed SVR approach 

art report. However, it is still common 
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It is believed in this work that image quality assessment is one of high-level 

understanding of images. Therefore it is not logic and inappropriate to judge the quality 

using only low-level attributes such as color difference calculation. Mid-level features 

such as geometrical distribution of distortion over image plan and high-level image 

content importance characterized by visual saliency should be taken into consideration 

when fusing distortion information.  

Since it is usually more annoying if given energy distortions are grouped together rather 

than scattered around in image plan, the geometrical distribution of distortion is meant to 

play a very important role in perception and therefore must be taken into account when 

deducing quality index from the distortion map. For example, some attempts on this 

fusion can be realized by accounting for the size of distortion clusters. The overall 

distortion can be weighted by the equation (1)  

∑
=

×=
cN

i

iig DD
1

α         (1) 

where Dg is the global distortion index, Di the sum of DeltaE values of cluster Ci, αi is 

the weighting factor, and Nc is the total number of clusters. Di and αi can be calculated 

using equation (2) and (3) respectively.  
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where A(Ci) is the area of i
th

 distortion cluster, and M ×N is the size of distortion map. As 

can be seen from these equations, if the size of distortion cluster becomes larger, its 

contribution to the overall distortion will also be increased. Therefore, geometrical 

distribution characteristic can be roughly taken into account in information fusion from 

distortion map to quality index. A more complete description for this approach can be 

found in paper “A New Color Image Quality Index” on VPQM 2010.  

 

9.4 Conclusions 

The majority of this chapter has been devoted to the state-of-the-art report on Image 

Quality Assessment. Several immature attempts on IQA proposal can be regarded as 

complementary work during this thesis. As stated in opening section of this chapter, the 

importance of IQA has been thoroughly verified by the majority of this work. From color 

matching issue on chapter 3, to CSF application in chapter 4, to ICC profile quality 
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assessment in chapter 6, and Image Gamut Boundary Reduction in chapter 7, IQA has 

been repeatedly mentioned and applied throughout this work. Therefore, instead of 

focusing on developing some new sophisticated metrics, this chapter pays more attention 

to the summary of previous works and general modeling on this issue.  

Fifty-four publications are selected and briefly discussed in the state-of-the-art report 

from more than 100 read papers. They are grouped intuitively according to their 

applications including general concept and discussion, specific distortion-oriented, color 

image quality metrics and IQAs applied in specific domains. The blossom of publications 

and increasing concern on this issue confirm the ascendancy of quality domain and vital 

importance of IQA application. Nevertheless, until the time of this manuscript, it seems 

that no objective quality metric has been universally accepted and generically applied. 

Furthermore, the fusion of distortion map into a single-valued index remains an open 

question.  
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